
ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 1 Tier t# I I 
Ability to operate/monitor AFW on Reactor Trip Group # I I 

KIA # EPE.007.FA I .OS 

Importance Rating 4.4 4.3 

Proposed Question: 
The plant has just tripped from 100% power, and current conditions are as fo l lo~~s :  

’ RCS Wide Range Tcold: 545°F and slowly decreasing. 
RCS pressure: 2000 psia and slowly decreasing. 
A11 SG N R  levels are offscale low. 
The ere\\. is performing E-0; step 2 “Vel-if! Turbint. Trip“ 

\J‘hat action is the BOP required to take with AFW flo\\. and what Iiinitation is therc on taking t h i y  action‘? 

A .  The BOP is required to throttle total AFW flow to between 530 and 600 gpni. and the BOP ciin o n l ~  take this 
action after Narrow Range level in at least one SG is ‘,$OS. 

B. The BOP is required to tlirottle total AFU‘ flm. to t?et\\een 530 and 600 gm. and thc BOP c m  onI! I ; ~ C  111is 
action after completing hisiher immediate actions. 

C. The BOP is required to throttle total AFW flow as low as necessary to stop the cooldown. and the BOP should 
throttle flow evenly to all Steam Generators. 

D. The BOP is required to throttle total AFW flow as IOW as necessary to stop the cooldown, and the BOP can onl>s 
take this action after receiving direction from the US. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B” is correct, since the BOP operator may, at any time when not required to be performing 
an immediate action or sequenced steps, throttle AFW flow if minimum heat sink requirements are satisfied. This 
includes throttling flow to minimize cooldown. “A” is wrong, since throttling is required before SG level reaches S?/O 
with a cooldown in progress. “A“ is plausible, since the BOP must wait until at least one SG is >S% to decrease flow 
less than 530 gpm. “C” and “D” are wrong, since minimum heat sink requirements must be met. “C“ and “D’ are 
plausible, since throttling flow as low as necessary to stop the cooldown is required once one SG NR level reaches 
8%. “C” is also plausible, since the BOP should throttle AFW flow evenly, and “D” is also plausible, since SM/US 
direction is required if isolating AFW flow to a ruptured SG. 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #75640 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

ES-0.1 step I and step 7 
OP 3272, Attachment 3, page 30 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-04454 State the conditions which would allow ... throttling of or isolation of 
auxiliary feed water flow to a steam generator ... prior to being directed to perform 
the action by a specific step within the EOP network. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7 and41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 2 Tier # 1 I 
Small Break LOCA: Ability to determine or Group t: 1 1 

interpret Charging flow indication KIA f: EPE.009.EA2.13 
Importance Rating 3.4 3.6 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, an RCS leak occurs, and the following sequence of events takes place: 

I .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 

The creiv enters AOP 3555 Reoctor C.’oolmf S):s/cni L e a k .  
‘l‘ht 110 iiill!. opens the charging l i n t  Ilo\v control w l \ e  jCf-IS”I’CV I 2  I 
P7.R Ir\cl is still decreasing. 
‘The RO staits the second charging pump. 
PZR le\,el stabilizes at 5S%. 
RCS pressure is 2240 psia and stable. 

Approximatel\ inuch charging flow is no\\* going through 3CHS*FC\: 17 I ?  

A.  70 gpni 

B. 100 gpm 

C. 140gpm 

D. 200gpm 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct, and “A”, “B‘, and “D‘ wrong. since at normal operating pressure with two 
running charging pumps and 3CHS*FCV12 1 fully open, CHS flowrate will be about 140 gpm. “A” is plausible since 
65 gprn is the normal CHS flowrate from one CHS pump with 3CHS*FCV121 in automatic. “B” is plausible since 
100 gpm is the approximate CHS flowrate from one CHS pump running with 3CHS*FCV 12 1 f’ully open. “D” is 
plausible since 200 gprn is double the flowrate with one charging pump running and FCV 12 1 .  full open; and is an 
appropriate CHS cold leg injection flowrate through the cold leg injection path if an SIS has actuated during a small 
break LOCA. Note: the facility reviewer confirmed 130-gpm flow in the plant when two Charging Pumps were 
running with FC* 12 1 throttled during the plant shutdown at the start of a previous outage. Flowrates were tested on 
the simulator. 

Technical Reference(s): AOP 3555, step 2 
FSAR Table 9.3-4 
REALTIME Charging Pump Data 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 

MC-04202 Describe the operation of the Chemical And Volume Control System 
under normal, abnormal, and emergency operation conditions. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5 and 41.8 
55.43.5 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Esamination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 3 Tier # 1 I 
Knowledge of reasons for criteria for shifting to Group # 1 1 

recirc mode. KIA 8 EPE.0 1 1 .EK3.15 
Importance Rating 4.3 4.4 

Proposed Question: 

The crew has just entered ES-I.? Ti.ar7,~fi.r. lo Cold Leg Rec,irc7//o/ioi7 

What is the remaining water in tlie IiWST used for-? 

A .  To maintain adequate suction to the CI IS i i n d  SI1 1 putiiyi \ \ . l i i le \\vitcliing to cold ICE rccit-c. :itid foi- QucncIi 
Spra), Ptnmp usage after the s\vitcIio\ el- i s  coinplcte. 

B. To prevent cavitation of the Rl-IIi pumps~ and for Quench Spra). Pump u s a ~ e  a h  tlie switchover Is completc. 

C. To maintain adequate suction to the CllS antl SI11 pumps uliile \\\itcIiiiy to cold leg 1-ecirc. antl to minimizz 
boron precipitation in  the Iiottes~ regions o f  the cot-e. 

D. To prevent cavitation ofthe R H R  pumps, and to niinimIze boron precipitation i n  the hottest i q ions  ofthe core 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): 
‘‘A’‘ is correct since, when RWST level decreases to the switchover setpoint. the transfer to cold leg recirculation is 
made to maintain coolant flow to the core. and the remainder of the RWST is resen ed for QSS pump usage (“C“ and 
“D’ wrong). “B“ and “D’ are wrong, since the RHR pumps trip on RWST Lo-Lo level. but plausible since RHR 
pumps initially provide core cooling by taking suction on the RWST. “C’‘ and “D”  are plausible, since boron 
precipitation is the basis for switching to hot leg recirc. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Modified Bank # 63929 Parent question attached. 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

WOG Bkgd Doc for ES-1.2 Caution prior to step I (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-06261; Discuss the basis of major procedure steps and ,’ or sequence of steps in 
EOP ES - 1.3 and ES - 1.4. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.41.5 and41.10 

Comments: 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 4 Tier # 1 1 
RCP Malfunction: Ability to operate or monitor Group # I 1 

ccw flow. K!A ## APE.015/017.AA1.06 
Importance Rating 3 .  I 2.9 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

I .  
2. 

A I00 gpiii tube leak occurs in the “D” RCP tliernial Barrier heat exchanger. 
One miniite Inter. iv i t l i  the plant still on line. thc C‘S directs the RO to monitor RPCC\V lious 

\h%at n~ill tlie RO observe on MB2? 

A .  “A” train RPCCU’ CI‘MI’ lieadel- flow has increased 

13. “A” train RPCCII‘ CTh4T header flow has decreased. 

C. “D“ train RI’CC\‘\.‘ CThlT heatler flow has incrcascd. 

D. “B“ train RPCCW CTMT header flow has decreased. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B” is correct since an RCP thermal Barrier heat exchanger tube leak will result in RCS 
leakage into the WCCW system. To protect the WCCW system, when flow reaches 86 gpm, the thermal barrier HX 
return isolation valve (3CCP*AOV 178D) will auto-close to isolate the leak, isolating RPCCW flow through the “D’ 
RCP thermal barrier and reducing RPCCW flow through tlie train “A” CTMT header (“A” and “C” wrong). “A” is 
plausible since “A” train RPCCW cools the “D” RCP and without auto action from AOV17SD, there would be an 
increase in return flow from the thermal barrier HX. Distractors “C” and “D” are plausible since for many train 
specific systems, components “a” and “c” are supplied by train “A”, and components “b” and “d“ are train “B“. 

Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

P & ID EM-121B 
FSAR Page 9.2-1 8 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-04150 Describe the operation of the.. . Reactor Plant Component Cooling 
System equipment controls and interlocks.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 

Comments: 
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Form ES-40 J-5 ES-40 1 Written Esamination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Le\.el RO S RO 
Question #/ 5 Tier $ I I 
Ability to operate and / or monitor pressurizer level trend Group S 1 1 

during a loss of reactor coolant makeup. K’,I f APE.022.AA 1.03 
Iinpoi~ance Rating 3.2 3.2 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant at 100% power and tlie “B“ Charging Pump runnins.  tlie follu\ving sequence of events occur: 

I .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 ,  

Tlie CHARG PP FLOW HI.;I_O alarm is received. 
Tlie RO reports Charging Header Flo\v Control Val \? .  3Cf IS*FC‘\’ I2 I .  has failed closed 
Tlie RO repoi-ts that Pressurizer Ie\.el is 6 O O . O  and decreasing. 
The US directs 1lie RO to tnkc m a n u a l  control of 3Cl IS*FC\’l 2 I 
The RO reports 3CHS*FCV1_3 I tirill not open. 

What PZli le\iel trend would the 110 observe if no operator xtioii is tnkcn: ;ind i \ . I iat action \ \ i l l  the operators take to 
mitigate the initial decreasing pressurizer level trend? 

A.  Pressurizer level \\ouId continue to decrease unt i l  the pressurizcr is eillpt!. Operators \ \ , i l l  align charging through 
the safety grade path via 3CHS*HC\‘190A. 

B. Pressurizer level \vould continue to decrease until 2270 pressurizer le\ el. and then start increasing. Operators will 
align charging through the safe[>, grade path via 3CIHS”l IC\’] 90A. 

C. Pressurizer level would continue to decrease until the pressurizer is empty. Operators will align charging through 
the safety grade path via 3CHS*HCV190B. 

D. Pressurizer level \vouId continue to decrease until 22% pressurizer level. and then start increasing. Operators will 
align charging through the safety grade path via 3CHS*HCV 190B. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “A” and “C” are wrong, since at 22% pressurizer level. letdown \vi11 autoinatically isolate, 
and since charging is still occurring through the RCP seals. pressurizer level would start to recover. “B” is correct, 
and “D’ wrong. since both OP 3353.MB3A, 4-9 and EOP 3506 directs the operators to align charging through the 
safety grade path via 3CHS*HCV 190A since FCV I90A bypasses FCV 12 I ,  and FCV 190B does not. “A” and “C” are 
plausible, since this would occur if letdown did not isolate. or if EOP 3506 had been entered due to a loss of all 
Charging Pumps. “C” and “D’ are plausible since 3CHS*HCVI 90B is a safety grade path, and the “B” Charging 
Pump is running. but using 190B would require locally aligning a flovpath to the RCP seals. 
Technical Reference(s): EOP 3506, steps 9 and 1 Oa. b, and c. (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3353.MB3A, 4-9 
OP 3353.MB4A, 5-1 
P&ID 104A 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-04202 Describe the operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System 
under normal, abnormal, and emergency operating conditions. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 

55.4 1.5,4 I .7, and 4 1.  I0 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 6 Tier # 1 1 
Explain and apply all system limits and Group # 1 1 
precautions relating to Loss of RHR KIA # APE.025.GEN.2.1.32 

Importance Rating 3.4 3.8 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

RCS temperature is 150°F. 

Yo RCPs arc running. 
RCS Pressure is 150 psia. 

.-\ ‘.13.. Train outagc is in p r q r e s r  

‘rhe tollo\ving sequence of e\’ents occurs: 

I .  
2 .  
-3. 

The “A“ RI4R Pump trips. 
The cre\v enters EOP 3505 Loss o / ’ J ‘ S / 7 Z t 1 h 1 ’ 1 7  Cooling umhbr- RCS Invemory. 
The success path specified for deca!. lieat reinoval is to open the atmospheric relief \,al\es. 

iI’hat is the crew required to do with RCS pressure, and why? 

A. 
B. 
C. 

D. 

The crew must raise RCS pressure to greater than I70 psia, to ensure subcooled natural circulation occurs. 
The crew must raise RCS pressure to greater than 170 psia, to ensure adequate NPSH exists for starting an RCP 
The crew must depressurize the RCS to atmospheric to prevent lifting COPPS relief valves as the natural 
circulation AT develops. 
The crew must depressurize the RCS to atmospheric to prevent a cold overpressure event as makeup is added to 
the RCS. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since natural circulation will proceed when RCS temperature increases to 
approximately 50°F greater than the saturation temperature of the secondary water. The required RCS pressure to 
maintain the RCS subcooled at the lowesi pressure point in the RCS (SG U-Tubes), including instrument 
uncertainties, is I70 psia. “B“ is u’rong, since the 170 psia requirement is part of establishment of conditions for 
natural circulation. “C” and “D’ are wrong, since the RO will be maintaining RCS pressure between 170 and 330 
p i a .  “B’ is plausible, since there is a pressure requirement for RCS pressure in EOP 3505 when running an RCP, but 
the pressure band is 3 10 to 375 psia. “C” is plausible, since the PZR may be solid when in MODE 5, and a heatup 
will cause an increase in RCS pressure. “ D  is plausible, since this is a misapplication of the PTS caution that applies 
when adding makeup via a high head source. 
Technical 
Referencets): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

EOP 3505, Attachment B, Caution prior to step I ,  step 9, step 1 1 ,  
EOP 3505, Attachment B, note prior to step 12 

OP 3260A Basis Document, Page 21, and Section 1.4.4 

(Attach if not 
previously provided) 

None 
MC-04352 Discuss the bases of major procedure steps and/or sequence of steps in 
EOP 3505, Loss of Shutdown Cooling andor RCS Inventory 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1 .  I O  

(As available) 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Le\.el RO SRO 
Question # 7 Tier it 1 I 

Determinehnterpret valve lineup to restart Group # I 1 

CCW after bypassing portion of system K/A 8 APE.026.AA2.03 

Proposed Question: 
Importance Rating 2.6 2.9 

The plant is initially in MODE 3 with the reactor trip breakers open. and RPCCW header flowrates are as follows: 

The follo\ving sequence ofe\cnts occurs: 

1 .  
2. 

? 
2 .  

4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
5. 
9. 

RPCCW surge tank level stails rapidly lowering. 
The creu. enters AOP 356 1 Lo.r.v of Reac/or P / m [  C - o ~ ~ ~ / w / w ~ / /  C ’ ( J O / ~ / ~ $  IJ’OIW and dcrcrniines the leak is on the 
“A?’ Train Gf RPCC\V. 
The “A” non-safety header isolates due to a RPCC\!‘ 10-10 surye tank I c \ ~ l .  
The creiv stops the affected RCPs. 
The crew closes the “A“ train CTMT supply and return header isolation \.alves. 
The “A” RPCCW puinp is placed in pull-to-lock. 
A large pipe break is found on the “A” train non-safe?. header. 
All AOP actions for an “A“ train RPCCW leak are coinplete up to affected train restoration steps. 
The crew is preparing to restore the “A” Train RPCCW per OP 333OA Reuclor- Plunl Coniponem Cooli17g IZ’urel-. 

What valve alignment, if any. needs to be completed prior to starting the “A” RPCCW pump to provide the minimum 
preferred load with the “A“ train non-safety header isolated? 

A. No further manual valve alignment needs to be completed, since the minimum preferred load is already available. 

B. Restoring the “A” Train RPCCW CTMT header will provide the preferred load 

C. Aligning the Spent Fuel Pool Cooler to the “A” RPCCW train will provide the preferred load. 

D. Aligning the “A” CDS Chiller l Jn i t  to the “A” RPCCW train \vi11 provide the preferred load. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): 
The minimum preferred load for starting an RPCCW pump is 2000 gpm. “A” is plausible, since 1000 gpm is the 
minimum load required (although 2000 gpm is preferred) and with the leaking non-safety header isolated, there was 
still initially > 1000 gpm of flow available to “A” train, “B’ is plausible, since with the CTMT header restored, 
greater than 1000 gpm of flow is available. “C” is correct, since the options for sharing loads between RPCCW trains 
are to shift Fuel Pool coolers (“C” correct) or to align a given CDS Chiller to a different RPCCW train (“D’ 
plausible). “D” is wrong, since with the A” train non-safety header isolated, a CDS Chiller load cannot be placed on 
the “A” RPCCW train. 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Technical Reference(s): AOP 356 1 Attachment C. steps 10 to 13 

OP 3330A. Note prior to step 4.1.1, step 4.16.4, and Attachment I .  
(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning MC-04155 Given an RPCCW System leak. determine the effects on the RPCCW 
Objective: System and other interrelated systems. 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 5 5  Content: 
Coininents: 

None 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.4 and -4 1 .  I O  
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Form ES-40 1-5 ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet 

17x;iniinatjon Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Qwstion # 8 Tier # I I 
Knowledge of operational implications of Group # 1 I 

with pressurizer pressure control malfunction. Importance Rating 2.8 3 .  I 
expansion of liquids as temperature increases K/A # APE.027.AK I .02 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant initially at 100% power and rod control in manual, a short duration spurious runback occurs. 

P o \ w  has stabilized at SUYO. 
I'n\.c has increased I O  59j  '1.. . 

Pressurizer level has riscn to SO?;. 
Pressurizer pressure is currcntl!. 2370 psia. 
POKV 455A indicates OPEN. 
PORV 456 indicates CLOSED. 
PRT pressure and level are increasine. 
All Pressurizer backup heaters are energized 

Whal  action is required to be taken by thc operators? 

A. Trip the reactor and enter E-0, since an automatic reactor trip should have occurred. 

B, Open PORV 456, since it should already be OPEN. 

C. Close PORV 455A, since it should have already CLOSED. 

D. Turn all pressurizer backup heaters to OFF, since they should not have energized. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
Justification: "B" is correct, and "C" wrong, but plausible, since the PORVs open at 2350 psia and will not close until 
pressure is about 2335 psia. "A" is wrong, but plausible, since the reactor trip setpoint is 2385 psia. "D" is wrong 
since a PZR insurge has occurred, and heaters automatically energize when actual level is 5% above program, but 
plausible, since RCS pressure is high. 

Technical Reference(s): OP 3353.MB4A, 3-4,4-1 (Attach if not previously provided) 
OP 3353.MB4C, 2-7 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning MC-0534 1 ; Describe operation of the PZR pressure and level control systems under 
Objective: normal, abnormal and emergency operating conditions. 

Question Source: Bank #75632 

Question History 

None 
(As available) 

200 1 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Question Cognitl1.e Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.8 and 41.10 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 9 Tier f f  I 1 
Ability to determine / interpret the occurrence Group # I 1 

of a main turbine / reactor trip. w A  f ;  EPE.029.EA2.09 
1 inportance Rating 4.4 4.5 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

I .  
2. 

A Safet>, Injection has occurred. 
The cren has been progressing througli the 1;OP netuork 

Current condilions: 

A va l id  ORANGE path is received on the “S~thcr-iticalit!.“ status trr‘e. 
The crtl\v is enlering FR-S. 1 Xe,s/io/i.se io ~\‘i/~,/~t/r / ’o i i . c>r  G ‘ o ~ o ~ , ~ ~ ~ c / ; ~  :I TIJ ;Y. 
Reactor Trip and Bypass Breakers are OPEN. 
DRPl sI~o\\:s all rods on the bottom 
Internicdiate Range Startup Rate is positiw. 
Tlic Source Ranges 1m.e not energized. 
All 4 Turbine Stop Valves are CLOSED. 
The “A“, “B”, and ‘“2’‘ Turbine Control Valves are closed. 
The “D” Turbine Control Valve is stuck OPEN. 
The “A‘*: “B”: and “C” MSIVs are closed. 
The “D” MSIV is stuck OPEN. 

As defined in the immediate actions of E-0 and FR-S. 1 ~ what is the status of the reactor and the turbine? 

A. Both the reactor and the turbine are tripped. 

B. The reactor is tripped, but the turbine is NOT tripped. 

C. The reactor is NOT tripped, but the turbine is tripped. 

D. Both the reactor and the turbine are NOT tripped. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since two of the three reactor-trip criteria are met (“C“ and ‘‘D> are wrong); 
and the turbine is tripped, since all 4 stop valves are closed (‘‘E’ and “ C “  are wrong). “C” and “D’ are plausible, 
since power is increasing. “B” and “Cy’ are plausible, since one MSIV and one control valve are stuck open. 
Technical Reference(s): (Attach if not previously provided) FR-S.1, steps 1 and 2 

E-0, note prior to step 1 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during exam.ination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: Modified Bank #78909 Parent Question Attached 
Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 
MC-04625 Describe the major action categories within EOP 35 FR-S. I .  (As available) 

2004 Millstone 3 NRC Exam prior to modification 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.10 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Fonn ES-40 1-5 

f!xamination Outline Cross-reference: Leve I 
Question # 10 Tier # 

Knowledge of operational implications of Group # 
feedwater introduction into a dry SG as it applies K/A # 
IO a steam line rupture. Importance Rating 

Proposed Question: 

RO SRO 
I 1 

I 1 

APE.040.KI .07 
3.4 4.2 

With the plant operating at 100% power. the following sequence of events occurs: 

One o f  the “B“ SG Safet). Valves fails full:. opcn, and sticks frill!, o p m  
?‘lie reactor trips. and a Ion steamline prcsswe SIS occurs. 
The cren. enters E-0 Rcwctor Trip or ,Sq/&j. /njcc/inr7. 
The “13” SG rapidly depressurizes. 
The BOP operator isolates AFW flow to the “13” SG. 
“B‘. SG Wide Range level reaches 4%. 
RCS WR TcolCl slowly returns to 557°F 
\Vhile attempting to increase AF\V no\\. to the “C“ S G ,  the BOP operator inadvet-tt.ntI>. establishes i\F\Y flo\v to 
the “U” SG.  

Per the WOG EOP Basis Document, \\;hat is the most significant operational concern associated with the BOP’S 
reestablishing AFW flow to the “B’’ SG? 

A. This will allow the mass and energy release to continue into the atmosphere 

R. This will reinitiate the unplanned radiation release to the environment: potentiall). violating lOCFR20 limits. 

C. This will minimize the cooldown capability of the non-faulted loops. 

D. This will result in thermal or mechanical shocks to the SG tubes that could result in a tube rupture. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): 
Based on wide range level, “B’ SG is considered hot and dry. Reestablishment of feed flow to a dry SG could result 
in thermal/mechanical shock to SG tubes such that tube leakage or even a significant tube rupture could occur (“D” 
correct). Both distractors “A” and “C” are pIausible since these statements are true in and of themselves, and also 
form the basis for feedwater isoIation to a faulted SG, and is discussed in the WOG Background document for E-2. 
Distractor “B” is plausible since the steam break is outside CTMT, and depending on RCS activity and actual tube 
leakage, there may be a radiological release in progress. 
Technical Reference(s): WOG Background for FR-H. 1, Step 1 ,  Caution 2 

WOG Background for ECA-2.1, Step 2, Caution 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: EOP 35 ECA-2.1. 
Question History: New 

Quest ion Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-03882; Discuss the basis of major procedure steps and/or sequence of steps in (As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 I .8 and 4 I .  10 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Esaniination Outline Cross-reference: Level R 0 SRO 
Question # 1 1  Tier % I 1 
Ability to operate/monitor HPI as it applies to Group f: 1 1 

total loss of MFW. KIA # APE.054.AAI .04 
linportance Rating 4.4 4.5 

Proposed Question: 

Ciirretit plant conditions require r h a t  RCS bleed and feed be pdormied 

A .  Manuall! start one charging pump or one SI ptiiilp 

B. Manually start both chargins puiiips and both SI punips 

C . R I a ti u a I I >. start hot 11 charg i rig pu 111 11s. 

D. Manirall\. actuate SI. 

Proposed Answer: D. 
Explanation (Optional): 
FR-H. 1 requires that SI be initiated to start the feed portion of bleed and feed (”D” I S  correct). Distractor “A” is 
plausible since step 12 ofFR-H. I verifies a proper feed path by checking at least one cliarging pump or one SI pump 
running. Distractor “B” is plausible since starting both charging pumps and both SI punips. would be the result (with 
respect to high head ECCS pumps) of initiating SI. Distractor “C” is plausible since for non-complicated FR-H.1 
scenarios, RCS pressure is likely to be above the shutoff head of tbe SI pumps. 

Technical Reference(s): FR-H. I ~ step 1 1 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04535, Discuss the basis of major procedure steps in EOP 35 FR-14.1 (As available) 

Objective: through H.5. 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7 and41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 12 Tier # 1 1 

Ability to determine or interpret Instrumentation Group # I 1 

available on a station blackout. Importance Rating 3.7 4.1 
and Controls operable with only DC power KIA # EPE.OS5.EA2.04 

Proposed Question: 

\\’itIi the plant at 100% power, the following sequence of events occm:  

I . 
2 .  
.;. 

A significant grid disturbance occurs, resulting in large RCS pressure s\viiigs. 
A11 ,.IC lmiiw is lost, and the crc~t.  eniers ECA-0.0 LO.V.Y Of.-l//.-l(’ POII.CY. 
\\liili .  tlic crci\. is trying to rcstorc AC po\vcr 1x1. 13C,\-0.0. step 5 .  tlic‘ STA iiotcs ilia! RC‘S prcssure is still 
increasing as AT for natural circulation i s  developin_r. 

The cret\’ is currently preparing to depressurize intact steam generators per ECA-0.0, step 19 

\\‘liicli coii1iaI system \vas available to l i m i t  the RCS pressure rise at ECA-0.0. slep 5:  and ii.liicli contids arc 
:I\ ailablc in tlcpi-cssurize the Steam Generators at ECA-0.0. step 19? 

,A. The RCS overpressure event was limited by the PZR PORVs, and the crew will depressurize the SGs usins tlic 
Atiiiospheric Relief Bypass Valves controlled locally by PEOs. 

B. The RCS overpressure event was limited by the PZR spray valves. and the crew \vi11 depressurize the SGs using 
the Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves controlled locally by PEOs. 

C. The RCS overpressure event was limited by the PZR PORVs, and the crew will depressurize the SGs using the 
Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves controlled fi-om MB5. 

D. The RCS overpressure event was limited by the PZR spray valves, and the crew will depressurize the SGs using 
the Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves controlled from MB5. 

Proposed Answer: A. 
Explanation (Optional): 
“A” is correct, since cooldown is performed using Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves due to loss of air to 
Atmospheric Relief Valves. This is done locally due to loss of Control Power to Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves 
(“C’ and “D” wrong). The over-pressure event is limited by the PZR PORVs, since they are powered by DC power, 
and spray valves will not work since driving head for PZR spray valves is lost with natural circulation flow (“B” and 
“D’  wrong). “C” and “D” are plausible, since the Atmospheric Relief Bypass Valves will be used to dzpressurize the 
RCS. “B” and “D” are plausible, since the spray valves are normally the preferred means of depressurizing the RCS. 

Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 

Question Source: Bank #73473 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

ECA-0.0, steps 3.a and 19. (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-03852; Discuss the basis of major procedure steps and/or sequence of steps in (As available) 
Objective: EOP 35 ECA-O.0. 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7,41.8, and 43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 13 Tier # 1 I 
Operational iinplications of cooling by natural Group #/ 1 1 
circulation KIA fi’ APE.05G.AKI .01 

Importance Rating 3.7 4.2 

Proposed Question: 
Offsite power is lost, and the following procedurall~ diwctcd actions are tnltcn prior to comnicncing the RCS 
cooldown: 

I .  
2 
3 .  
4 .  

The BOP closes the MSIVs. 
The RO coinmences imniediotc burntion to irlcrense RCS boi-or1 c o ~ ~ e n ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ i o ~ ~  11) 1_:00 ~ ~ I I I .  

The BOP loads the SRO cliescl to W ) - 7 l n  Kiv .  
The BOP starts a second CRDM conlinc~ fan. 

M’hich of the above actions was taken to minimize conlplications due to the loss of RCl’s during the cooldoivn? 

A. Closing the Main Steam Isolation \’all cs 

B. C:oniniencing t he  iinmedinte boraticvi 

C. Loading the SBO diesel to 500-700 K\\. 

D. Starting the second CRDM Cooling Fan. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D’ is correct: since the basis of running two CRDM fans is to ensure as much heat as 
possible is being removed fi-om the vessel head. Maximum CRDM cooling, combined with maintaining an extra 
subcooling margin and a restricted cooldoum rate: prevents possible void formation in the upper head (Based on 
analysis after the 1980 St. Lucie event). ”A” is wrong. since this action is taken due to loss of secondary plant cooling 
on a loss of offsite power. “B” is wrong, since this action is taken due to a loss of DRPl on a loss of offsite power. 
“C“ is lvrong; since the SBO diesel is started on loss of offsite power to maintain the SBO auxiliaries powered, and 
loaded to prevent the buildup of combustibles. “A“. “B”, and “C” are plausible? since the!, are actions that are not 
normally taken by the crew on a trip, but are taken on a loss of offsite power. 
Technical Reference(s): ES-0.1, steps 3 and 6. (Attach if not 

ES-0.2, steps 3 and step 4. WOG Bkgd for step 5 and I2 
Millstone 3 step deviation document for ES-0.1, steps 3 and 6 
Millstone 3 step deviation document for ES-0.2, step 3 

None 

previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 
Quest ion Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

MC-05944 Discuss the basis of major procedure steps and/or sequence of steps in 
EOP 35 ES-0.2, Natural Circulation Cooldown. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41 .X and 41 . I  0 

Comments: 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Quesrion Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Le\ el RO SRO 
Question f 14 Tier = 1 1 
Ability to deterininehterpret component Group ti I 1 

loss of Vital Instrument Bus. Importance Rating 3.1 3.1 
position which will occur on an LOP as applies to KiA = APE.057.AA2.18 

Proposed Question: 

A loss of offsite power occurs while W A C  2 is de-energized 

What will be the effect on automatic operation of the "R"  EDG and 34D bus stripping? 

A .  T h c  "I3" EDC starts. and 34D loads strip. hut  the I'M output breaker iv i l l  not close 

B. Tlie "B" EDC starts, bus 34D loads do not strip. and rhe EDG output breaker \ \ i l l  not closc' 

C. The "R" EDG does not start and bus 34D loads are not stripped. 

I1 The "13" I'DG does not start but bus 34D loads strip 

Proposed Ans\ver: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
Loss of VIAC 1 or 2 deenergizes the associated EDG sequencer. If an ESF actuation takes place, the following will 
NOT occur autoinatically on the associated train: 

Emergency bus load stripping 
Load sequencing 

"B" is correct since it describes the proper response of the 'B' Sequencer and EDG as stated in AOP 3564. "A" is 
wrong since the sequencer is deenergized so it will not strip bus 34D. "A" is plausible. since this action normally 
occurs on an LOP. "C" and "D" are wrong since the 'B' EDG will start from the LOP signal, independent of the 
deenergized sequencer. "C" and "D' are plausible, since on an SIS signal, the EDG would not start with the 
sequencer deenergized. 

EDG start (except on LOP) 

Technical Reference(s): AOP 3564 Step 1 Caution (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #69207 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

Comments: 

None 
MC-03956; Discuss the basis of major precautions, procedure steps and/or sequence 
of steps within AOP 3564, Loss of One Protective System Channel. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7 and 41 .IO 
55.43.5 
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t:s--Jo I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

F,s;rniination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Queslion k I5 Tier # 1 I 
Ability to determine and interpret DC loads lost; Group # I 1 

systems. Importance Rating 3.5 3.9 
impact on ability to operate and monitor plant 

Proposed Question: 

KIA # APE.OjS.AA2.03 

The plant is at 22 % power. 

All annunciator n.indows darken. 71‘hc BOP announces that battery bus 5 voltagc indicntcs zero. 

!ssuiiiing no operator action has bccn takcn. \\.lint \vi11 be the status o f  the t-eact(ir 30 wconds aiicl- the loss of DC bus 
5? 

A,  The reactor wjll have tripped, since Main Turbine ETS pressure switches have desnergiztd 

B. The reactor will NOT have tripped. Steam Generator levels will be decreasing because the feedivater header has 
i so lii t ed . 

C. The reactor will NOT have tripped. Steam Generator levels will be decreasing because feed pump recirc valves 
have failed open. 

D. The reactor will have tripped, since the steam supply to the SJAE’s has isolated. resulting in a trip on low 
condenser vacuum. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): The loss of DC Bus 5 will de-energize the turbine ETS trip switches: which will trip the 
turbine (“A” plausible) but not the reactor, since power is below the P-9 setpoint (“A’. wrong). The main feed 
regulating and bypass valves will fail closed if bus 1 or 2 are lost, and feedwater will not be isolated, no FWI because 
no P-4 (“B” wrong, but plausible). The recirculation valves for the motor and turbine driven feed pumps fail open, 
causing level to decrease, but the decreasing level will be offset by feed reg valves opening and feed pump speed 
increasing (“C“ correct). The loss of SJAE will also occur (,‘D’ plausible) but will be a longer process to lose 
condenser vacuum (“D’ wrong). 
Technical Reference(s): AOP3563, Attachment E (Attach if not previously provided) 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #70403 

Question Cognitive Level: 

I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-03309 Given a failure of the 125 VDC Distribution System or a portion ofthe 
system, determine the effects on the system and on interrelated systems.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5 and 4 I .7 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # I6 Tier # I 1 

Knowledge of the reasons for automatic actions within Group # I 1 - 
Service Water on ESF actuation. KIA # APE.062.AK3.02 

Importance Rating 3.6 3.9 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant initiallJ* at 100% power, an earthquake occurs; resulting in an SIS: CDA, and LOP. 

Service Water to RSS Valves 3SWP*MOV54A and B open as soon as 34C and D are energized, but 
3SWP*MOV54C and 54D open after a three-minute time delay. 

\Vhat is tlic purpose of t he  3-minute time delay tied to the auto-openin? of 3SWP*hd0\’5-!(’ ; t i i d  I)’? 

A. Allow time for service water flow to refill the SWI) piping to the Emergency Diesel Heat Exchangers 
(3EGS”E I A.’R and E2AiB).  

B. Allo\v time for service water flo\\; to refill the S\VP piping to the Control Building ACI! Bonstei- Primps 
( 3  s WP *i P3 A In). 

C. Prevent runout flow conditions from existing on the running Service Water Pumps b ~ ,  alloning time for Se r lke  
Water to TPCCW Supply Valves 3SbT*MOV7 1 A and 7 1 B to close. 

D. Prevent runout flow conditions from existing on the running Service Water Puinps by allowing tiine for Service 
Water to RPCCW Supply Valves 3SWP*MOVjOA and SOB to close. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B” is correct, and “A”, “C”: and “D’  wrong, since during an LOP, SWP piping drains, and 
in order to guarantee the refilling of the SWP piping to the Control Building ACUs following a CDAILOP. the time 
delay exists, delaying the opening of the last two SWP to RSS valves. This maintains a higher SWP pressure to refill 
the associated piping. “A” is plausible since this system also drains on an LOP, and requires SWP after a CDA+LOP. 
“C” and “D“ are plausible since this is related to the reason RPCCW and TPCCW are isolated from SWP on a CDA. 
Technical Reference(s): DCR M3-97105 (Attach if not previously provided) 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #77656 
Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-05714 Describe the operation of the following Service Water System components 
controls and interlocks.. . Containment Recirculation Cooler Isolation Valves.. . 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.4 and 41.8 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Out1 ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 17 Tier i# 1 I 
Ability to operate and/or monitor the restoration of Group # 1 I 
systems when air pressure is restored. K/A # APE.06S.AA 1.03 

lrnportance Rating 2.9 3 .  I 

Proposed Qiiestioii: 
Initial Contl i tions: 

RCS T a w  i s  557°F. 
AI1 !rods ai-e full\, insei-red. 
’!‘he Scr-vice Air  Conipressoi- tagged oiit.  

I .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5 .  

The running .‘A’‘ Instrument Air Coinpressor trips. and the standby ”B“ Compressor fails 10 load. 
Air pressure starts decreasing. and the crew enters AOP 3562 Loss qf/~sWz~menl dii.. 
Instrwiient A i r  pressure decreases to zero psig. 
I\ [’I<(> locall! places the ’.El-‘ coinpressor i n  ”CY. x i d  it loads. 
Insrruiiicnt air pressure rc‘covcrs to I IO psiig. 

\$%at actions ai-e the operators required to take \vitIi the Reactor Plant Chilled Water Slstetii nou’ that air pressure has 
been restored‘? 

A. Restart the two previously running CDS Chillers at Main Board I .  

B. Restart the two previously running CDS Circulating Pumps at Main Board 1 

C. Open the RPCCW supply and return to Chilled Water valves: close the CDS CTVs, and close the CDS CTMT 
Air Recirc supply valves. 

D. Close the RPCCW supply and return to Chilled Water valves, open the CDS CTVs, and open the CDS CTMT 
Air Recirc supply valves. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D’ is correct, since on a loss of instrument air, CDS will isolate to CTMT. AOP 3562 
directs the restoration CDS cooling to the CAR fans after air pressure is restored. “A” and “B” are wrong, since if 
CDS Circ Pumps will remain running, and if the CDS Chillers trip during the transient, they will automatically restart. 
“A” and “B” are plausible, since the Chillers may trip. “C” is wrong, but plausible, since these are the CDS actions 
that automatically occur on the loss of air, and the RPCCW valve operation directed by AOP 3562 before air pressure 
is restored. These operations would be proper if RPCCW was the normal supply to the CAR fans. 

Technical Reference(s): AOP 3562, steps 7 and 14. 
OP 3330C, section 4.2 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Pan 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-07008 The crew will demonstrate the ability to safely operate the plant during a 
loss of instrument air ... 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exam inat ion Outline Cross-reference: Level I< 0 SRO 
Question # 18 Tier f# 1 I 
Knowledge of interrelationships between Loss of Group # 1 

functions of control and safety systems. Importance Rating 3.6 3.9 

1 - 
Emergency Coolant Recirc and components and K/A # WI'E I 1 .EK2.1 

Proposed Question: 

A large break LOCA has occurred. 

Which component problem would result in a loss of Cold Leg Recirculation capability, requiring the creu' to enter 
t?CA- I , I L mx ~ ~ E I i z r g m q .  Cooknil Reciiriilutioi7? 

:I. Otf-site power is lost and the '.n" train Emergencl. Diesel Generator trips tcn niinutes alicr startins due to lmv 
lube oil pressure. 

13. Tlie power lockout switch re1aJ.s fail to operate when the switches are turned "Oh'". :mil iwnc o f  llic associated 
\\']lite lights are lit. 

D. The "B" & "D" Containment Recirculation spray pumps are both damaged and cannot be started 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
"A" is incorrect since the A EDG is still available to supply A train components for cold leg recirc. 
"C" is incorrect since one charging pump and one SI pump are still available for cold leg recirculation. 
"D" is incorrect since the A train of RSS is still operable. 
"B" is correct since without the power lockout operating power not available to operate some oftlie recirculation 
valves, ES- 1.3 directs the operator to ECA-I . I .  

Technical Reference(s): ES-1.3 step 3.a, note prior to step 3, and step 5.a. 
ES-1.3, Attachment A, Step I 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Leanling 

Question Source: Bank #73 100 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
C o r n  ents: 

None 

MC-03870; Identify Plant Conditions That Require Entry Into (As available) 
Objective: EOP 35 ECA-I . I .  

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.7 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: 
Question # 19 
Knowledge of inoperable / stuck control rod 
abnormal condition procedures 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant at lOOO/b power, the crew cotnniences 

- events occurs: 

Level RO SRO 
Tier # 1 I 
Group # 2 2 
K/A ## APE.OOS.GEN.2.4.11 
Importance Rating 3.4 3.6 

exercising control bank D rods \\hen the follo\ving sequence of 

1 .  
7 .  
3 .  
-1. 
5. 
6. 
7 .  

DRPl indicates that Control Bank "D" Group I rod A4-12 drops half-~val. into {he core. 
The ST/\ reports 'I.ii\.e 11;)s decreased 0 ) ~  j 'F. 
The crew ciitei-s ,AOP 3552 , \/o//iox,fioi? of'rlii? Rut/ I l r i \ ~  SJ..S~~,~II. 
The cre\v is currcntl!~ using :lOP 35.52 ,4ttachnient ,-I for a misaligned rod. 
t&C reports hoth a blown stationary gripper coil fuse a n d  a blo\Im moveable yipper coil f\ise for rod h4-12 
l&C reports that replacement litses are available. 
The rod has  been misaligned foi- thirty minutes. 

What action is [lie ci-eu required t o  take concerning the misaligned rod? 

A. Using AOP 3552. Attachment ;\ "hlisaligned rod". replace the stationary and ino\ enble gripper coil fiises anti 
realign the rod. 

B. Using AOP 3552. Atrachmenr C "Position lndjcation Malfunction", determine the rod position indication 
malfunction. 

C. Using AOP 3552: Artacliment D "Determination of Rod Trippability", determine if the rod is trippable. 

D. Using AOP 3552: Attachment F "Plant Shutdown With A Stuck, Misaligned or inoperable Rods". shutdown the 
plant with a stirck rod. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): 
This question is related to the Farley Unit 2 OE froin 10/14/2002, where, during rod testing. a rod stuck after partially 
inserting into the core. and procedures were not adequate at addressing the misaligned, kno1j.n stuck rod. Based on 
this event, Millstone 3 modified AOP 3552 by creating Attachment F, allowing the operators to shutdown the plant 
with a known stuck rod without having to perform the diagnostic steps. "D" is correct, since both the stationary and 
moveable gripper coil fitses are blown. There is no power to the rod. and the rod is not on the bottom. "A" is wrong. 
but plausible. since this action would be appropriate per attachment "A" if the rod was misaligned but trippable. "B" 
is wrong, since Tave decreased when the rod dropped, but plausible since DRPl for the one rod rapidly changed, and 
this action would be appropriate if the problem was due to DRPI. "C" is wrong, since the rod is known to be stuck, 
but plausible, since this action would be correct if the rod was not known to be trippable. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #73088 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part55 Content: 

AOP 3552, steps 1-5, especially step 5 note. (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-0390 I Describe the major action categories contained within AOP 3552 (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.2 and41.10 
s5.43.5 

Comments. 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Esaniination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 20 Tier # I I 
Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained Group # 2 2 
in the EOP for emergency boration. 1UA # A P E021 .A K3.02 

Importance Rating 3.2 4.4 

Proposed Question: 

The reactor trips. the following sequence of events occurs: 

What is tlie basis for the 75 GPh4 net charging How limit ~ilieii boralion is being supplied 1 in h i s  path'? 

A. Ensure Charging Pump NPSI I is maintained. 

B. Maintain RCP Seal Iii~jection within the required band 

C. Prevent draining h e  VCT at a faster rate than makeup capability. 

D. Match the masimum flow achievable through Emergency Borate Valve ?CI IS* h W S  104. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): "A" is correct, and "B", "C", and ''D? are wrong, since while aligned for gravity boration, all 
charging flow will be sent through the gravity boration line, which, due to its limited size, and limited pressure 
without the boric acid pump supplying pressure to the line, creates an NPSH concern for the running charging pump. 
"B' is plausible, since seal injection flow will change as charging flowrates are changed. "C" and "D' are plausible, 
since the operators are being required to limit charging flow. 
Technical Reference(s): AOP 3566, step 1 

AOP 3566 Basis Document, step 1 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #70369 

Question Cognitive Level: 

10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-03962 Discuss the basis of major precautions and procedure steps, including the 
sequence of major procedural steps (in AOP 3566). 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.5,41.8, and 41.10 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 2 1 Tier f: 1 1 
Knowledge of the reasons for actions contained Group # 2 2 
in the EOP for Loss of Source Range NIS KIA f! APE.032.AK3.02 

Importance Rating 3.7 4.1 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

The reactor is critical with a startup in progress przr OP -3202 Rcm.for- .C/(n-/ii/i 

The RO has verified proper overlap betiyeen tlie source and intermediate ranges 
Po\vcr has just increased above the P-G sctpoint. 

The following sequence of events occurs: 

I .  
2. 
3 .  
1. 
5. 

The RO reports SR Clzannel N 3  I has  hiled lo\\.. 
’The crew enters AOP 357 1 1 ~ 7 . s / r i m m  F‘ui[zw Rtrs/io/?.se. 
The US directs the RO to actuate both source range black s \ \ i t ches  on h1B-t. 
The US dir-ects the RO to place the Lc\c.l Trip Si\  itch i n  131’PASS on SK N.? I tfi.n\\cr 
The ci-e\v continues the startup. 

\ t hy  did AOP 357 1 have the crew actuate both source ranye block s\vitcIies and place the level t r ip  switch in  
BYPASS prior to continuing the startup? 

A. The block switches were placed in BLOCK to prevent a reactor trip when power reaches the SR Hi Flux Trip 
Setpoint during the startup. The Level Trip S\vitch was placed in BYPASS to ensure OPERABLE SR channel 
N32 automatjcally energizes when power is reduced below P-6 during a future shutdown. 

B. The block switches were placed in BLOCK to prevent a reactor trip when power reaches tlie SR Hi Flux Trip 
Setpoint during the startup. The Level Trip S\vitcli was placed in  BYPASS to prevent a reactor trip ii-om 
INOPERABLE SR channel N3 1 when power is reduced below P-6 during a fiiture shutdown. 

C .  The block sivitches were placed in BLOCK to prevent a reactor trip when po\ver reaches the 1)-I 0 setpoint during 
the startup. The Level Trip Switch was placed in BYPASS to ensure OPERABLE SR channel N32 automatically 
energizes when power is reduced below P-6 during a future shutdown. 

D. The block switches were placed in BLOCK to prevent a reactor trip when power reaches tlie P-IO setpoint during 
the startup. The Level Trip Switch was placed in BYPASS to prevent a reactor trip froin INOPERABLE SR 
channel N3 I when power is reduced below P-6 during a hture shutdown. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B’ is correct, since the block switches are placed in BLOCK per OP 3202, even with no 
instrument failure, since power is increasing toward the SR Hi Flux Trip setpoint of I O5 cps, and goin, 0 to BLOCK 
deenergizes both SR channels and blocks both SR Hi Flux trips as long as power remains above P-6 (“C” and “D’ 
wrong), and since going to BYPASS on the failed channel bypasses the hi flux trip function for the associated channel 
(“A” and “C” wrong). “C” and “D’ are plausible, since P-10 is also involved in deenergizing the SR channels and 
blocking the hi flux trips (at 10% power), and “A” and “C” are plausible, since this is a function of going to RESET 
on the SR Block Switches if P-6 fails to clear on a trip. 
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Form ES-40 1 -5 ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Technical Reference(s): AOP 3571, Attachment F, step 1 

Functional Drawings 3 and 4 

OP 3202, step 4.33 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Ob-jectjve: steps (in AOP 3571). 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
C~nlllnlilnts: 

None 

MC-03977 Discuss the basis of major precautions. procedure steps/or seqiience of (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5 arid -11.10 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 22 Tier # 1 I 
Knowledge of the reasons for Fuel Handling System Group # 2 2 
Interlocks as they apply to fuel handling incidents KiA # APE.036.AK3.02 

Importance Rating 2.9 3 .G 
Proposed Question: 

A refileling outage is in  progress. and initial conditions are as follows: 

Spent fuel is being offloaded from the core to the spent fuel pool. 
An operator i n  [ l ie liiel building is in the process of niovii;g a spent fuel bundlc fr-om the upcnder to a 
predetet-mined location in tlic spent fuel pool. 

\VIiile lo\\,ering the fuel bundle. the i\.hite SLACK CABLE LIMIT light illuminates 011 the spent fuel pool bridge 

\\,‘hat does this light signify? 

:\. I lois1 niolion has sloi\wl doi\.n. since tlic hook is within 12 inches of the fiill-do\vii position. This protects against 
fiiel tlamaze. 

B. Hoist motion has slowed do\\n. since there i s  less than two turns of cable left on the hoist drum. This eiisiires the 
cable \von’t become entangled. 

C. Hoist motion has stopped, since the hook is in the full-down position. This ensures the fuel bundle will not fall 
over. 

D. Hoist motion has stopped, since the load suspended From the hook has decreased below 200 Ibs. This protects 
against fuel damage. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D” is correct, and ‘‘A.’, “B”, and “C” wrong, since the slack cable interlock stops motion 
when the load suspended From the hook decreases below 200 Ibs. This protects against fuel damage. “A” and “B” are 
plausible, since these are related to the “Geared Limit Switch Hoist Near Full Down’’ interlock. which automatically 
shifts the hoist into LOW speed when the he1 assembly is approximately 12 inches from the bottom of a storage cell. 
“C“ is plausible, since this is related to the “Geared Limit Swjtch Hoist Full Down’’ interlock. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3303A, Caution prior to step 4.5.4 

OP 3303A, Attachment 1. 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: Interlocks.. . 
Question Source: Bank #698 12 

Question Cognitive Level: 

IO CFR Part 55  Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-0454 1 Describe the operation of the following Fuel Handling System.. . (As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.4 1.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question \Vorksheet Forin ES-40 1-5 

Ewmination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 24 Tier # I I 
Ability to determine and interpret adherence to the Group 8 2 2 
High CTMT Pressure EOP KIA # 

Importance Rating 3 . 3  3.8 
EPE. WIE I 4. EA2.2 

Proposed Question: 

The plant is at 100% power irhen the following sequence of ei'ents occurs: 

1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4 
5 .  

A large break LOCA OCCIII-s. 
TIE reactor trips and safer! iri.jection actuates. 
Both Quench Spra!, piinips fail to Al.lTO-START. aiid cannot be started nianuall! 
The ere\\. transitinns to EOP 35 FR-Z. 1 Re.yo~7sc 7-0 f f i<q/i  Cor7foimenf P i m w r c .  
Based on the event in progi-ess. the crew dispatches a PEO to the ESF building to realign RSS pinnp "C". using 
EOP 3 5  FR-Z. I ,  Atta~hmei~i "B". 

1 low \!,ill EOP 35 FR-Z. 1. Attacl~nient "B" align the "C" RSS p i m p  to provide CTMT spra~ ,?  

A .  Tlie suctinn is aligned lo the R\VST. and tlis discharge to the RSS CTMT spra!' ring. 

B. Tlie suction is aligned to the CTMT sump. and the discharge to the RSS CTMT spra?. ring 

C. The suction is aligned to the RWST, and the discharge to the QSS CTMT spIa!. ring. 

D. The suction is aligned to the CTMT sumpt and the discharge to the QSS CTMT spray ring. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): EOP 35 FR-Z.1 Attachment "B" is used when RWST inventory is adequate, both QSS Pumps 
cannot be started, and the ADTS concurs. The crew will align an RSS pump to take a suction on the RWST and 
discharge through its CTMT spraj' ring. This effectively converts one RSS pump into a QSS pump. CTMT sunip 
level may be inadequate for taking suction on the CTMT sump ("B" and "D" wrong), and the RSS pump will 
discharge through its own spra?' ring ("C" and "D" wrong). "B" and "D" are plausible since the RSS Pumps normally 
take suction on CTMT Sump during a CDA, and RCS inventory has been discharged to CTMT. "C" and "D" are 
plausible; since this attachment is establishing an alternate lineup, and the QSS spray ring is the other spray path into 
CTMT. 
Technical Reference(s): FR-Z. I ,  step 8 

FR-Z. 1 Artachment "B" 
(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning Objective: 
Question Source: Bank # 73487 
Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04667 Describe the major action categories within EOP 35 FR-Z. 1. (As available) 

2000 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1 . 5 4  I .7 
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Form ES-40 I -5 ES-JO I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Fuani inat ion Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question k' 25 Tier $ I 1 
Ability to operate and/or monitor Components, Group # 2 2 
Insti-umentation during high containment radiation KIA 8 EPE.W/E16.EAI .1 

lrnportance Rating 3. I 3.2 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant initially at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

A .  Transition to FR-2.3 if no higher priority exists for tlie ere\\.. since 3RMS*REOI.\ and 0511 are tlie primary 
indicators of CTMT radiation for the CThlT Radiation status tree. 

B. Do not transition to FR-Z.3, since 3Rh4S"REO.IA and 05A will read spuriowl?. high due to the trmperature- 
induced currents during post trip conditions. 

C. Confirm the 3RMS*RE04A and 05A by using CAR Fan Supply to RCP Cubicle hlonitor 3CMS*RE22, and then 
transition to FR-2.3 if no higher priority exists for the crew. 

D. Confirm the 3RMS*RE04A and 05A by using CTMT Purge and Exhaust Monitors 3RklS*RE4 I and 42, and 
then transition to FR-2.3 if no higher priority exists for the crew. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): "A" is wrong, since 3RMS*RE04A and 05A have been declared INOPERABLE due to the 
temperature induced current phenomenon. "B" is wrong, since the only time 3RMS*RE04A and OSA are expected to 
read erroneously high is during a heatup in CTMT, such as during a LOCA, which is not in progress. "C" is wrong, 
and "D" is correct, since the backup monitors specified are 3RMS*RE41 and 42. "A" is plausible, since 
3RMS*RE04A and OSA are the normal inputs to the yellow path status tree. "B" is plausible, since 3RMS*RE04A 
and 05A will read high during post LOCA conditions, and "C" is plausible, since CMS*RE22 \vi11 indicate CTMT 
radiation. 
Technical Reference(s): Night Order on REOJA and OSA. 

SP 3673.6, Section 4.2 
(Attach if not pre\iously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-0596 1 Identify plant conditions that require entry into EOP35 FR-2.3. (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 and 41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1 - 5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 26 Tier # I 1 
Knowledge of interrelations between Loss of Group # 2 2 
Power to a 4. I6 KV Emergency Bus and KIA # 
components/systems. Importance Rating N/A N/A 

Proposed Question: 
While at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

Site Specific Loss of Emergency Bus.AK2 

I .  Emergency bus 3 4 0  deenergizes. 
2 .  
3. 

The crew enters AOP 3577, Loss qf,Vomal a17d OfSsite Power to u 4.16 KI , ‘E i i i e tp i~ : i .  Biis. 
The crew is directed to shift the RCP seal rcturn flowpath to the top of the VCT. 

\Vhy did AOP 3577 direct the cre\v to shift seal return to the top of the VCT? 

A. RCP seal return water temperature cannot be easily monitored and its cooling has been lost. Sliifiing seal return 
to the top of the VCT allows better monitoring and control of Charging Pump suction uaer temperature. 

0.  ‘I‘ht. operating charging pump is assumed to have been lost. This results in  hot RCS \\.nti.r- tlmving u p  tlil-ouzh the 
RCP seals and  into the seal rcturii linc. Shifting seal return to the top of thc \’CT pre\mts this hot i v n t e t  fi-om 
vapor-binding the standby charging pump. 

C. Letdown Heat Exchanger cooling has been lost, resulting in an uncontrolled VCT temperature increase. Shifting 
seal return to the top of the VCT allows cooler seal return water to better mix with the letdown water in the VCT. 

D. The degassifier has tripped, resulting in an increase in VCT temperature, which can lead to a challenge to RCP 
trip criteria. Shifting seal return to the top of the VCT minimizes the heatup of the VCT water. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): 
With the loss of bus 34D, cooling is lost to the seal return HX. Seal return is normally directed to the suction of the 
charging pumps. Thus charging pump suction temperature will increase, resulting in a heatup of seal injection water. 
Also, the crew will not be able to monitor actual seal injection temperature, since this is normally monitored indirectly 
by monitoring VCT temperature. Directing return to the top of the VCT allows for monitoring seal injection 
temperature using 3CHS-TI 1 16 (VCT temperature) at MB3 (“A” correct). “B” is wrong, since a backup charging 
pump is started quickly in AOP 3577. “B” is plausible, since this could occur if a charging pump is not started 
quickly, and this is an actual basis for closing the seal return isolation valve in Millstone 3 Fire Procedure EOP 
3509. I .  “C” is wrong since a loss of cooling to the letdown HX occurs with a loss of bus x, not 34D. “C” is 
plausible since if cooling were lost to the letdown HX, seal return would be cooler than fetdown flow into the VCT. 
“D’ is wrong since a degassifier trip is not expected on a loss of 34D, and will not cause VCT temperature to 
increase. “D’ is plausible, since degassifier water enters the top of the VCT, and VCT temperature is an RCP trip 
criterion. 
Technical Reference(s): AOP 3577, step 7 

AOP 3577 basis document, step 7 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objectilie: 
Question Source: Bank #SO558 
Question Cognitive Level: Comprehension and analysis 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 55.4 1.7 / 45.7 
Commcn t s: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 

Learning MC-07396; Discuss the basis of major precautions, procedure steps. and/or step seq- (As 
uence in AOP-3577, Loss OfNormal And Offsite Power TO A 4.16KV Emergency Bus. available) 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet l’orI11 ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 27 Tier # 1 I 
Operational Implications of RCS Leak concepts. Group !# 2 2 

K/A # 
Importance Rating N ‘A NIA 

Site Specific RCS I,eak.AK 1 

Proposed Question: 
\J.ith the plant at 100% power, the follo\ving sequence of e\’ents occurs: 

I .  
2 .  

RCS UNIDENTIFIED LEAKAGE increases from 0.03 gpm to I2 !=!pin. 
The crew enters AOP 3555 Xcm.ior COO/L//I/  tTJ’\[c?/J7 Lcok. 

A.  VCT level will be constant. and 1’1-tssurizer Icvcl \ \ . i l l  be dccreasing. Tech Specs iujiiii.cs n phi i t  sliu[do\\.n i f ’  
loakaze cannot be restored to \\ . i[hin limits. 

B. VCT level will be constaiit, and Pressurizer Icvel \ \ . i l l  bc decreasing. AOP 3 5 5 5  rqoircs a reactor trip 

C. VCT makeup frequency \<.ill h n \ r  incrcascd. and Pressurizc‘r level \\,ill he stablc. Tcch Specs iquii-es a plant 
sllutdown if leakage cannot be restored to within limits. 

D. VCT makeup frequency will have increased, and Pressurizer level will be stable. AOP 3555 requires a reactor 
trip. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct. since operators will be directed to take manual control of charging and 
stabilize pressurizer level. A I2 gpm leak is within the capacity of one charging pump. so charging flow will have 
increased, keeping pressurizer level constant, but causing VCT level to drop more rapidly [“A” and “8” wrong). A 
reactor trip is not required unless pressurizer level cannot be maintained with 2 charging pumps running (“B” and “D” 
\vrong), and the.Tech Spec limit for unidentified leakage is 1 gpm, so a shutdown is required. “A.‘ and ”B” are 
plausible, since this would be the response of the plant with charging in manual if the operators did riot take action to 
tr!. to restore pressurizer level. “B” and “D’ are plausible, since AOP 3555 does have reactor trip criteria based on 
ability to control pressurizer level. 
Technical Reference(s): AOP 3555, steps 2 and 6 

Tech Spec LCO 3.4.6.2 
(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 0b.jective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-039 I2 Describe the major action categories within AOP 3555. (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 I .5 and 4 1 .  I O  
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 28 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of RCP interlocks which provide for Group # 1 1 
Adequate lubrication of the RCP K/A # 003.K4.03 

Importance Rating 2.5 2.8 

Proposed Question: 
The ere\\; is preparing to start the “13” RCP as part of a retest, with initial conditions as follo~vs: 

RCS Loop “B“ cold leg temperalure is I 50°F 
RCS Loop ”B” Cold Leg Stop Valve is closed. 
liCS Loop ”B” llot Leg Stop \ ’ a l \ ~  is open. 
RCS lmq’ “B“ Cold B!ynss Stop Valve is open. 
RCP ”B” l i f t  oil pump discharge pressure is 700 psig. 
RC‘P ‘‘r3.. lift oil pump tins been running for one minute  

The RO takes the pump to start, and the pump fails to start. 

\\‘hat interlock pre\ ented the RCP from stnrtinz? 

A.  RCS I2o0p “B” cold leg temperature needs to be greater than 170°F. 

B. RCS Loop .‘B’- Cold Leg Stop Valve needs to be open. 

C. RCP “B” Lift Oil Pump discharge pressure needs to be at least 800 psig. 

D. RCP “B” Lifi Oil Pump needs to have been running for two minutes. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): RCP start interlocks are as follows: 
Either the Hot and Cold Leg Stop Valves need to be open, or the Cold Leg Stop Valve needs to be closed with the 
bypass valve open (“B’ wrong, but plausible). The RCP Lift Oil Pump must be running for two minutes (“D“ correct) 
with discharge pressure above 600 psig (“C” wrong). “A” is wrong, but plausible, since cold leg temperature must be 
< 170°F to open Cold Leg Loop Stop Valve. 
Technical Reference(s): LSK 25-l.lA (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3353.MB4B 5-3 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-05442 Describe the operation of the following Reactor Coolant System 
equipment controls and interlocks.. . Reactor Coolant Pumps.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 
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Form ES-40 1-5 ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 29 Tier 8 2 2 
Ability to predict the impact and mitigate an Group # 1 1 
inadvertent boration / dilution K/A 8 004 ~ 1 2 . 0 6  

Importance Rating 3.2 4.3 

Proposed Question: 
The crew is preparing to perform a Xenon-fke reactor staitup per 01’ 3202 Rcucfor Siwiz/p. and initial coriditions are 
as follows: 

Burnup is 15,000 IVIWD/MTU. 
The selected ECC rod height is Control t h n k  U ;it 00 steps 

Rod Worth and Boron Worth curves a re  attached to this exam. As criticalit!’ is nppronchcd, \ ~ l l a t  will the I/M 
plot predict. and what action will tlie cre\Y be required to take to mitigate this e w i t ?  

A . 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Criticalit!. \ \ , i l l  be preddicteti to occur belo\\ R I L .  The cretv  ill trip tlie re;~ctor ;>nd C‘I~IL‘ I -  E-0  R( ,o~ . / (J , .  7 j . 4 1  or 
Safeiy Jnjec~ion. 

Criticality will be predicted to occur belo\v RIL. The crew will commence immediate boration per AOP 3566 
/tnmediale Borarion: and fully insert the control rods into the core. 

Criticality will be predicted to occur below the adminisrrative limit, but abox-e RlL .  The crew will insert all 
control banks back into the core and recalculate the ECC. 

Criticality will be predicted to occur below the administrative limit, but above RIL. The crew will continue the 
startup, but will initiate a CR to track the reactivity management event. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
IRW at RIL is 2280 pcm, IRW at the 500-pcm admin limit is 1780 pcm. IRW at ECP is 770 pcm. The reactivity 
difference between RIL and ECC is 2280 pcm - 770 pcin is 15 10 pcm. Zero Pou.er DBW is -7.13 pcndppm. 15 I O  
pcm / -7.1 3 pcm/ppm = 212 ppm. Since the change in boron concentration is greater than 212 ppm, the prediction 
will show the reactor going critical below RIL (“C” and “D” wrong). “B“ is correct, and “A” wrong, since OP 3203 
requires the operators to perform an immediate boration and fully insert the control rods back into the core. “A“ is 
plausible, since criticality below RIL is a violation of Tech Specs, and OP 3203 does have reactor trip criteria. “C” 
and “D” are plausible, since the admin limit is also exceeded, and the listed actions \vould be required if RIL was not 
also exceeded. 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: OP 3202 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

OP 3202, steps 4.25 and 4.28 Attachment 6. 
Curves RE-D-03 and RE-F-02 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Curves RE-D-03 and RE-F-02 
MC-03375 Discuss conditions which require transition to other procedures from [As available) 

Comprehension or Anal)sis 
55.4 1. I ,  4 1.5, and 4 1. I O  
55.43 

Comments: 
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Form ES-40 1-5 ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question S 30 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of the causeieffect relationship between Group # 1 1 

CVCS and Control Rod Drive System i n  Automatic WA # 0OJ.K 1.05 
Importance Rating 2.1 3.2 

Proposed Question: 

The crew is  performing a rapid downpo\ver at 3% per minute from 100% to 30% power 

Conti.ol Rods arc inserling in AUTO, niaintaining Taw 5 T  greater than Tref. \\.hen the follo\\,ing annunciators are 
recei\.ed: 

Based on the LO-LO annunciator, the c m v  continues to immediate borate longer thari originall!. planned per AOP 
35 75 Rojiitl D ~ H . I I ~ , ~ I  L'CV.. 

tlssiiiiiiiig tlic riitc of boron ndditioii to the RCS increases. and the tcirhine load t l c c r c ~ e  rate rcniiiiii.~ constant 
throughout the event. how will the additional boron affect the plant during the remainder oi'the do\\npower? 

A. Tave;?'ref error will INCREASE. Control rods will insert at a FASTER rate 

B. TaveiTref error \ \ i l l  DECREASE. Control rods will insert at a FASTER rate 

C. Tave!Tief error will DECREASE. Control rods will insert at a SLOWER rate 

D. Tave!Tref error will INCREASE. Control rods will insert at a SLOWER rate. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): Rods have been inserting, initially due to secondary power 1on;ering faster than primary 
power, and because Tav is > Tref. With increased boration, boron \vi11 assist the control rods and bring Tave closer 
to Tref. This reduced Tav/Tref error will slow the rate of rod insertion ("C" correct, "A", "B", and "D" wrong). "A", 
"B", and "D' are plausible, since the rate of downpower versus boration flow can lead to cases where the boron is 
reducing reactor power faster than the reduction of secondary power, Tave can go low, and rods will actually 
withdraw. Also, if boron flow was reduced rather than increased, combinations of the other answers would be correct. 

Technical Reference(s): Functional Drawing 9 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
~~~~~i~~ 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #7229 I 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55  Content: 
C oinni en t s : 

None 
MC-003346 For given plant conditions, calculate the effect on the following plant 
parameters for any transient induced by reactivity addition.. . rod position, RCS loop 
average temperatures ... 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Forin ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question ## 3 1 Tier # 2 2 
Predict/monitor changes in RHR flowrate Group f! I I 
associated with operating RHR controls KIA # O05.A I .02 

Importance Rating 3.3 3.4 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

’l‘he RO is slo\vl> adjusting the output of 3RlIS*FKGl S “ R l l I i  1IDK FLOW’‘ IO 3,200 gpm 

Iioiv \\,ill the RO’s actions affect flo\vrate through the Rl-IR S!stem? 

A.  Decreases Increases 

B, Decreases Remains at zero gpm 

C. Increases increases 

D. Increases Remains at zero gpin 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): The evolution described above i s  performed when fill1 flow exists in  the RHR heat exchanger 
and increased RCS cooldown is  desired. “D” is correct since decreasing RHR Header Flow via controller 
3RHS*FKG 18 is accomplished by throttling closed bypass valve 3Rl~IS*FCV61S. This raises RHR pump discharge 
pressure: increasing flow through the RHR Heat Exchanger (“A‘ and “B” wrong). RHR Recirc flow \vi11 remain at 
zero, since its auto-open setpoint is 772 gpm through the RHR Pump, and auto-close setpoint is 154 I gpm. Since 
total flow remains above this setpoint, the valve remains closed (“A” and “C” wrong). “A”, “B”, and “C“ are 
plausible since total flow is being decreased, and each wrong distractor involves decreasing total flow or increasing 
recirc flow. 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

OP 3208, section 4.3.1 1 
P&ID 112A 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-05445 Describe the operation of the following residual heat removal (RHR) 
system equipment controls and interlocks.. . mini-flow control valves.. . bypass flow 
control valves.. . heat exchanger flow control valves.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.5,4 I .7, and 4 1.8 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1 -5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 32 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of the relationship between RHR Group # 1 I - 
flowpath and refueling cavity. KIA ## 005.K4.05 

Importance Rating 2.5 2.9 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is shutdown for a refueling outage, and current conditions are as follo\\s. 

The crew is performing actions in OP 32 1 OA Rejircling Pre~~nmt im .  
The “B” Train of RHR is providing shutdown cooling. 
The reactor vessel head has just been removed and placpd on the storage starid. 
The ere\\' is prcparing to flood thc refueling cavity using the “A“ Train  of I<!  1I<.  

What is the preferred flo\\lpath used during the initial stages of filling the rcfuelin~ c:i\ it!‘.’ 

A.  

B. 

C. 

D. 

The IIWST will be gravity drained through the idle “A” RHR pump, rhrougli the “Rf~1R I lo[ I.eg 1ri.jection Val\.e“ 
into two RCS hot legs: overflowing the vessel into the refileling cavit! 

The RWST \ \ . i l l  be gravit), drained through tlic idle ”A” RI-IR pi1111p. througli ;I iii;1iiii;iI \XI\ L‘ dit-ectI>- into the 
bottom of the refueling cavity. 

The RWST will be pumped by the running “A“ RHR pump through the “RHR Hot Leg In-iection Valve” into two 
RCS hot legs, overflowing the vessel into the refueling cavity. 

The RWST will be pumped by the running “A” RHR piimp through a manual valve directly into the bottom of the 
refueling cavit!,. 

Proposed Answer: A 
E. Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since the crew will place the RHR Pump in PULL-TO-LOCK to allow the 

RWST to gravity drain (“C” and “D’ wrong), and open the “A” Train Hot Leg Injection Valve to commence 
filling the cavity by overflowing the reactor vessel. “C” and “D” are plausible, since the RHR pump may be 
started later in the filling of the cavity after a desired minimum level is obtained. “B” and “D“ are wrong, since 
the RHR System does not connect directly to the Reheling Cavity. “B” and “D“ are plausible, since the Fuel 
Pool Purification system, which i s  used as a backup means of flljng the cavity, fills the cavity through a manual 
valve directly into the bottom of the refueling cavity. 

Technical Reference(s): OP 321 OA, step 4.1.23 and section 4.4 

P&ID 112A 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-05453 Given a system diagram, describe the Residual Heat Removal System 
flow path under normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
5.5.4 I .7 

Comments: 
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1-:5;-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

I’uani i nat ion Out I i  n e  Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Qucslion # 33 Tier X 2 2 
KnoLvledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction Group t: 1 I 
on pumps will have on ECCS K/A X 0OG.KG. 13 

Importance Rating 2.8 3.1 
Proposed Question: 
Initial Condilions: 

Vie plant is at IO004 power. 
’fhc “B“ RSS l’riiiip is tagged 00s and is N O T  available for ser\.ice 

I .  
2. 

J. 

6. 

J .  

i, _ .  

7 

A large hreak [.OCA occurs and the crew enters E- I I.0.c.c qf Reortor. or. Secotdnq. CooI(mt. 
CTMT Ixessurc is <2i psia. and the crew resets CDA, stops both QSS Pumps. and stops the “C“ RSS Pump. 
The crew transitions to ES- I .3 Transfer 10 Cold Leg Recirczdu~io~~. 
The ct-c\\’ aligns the “A” Train of  RSS for cold leg recirculation. 
Thc /\[ITS recoininends aligning RSS Pump D for cold leg recirculation. 
The ol,et-atoi- pi-foi-ming ES- I .3. Attachment C ”Aligning Recirculation Spra! Pump C or D for Cold Leg 
Recirculation“ \\,rongly places the “B” RSS Pump Test/lnhibit switch in  INHIBIT, leaving the “ D “  RSS Piimp 
Test:lnliibit sritch in TEST. 
The Cold Leg Recirculation lineups are complete for both trains of RSS, and the crew transitions back to E-].  

A loss of offsite power occurs 

What will be the effect of the LOP on the running ECCS pumps? 

A .  Both Trains of Charging and SIH pumps will automatically start without adequate suction source, resulting in 
cavitation and damage to all four pumps. 

13. Both Trains of Charging and SIH pumps will automatically start, but the “B” CHS Pump and the “B” SIH pump 
will be running without adequate suction source, resulting in cavitation and damage. The “A” CHS Pump and 
“A” SIH pump will provide sufficient cooling to the core. 

C.  Both Trains of Charging and SII-I pumps will automatically start, but the “A” and “B” SIH pumps will be running 
without adequate suction source, resulting in cavitation and damage. The “A” and “B” CHS Pumps will provide 
sufficient cooling to the core. 

D. Both Trains of Charging and SIH pumps will automatically start, and all four pumps will be provided with an 
adequate suction source, providing sufficient cooling to the core. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): With the sequencer in the SIS Recirc then LOP MODE, the sequencer will strip the busses, 
and after the EDGs are up to speed, sequence on loads, first starting the “A” and “B” RSS Pumps (but the “B” RSS 
Pump is tagged out), followed by the starting of the charging and SIH pumps. Attachment C places the “ D  RSS 
Pump Test/Inhibit Switch in INHIBIT, so it would not strip off of the bus on the LOP, and it would immediately start 
when the bus is reenergized. But due to the operator’s error, it still receives the strip signal. Since the “D” RSS pump 
does not receive a start signal, it will not supply the suction of the ECCS Pumps. However, both trains of ECCS 
pumps have all of their suctions tied to both the “A” and “B” trains of RSS. and since the “A” RSS Pump started, it 
will provide suction to all running ECCS Pumps (“D” cori-cct: “A”, “B”, and “C” wrong). “A” is plausible, since only 
one RSS pump is running, and the plant is in an abnormal lineup. “13“ is plausible, since “B” Train of RSS is not 
running. “C” is plausible, since the “A“ Train RSS is directed via the RI-fS System to Charging, while the “D” RSS 
Train is directed to Sll I (but CIIS and SIJ-I suctions are tied together by 3SIJ4*MV8807A/B and 3SIH*MV8924). 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Technical Reference(s): LSK 24-9.4A (Attach if not previously provided) 

ES-I .3, Attachment C, notes prior to step 1 

P&ID 1 12A, and I I ?B 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: None 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Scurce: New 

Questinn Cogniti\-e I.c\,el: 

I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
C:clrnnlcnts: 

MC-04390 Describe the operation of the Emergency Core Cooling System tinder the 
follo\ving emergency conditions.. . Design Based Loss of Coolant Accident.. . 

(As available) 

Coniprchilnsion or Analysis 
55.4 I .7 arid -i 1 .S 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Workshect Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO suo 
Question # 34 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in RCS Group # 1 1 
temperature, including superheat, saturation, and L‘A # 006.A 1.16 
Subcooled associated with operating ECCS Importance Rating 4.1 4.2 

Proposed Question: 
The crew is performing actions i n  ES- 1 .2 Pos, LUCA Coo/doii~~7 uiid / _ ) ~ ~ ~ ~ / - ~ ~ . s . s z i ~ ~ i - N l i o , l ,  and cun-cnt conditions are as 
fo I I ows: 

A n  RCS cooldown is i n  progress at 8O0F/hour. 
PZK lekel: 30% a n d  slowl!. dccrcasing. 
f-lighest CETC: 525‘F and slo~vly decreasing 
Thot: 52 1 “F and slo\\-ly dccreasing 
Tcold: 5 15°F and slo\rly decreasing 
RCS Pressure: 1400 psia and slowly decreasing 

The crew is evaluating conditions for stopping an SIH Piimp, and the i!S directs the RO to monitor RCS subcooling 

A .  Subcooling is 62”F, and when the SIH Pump is stopped: sub cool in^ \\ , i l l  continue to slo\vl~. increase? since a 
cooldown is in prob oress. 

B. Subcooling is 62”F, and when the SIH Pump is stopped: subcooling will initially drop. stabilize at a lower value: 
and then start slowly increasing. 

C. Subcooling is 66”F, and when the SIH Pump is stopped, subcooling will continue to slowly increase, since a 
cooldown is in progress. 

D. Subcooling is 66”F, and when the SIH Pump is stopped, subcooling will initially drop. stabilize at a lower value. 
and then start slowly increasing. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): With a subcooled RCS and pressure fairly stable. a balance has been established between 
mass injected via ECCS and mass lost out the break. “B” is correct, and “A” wrong. since when a SIH pump has been 
stopped, mass in will be less than mass out, and RCS pressure will start to drop, decreasing subcooling, but also 
increasing injection flow and decreasing break flow. A new mass balance wil l  be obtained, and with a cooldown still 
in progress, subcooling will again start to increase. “A” is plausible, sirice a cooldown is in progress, which tends to 
increase subcooling. “C” and “D” are wrong, since subcooling based on CETCs is 62°F. “C” and “D’ are plausible, 
since 66°F is subcooling based on Thot. 
Technical Steam Tables (Attach if not previously 

Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: EOP 35 ES-I .2 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments. 

WOG Bkgd Doc for ES-1.2, Note 1 prior to step 13, and step 13. 

WOG Bkgd Doc for ES-1.2, Figure 6 (at time I 10 Minutes) 
provided) 

Steam Tables 

(As available) MC-05530 Discuss the basis of major procedure steps and/or sequence of steps in 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 35 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to manually operate or monitor: Group ## I 1 
PRT spray supply valve K/A # 007.A4.01 

Importance Rating 2.7 2.7 
Proposed Question: 

Initial Conditions: 

I’RT temperature is high. 
A discharge to the PRI‘ Iias occurred 

Assuming the PGS CTMT Isolation Valves were closed prior to the start of this event: \\hat action is required by the 
RO to open the PRT Fill Valve (?PGS-AVS030)~ and Pi-iniar!. Grade Water Containment Isolation Valves 
(?PGS*CVS02S and S016) to cotiiincncc cooling the PRT? 

A .  The RO must inanuall? open the PRT Spra!. Valve at MB4. but the Primar!. Grade Water Containment Isolation 
Valves \?i l l  have automaticall! opened. 

The RO must manually open the Primary Grade Water Containment Isolation Valves at MB 
the PRT Fill Valve at MB4. 

C. The RO must inanually open the Primary Grade Water Containment Isolation Valves at MB 
valve will have automatically opened. 

B. and manually open 

, but the PRT spray 

D. No valve operation by the RO i s  required, since the Primary Grade Water Containment Isolation Valves and the 
PRT Fill Valve will have automatically opened. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B” is correct: and ”A”, “C”, and “D’ wrong, since all of these valves are valves are 
manually opened and closed. The distractors are plausible, since the ClVs have an auto-close feature, and the PRT 
Vent Vale has an auto-close feature. The PRT drain valve is interlocked with PRT level. 
Technical Reference(s): P&ID 119A (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3301A, section 4.2 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: INPO Exam Bank 
Question History: 
Question Cognjtjve Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 
MC-05349 Describe the Pressurizer Relief Tank System operation under the 
following.. . Restoring fiom a high Pressurizer Relief Tank Temperature condition.. . 

(As available) 

2005 Beaver Valley Unit 2 NRC Exam 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7 

Comments: 
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Form ES-401-5 ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 36 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of bus power supplies to the CCW Group # 1 1 
Pump, including emergency backup. K/A # 008.K2.02 

Importance Rating 3 .O 3.2 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant operating normally at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

I. 

2.  
3 .  

4 .  

The “A” RPCCW Pump trips, and the crew takes all required actions to initiall\ stabilizc the plant per AOP 3561 
Loss of RPCClY. 
The creiv is preparing to S I Y ~ J I  the “C” RPCC\\’ Pump from the “B“ Train to ihs “..I” ’1’1-ain. 
The primary rounds PEO is directed to mechanically shift the ”C” RPCC\Y pump arid heat eschanger to the ..:\-. 
Train. 
The secondary rounds PEO is directed to electticall>, shift the ”C“ IlPCC\1‘ P u n l p  i o  ihc “A“ Train. 

\\‘hat action is required by the secondar!. rounds PEO to electrically align the “C” RPCC\\’ p u m p  to the “.A” Trainq 

A 

B 

C. 

D 

The “C” RPCCW Pump ”:\” Train bi-eakert \\hich is normall\. installed i n  the “C“‘ III’CC:\A’ pi i i i ip  bimkei- cuhicle 
i n  34C, needs to be racked up. The CCP transfer s\\:itch does not need IO be operated. 

Nothing needs to be operated at the breakei- cubicles: since the “C” RPCCW Pump ”A” Train breaker is norinall>. 
racked up in its 34C breaker cubicle. The CCP transfer switch needs to be operated to realign the T’ RPCCW 
pump to the “A” train. 

The “C” RPCCW pump breaker needs to be moved from the “B” train cubicle in 34D and racked up into the “A“ 
train cubicle in 34C. The CCP transfer switch needs to be operated to realign the “C“ RPCCW pump to the “A” 
train. 

The “A” RPCCW pump breaker will need to be racked down from its breaker cubicle in 34C and racked up into 
“C” RPCCW pump breaker cubicle in 34C. The CCP transfer switch needs to be operated to realign the “C” 
RPCCW pump to the “A” train. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): To perform this shift. the breaker must be moved from the “B“ Train cubicle (“A” and ‘‘B> 
wrong), and operate the CCP transfer switch, which prevents cross-tying the two trains through the “C” RPCCW 
Pump (“C” correct). “D’ is wrong, since the swing pump has its own separate breaker. “A” is plausible since the 
swing pump may be aligned to either train, and the “A” and “B” RPCCW Pumps have their own train-specific 
breakers. “B” is plausible since the CCP transfer switch must be operated when aligning the swing pump to the other 
train, and some standby plant equipment has racked up breakers. “D’ is plausible, since this is how the swing 
Charging (CHS) pump breaker is operated. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objective: 

Question Source: Bank # 71204 
Question 1Iistory: 
Question Cognitive Level: y e  
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

OP 3330A, sections 1.2 and 4.9 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

Learning MC-04154 Describe the operation of the Reactor Plant Component Cooling System (As 
available) under the following normal, abnormal, or emergency conditions.. . Shifting Pumps 

and Heat Exchangers ... 

2001 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 

55.4 I .7 
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ES-40 1 Writteii Esamination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 37 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of the effect of a loss or inalfunction Group # I 1 
of PZR sprays and heaters on PZR PCS. K/A # 

Importance Rating 3.2 3.6 
0 1 0.K6.03 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is initially a1 I 00Y0 powci. with PZR pressure stable a t  2250 p i a .  

Pressurizer control heater group 3RCS-HIC fails to the full\! e n e r ~ z e d  condition 

13. RCS pressure \ \ i l l  increase to the spi’aj. valve open setpoint of 1325 p i a .  and sprah’ \/al\.e(s) \ \ i l l  olxn to I O \ Y C I .  
prt.ssurc. back to 2150 psia. 

RCS prc.ssurc \\,ill increase to the spra>. valve setpoint 01‘2275 psiin. aiitl spray v a I \ ~ ( s )  \ \ i l l  throttle open to 
maintain pressure at 2275 psia. 

C. 

D. RCS pressure will increase to the spray valve setpoint of 2275 psia, and spray valve(s) will throttle open to 
stabilize pressure, and then slotvly continue to throttle open to lower pressure back to 3250 psia. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D” is correct, since the spray valves start to throttle open at 2275 psia C‘A” and “B” wrong), 
and receive a full open signal at 2325 psia; and the controller is a PI controller, SO the longer the error exists, output 
will continue to adjust to lower pressure, until pressure is restored to 2250 psia (“C.’ \+.rang). “A“ is plausible, since 
these pressures relate to spray valve operations and this is how PORVs work to control pressure. “B” is plausible, 
since this has the “Pi” function of spray valve operations. “C” is plausible since this is how the controller wocild work 
if it were a “P” controller. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Ob-iective: 
Quest ion Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

Functional Sheet I 1 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-05342 Given a failure, partial or complete, of the Pressurizer Pressure and Level 
Control System, determine the effects on the systems and on interrelated systems 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.7 
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1:s-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

I‘ wii i 11; it io t i  Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
~ ~ I C S l I O I l  :: 38 Tier # 2 2 
AbilitJS to monitor automatic operation of PRT Group ## 1 I 
tenipcrature and pressure during PORV testing. K/A # 010.A3.01 

Importance Rating 3.0 3.2 

Proposed Question: 

- The plant is in MODE 3 with PORV Testing in progress, and the following sequence of events occurs: 

1 .  
2 .  
3 .  

The RO opens the “A” PORV, and no further operator action is taken 
PR’I. teniper.ititre and pressure start to increasc. 
‘l’ht. PZR R E L  TK PRESSURE H I  aiinuiiciator conics in on h4BJ. 

IHmv \ \ J i l l  PRT temperature and pressure trends initially r-espond when this annunciator is rc.ceivctl‘? 

A .  PRT temperature will continue to increase, but pressure will start to decrease 

13. PRT temperature will continue to increase, and pressui-c \\ . i l l  start to iiici-ease at ;I fY1stt.i. rate 

C. PRT temperature and pressure will both continue to increase at the same irate 

D. PRT temperature and pressure will both start to decrease. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B” is correct, since at the high-pressure alarm setpoint, the norinally open PRT Vent Valve, 
3RCS-PCV469, automatically closes, which allows PRT pressure to increase at a faster rate. “A” is wrong, but 
plausible, since this would occur if the vent valve automatically opened on high pressure. “C“ is wrong, but plausible, 
since this would occur if no automatic actions occurred. “D’ is wrong, but plausible, since this would occur if the 
PRT rupture disk blew at the high pressure setpoint. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3353.MB4A, 2-4 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objcctivc: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-05347 Describe the operation of the following Pressurizer Relief Tank System 
controls and interlocks ... Vent Valve RCS-PCV469.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 

55.4 1.7 
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13-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

I,\amination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
C)ricstion # 39 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of bus power supplies to RPS channels Group # 1 I 
components, and interconnections. K/A f :  012.K2.01 

Importance Rating 3.3 3.7 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power: VIAC 2 loses power. 

\Vliat will be the effect of the loss of VlAC 2 on the Reactor Protection S>.stem? 

:\. Al l  Protcction Sot 2 RPS bi.;rnl>lc.i Ciil to tlicir tripped condition: and acsocinted iiistr-mIc‘nts fail. potc.ntiall>, 
requiring manual control of some controllers. 

fj, ‘I‘lic Protection Set 2 p o n w  S U ~ ~ I \  \ \ i l l  auiomatically rei’srt to its backup -1s Voli I’o \ \c~i .  Suppl~’, ~ v i i l i  no efl’cct 
on protection or control circuits. 

C. All Reactor Protection Trnin I3 master rela\.s \vi11 he prwented from actuating 

D. All  Reactor Protection Train B slave re lay  will be prevented from actuating 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, and “B” \vrong: since each Protection Set is powered by its own VIAC, and 
when the Set loses power, it sends a “trip” signal from each associated bistable to the RPS logic cabinet. Also, VIAC 
2 powers the channel 2 instruments, creating faulty inputs to controllers selected i o  channel 2. ‘‘B” is plausible, since 
there are two internal 48-voIr power supplies in each cabinet. “C” and “D” are wrong, since VIAC 4 also powers WS 
Train B components. “C“ and “D” are plausible, since these are components within the RPS racks, and VIAC 2 
powers a “B” Train Protection Set. 
Technical Reference(s): (Attach if not previously provided) AOP 3564 Entry Conditions 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning MC-05245 Discuss the basic power supply arrangement for control and protection 
Ob-jective: channels including the specific channel‘s color scheme. 
Question Source: INPO Bank 
Question History: 2002 Djablo Canyon Unit  I NRC Exam 

Question Cognitive Level: Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

10 CFR Part 55 Content: 55.41.7 
Comments: 

None 

(As available) 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Forin ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question k’ 40 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of physical connections or cause/effect Group ## 1 1 
between ESF and RCPs. K/A # 

Importance Rating 3 2  3.6 
0 1 3 .K 1.02 

Proposed Question: 

. With the plant in VODE 3 at normal operating temperature and pressure. an inadverrent CIA occiirs. 

What is rhe status of cooling to the RCP motors. and arc the operators required l o  t i - i p  IIW RCl’s’? 

A. Cooling 10 hoth tlie inotor air coolers and the hearing oil coolers are k i n g  siipplic~l 13). l?lY’C.\\’ The operators 
are NOT required to trip the RCPs. 

D. Cooling to both the motor air coolers and the bearin? oil coolers l ias bccii lost. The opcrators a r t  required to trip 
the RCPs. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
On a CIA, chilled water (CDS) isolates to CTMT. and the RPCCW cross tie valves to CDS open, supplying neutron 
shield tank cooling and CAR fans, but not RCP motor cooling (“A” wrong). RPCCW normall) supplies the motor 
bearing oil coolers (“C’. and “D” wrong). Since CDS cools the air leaving the RCP motor (assisting in maintaining 
CTMT temperature). the RCPs are not required to be tripped (“B” correct). 
Technical Reference(s): P&ID 121B. 122A & B (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning Objective: 

None 
MC-04189 Given a failure, partial or complete, of the Reactor 
Plant Chilled Water System, determine the effect on the system 
and on interrelated systems. 

(As available) 

Question Source: Bank#69683 
Question Histoq 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

2001 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.3,41.7 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 4 1 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of the effect a loss or malfunction of Group # 1 1 
CCS will have on CTMT equipment W A  # 022.K3.01 

Importance Rating 2.9 3.2 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, one of the ttvo running Reactor Plant Chilled Water (CDS) pumps trips, resulting in 
one ot’the running chillers to trip as well. 

L!, O\ crheating CRDhIs 

C. Reaching ;I CTMT temperature Technical Specification Iirnit  

D. Reaching a CTMT presstire ‘Technical Specification limit. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): 
As  CDS heats up; CTMT temperature increases. which raises CTMT pressure. CTMT pressure has mucli less margin 
than temperature before Tech Specs require action (‘‘DI- correct, “C’‘ wrong). RCPs and CRDMs will not experience 
immediate problems; since the associated coolers cool the hot air exhausting from these heat loads (“A” and “B” 
wrong). Previous Millstone 3 chiller trips confirm “D‘ is the correct answer. “A”, “B”, and “C” are plausible, since 
CDS provides cooling to the CTMT ventilation systems, \vhjch impact all of the distractors 
Technical Reference(s): P&ID 122A and 122B 

Millstone 3 CR M3-99-2843 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examjnafon: None 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #7;6 I6 
Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

MC-04189 Given a failure, partial or complete, of the reactor plant chilled water 
system, determine effects on the system and on interrelated systems. 

(As available) 

2002 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 I .5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Le\:el RO SRO 
Question # 42 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to monitor automatic operation of Group # I I 
cooling water to CTMT spray Heat Exchanger K/A #I 026.A3.02 

Importance Rating 3.9 4.2 

Proposed Question: 
A CDA occurred and the crew is progressing through the EOP netu.oi-k. The CTMT Rccirc (RSS) I N I I ~ ~ S  h a w  just 
started, and the RO is verifying that equipment is in the desired lineup. - 

What should be the position of the RPCCW heat exchanger service \vater inlet isolation \ . ; t l \~ s  ~7S\b'l'"l,IOV50A/B). 
and the service water inlet valves to the containment recii-c coo lei^ (-~S\i'P"R10V54.4 T? 'C 'D!'? 

A.  Both the IIPCC\Y heat exchanger service water inlet isolatioii \.al\;es and the service \\.:iter inlet \.ol\.c's to the 
containinent recirc coolers should be OPEN. 

B, The RPCCW heat exchanger service water inlet isolation v a f \ ~ s  should be OPFIN nr11.1 1 1 ~  s m . i c c  \vnlcr inlet 
val\,es to the containment recirc coolers should be CLOSED. 

C. The RPCCW heat eschanger service water inlet isolation \lal\.es d~o i i ld  be Cl.C>SI~D and 1 1 1 ~  win ice \\:iter in le t  
valves to the containment recirc coolers should be OPEN. 

D. Both the RPCCW heat eschanger service water inlet isolation valves and the service \\'atel- in1i.t valves to the 
containment recirc coolers should be CLOSED. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): 
"C" is correct: since on a CDA, the RPCCW heat exchanger service water inlet isolation valves receive a CLOSE 
signal, to prevent excessive flow for the service water pumps. The service water inlet valves to the containment recirc 
coolers receive an OPEN signat to provide cooling to the CTMT sump water being recirculated. "A" is plausible, 
since this also supplies cooling to the RSS heat exchangers. "B' and "D" are plausible since there is a 3 minute time 
delay prior to 3SWP-MOV54C opening, but since the RSS pumps are running at least I 1 minutes has passes since 
the CDA actuated. 
Technical Reference(s): LSK-9-1G and 27-1 1L (Attach if not previously provided) 

P&ID 133B 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: None 

Learning MC-05718 Describe the operation of the Service Water System under the following (As 
Objective: normal, abnormal, and emergency conditions ... Containment Depressurization available) 

Question Source: Bank # 69683 
Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

Actuation 

2000 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.41.7 
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Form ES-40 1-5 I %‘10 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

1. x ;i in i n ;1t ion Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 43 Tier if 2 2 
Operational implication of the basis for RCS Group ## 1 1 
cooldown limits as applied to Main Steam System KIA # 039.K5.05 

Importance Rating 2.7 3.1 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is being cooled down per OP 3208 P i m i  Cooidow?, using all four main steam atmospheric relief valves. 

\{‘hat is the bas is  for maintaining the RCS cooldo\vn rate uithin Tech Spec coolclown rate limits during the cooldown? 

..\. IVc\ ciit cscessi\.c thermal stresscs on thc RCP seal package, which could lead to a loss of coolant accident. 

13 EnqIii-c the cooldo\\m rate remains uritler the control ofthe operator 

C. Prr\ ciit ;i loss ofsliutdon’n niargin due to excessive positive reactivit! addition 

I1 h4aintaiii the RCS \vithin its design assumptions and \\.ithin its stress limits for cyclic operation 

Proposed Ans\\’er: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D” is correct, and *‘A’’: “B“, and “C“ wrong. since the cooldown limits maintain the RCS 
\\%bin its design assumptions and \vithin its stress limits for cyclic operation. This maintains a margin to brittle 
fracture. “A“ is plausible, since this is the basis for reduced cooldown limits required after all seal cooling is lost and 
AC power is restored on a loss of all AC event. “B’ is plausible, since this is a basis for not allowing the operators to 
cooldon,n siniultaneously with depressurization during a tube rupture. “C” is plausible since cooling down the plant 
adds positive reactivity to the core. 
Technical Reference(s): Tech Spec Basis for Y4.4.9 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #67460 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 5 5  Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-05444 Describe the major administrative or procedural precautions and 
limitations placed on the operation of the reactor coolant system, including the basis 
or each during.. . plant heatup and/or cooldown. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.41.5 
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1:s-401 Written Esamination Question Worksheet Forin ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 44 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of the effect of a loss of MFW on AFW Group # I 1 

KIA # 059.K3.02 
Importance Rating 3.6 3.7 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

Power is steady at 1 15% pou’er. 
The cre\v is starting up the plant per OP 3203 P I m /  S/or/7y. 
The “A“ Turbine D r k m  h4aiii Feed Pump is feeding :ill -1 Steain G c i ~ r a t ~ r s  

The “A” Feed Regulating B!,pass \’nlse fails closed, resulting in a11 automatic reactor t r ip  

Before the BOP operator takes an!. manual actions, which AI-%‘ pumps \ \ i l l  hc o b s c r ~ e  to be in  ser\.ice? 

A .  The “A“ b1DAFW Pump onl\,. pro\ding throttled flo\\ to the “A“ and “D“ SGs 

R. The TDAFW Pump onl!,. ~ J I ’ O \  itling tlirortled flo\\ to al l  4 SGs 

C. Both MDAFW Pumps onl!.. providing full flow to all 1 SGs 

D. All 3 AFW Pumps, providing fu l l  flow to all 4 SGs 

Proposed Answer: C 

Explanation (Optional): With a loss of feed to only the “A“ SG, an “A“ SG 10-10 level reactor trip will occur. A 10-10 
level in one SG sends a start signal to both MDAFW pumps (“C” correct). Level in only the “A” SG will decrease to 
the 10-10 level setpoint, since the AFW flow control valves are normally kept fully open (“A” and “B” wrong), and 
power is initially too low for significant shrink to occur. “A” is plausible, since the “A” MDAFW pump feeds the “A” 
SG, while the “B” does not. “B” is plausible, since the TDAFW pump starts on 10-10 level in 2 SGs. “ D  is plausible, 
since on a reactor trip from high power levels, shrink will result in the start of all 3 AFW pumps. “A” and “B“ are 
also plausible since AFW flow control valves are throttled to control flow when in service below 5% power when 
feeding with AFW. 
Technical Reference(s): Functional Sheet 15 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #78911 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 
MC-04635 Describe the proper operation of the following Auxiliary Feedwater 
System components, controls, and interlocks.. . Motor Driven Auxiliary Feed Pumps, 
Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feed Pump.. . Auxiliary Feed Control Valves.. . 

2004 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.7 

(As available) 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question bl’orksheet Form ES-40 I -5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 45 Tier i! 2 2 
Ability to interpret control room indications to verify Group #f I 1 

operator actions affect plant and system conditions. Tinportance Rating 3.5 3.8 
status and operation of AFW system and understand how KIA ff 061 .GEN.2.4.48 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant initially at 100% power, an inadvertent Safety Injection actuates, \\it11 the follo\ving two abnormal 
conditions existing: 

_. 
‘I’lie 
I he TDAFW Pump is tagged out of service. 

Reactor Trip Breakcr- failed to open on the trip. 

Just prior to trnnsitioning out of E-0. the follo\l:ing conditions e\ist: 

I .  
2. 
3.  
4. 

7‘he I C 0  reports rlie “A” Reactor ‘1’1-ip Breaker is still closed. 
The STA reports that DWST level is decreasing faster than  especkd. 
The BOP operator reports that the “A” MDAFW p i n i p  anips are oscillnting. 
SG N R  Ixwls  indicate as foll0u.s: 

“A” S G :  19% 
“B‘. SG: 29% 
”C” SG: 279’6 
“D” SG: 21% 

What are the minimum actions physically required to allow stopping the “A“ MDAFW Pump and realigning the 
MDAFW Pump suctions to the CST from the contra[ room? 

A. Reset SI only. 
B. Reset SI and depress both “Aux FW Isol Reset for SG Lo-Lo SG Level” pushbuttons on MB5 only. 
C. Open the “A” Reactor Trip Breaker locally, and depress both “AUY FW lsol Reset for SG Lo-Lo SG Level” 

pushbuttons on MB5 only. 
D. Reset SI. depress borh “Aux FW Is01 Reset for SG Lo-Lo SG Level” pushbuttons on MB5. and open the “A” 

Reactor Trip Breaker locally. 
Proposed Answer. B 
Explanation (Optional): “8” is correct, since SIS needs to be reset, SG Lo-Lo level needs to be reset (“A” wrong), and 
the “A” reactor trip breaker does not need to be opened (“C” and “ D  wrong). “A” is plausible. since SI does need to 
be reset, and all four SG levels are above the low-power 10-lo level setpoint of 18%, and one SG is above the high 
power 10-10 level setpoint of 27% (Any SG level below this setpoint requires the 10-10 level to be reset). “C” and “D’ 
are plausible, since P-4 feeds into numerous post-trip features such as SI reset (but SI will  reset without P-4 with no 
actuating conditions present), and FWI. 
Technical Reference(s): LSK 6-2.1A, 2.1B, 2.1 .C, and 2.1.G (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
IO CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04635 Describe the operation of the Auxiliary Feedwater System component 
controls and interlocks.. . Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps ... DWST Supply Header 
Isolation Valves.. . Alternate Suction Valves. ._ “Aux FW Isol Reset” Pushbuttons. 

(As available) 

Comprehension OJ Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Esaniination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: 
Question # 46 
Knowledge of the effect of a loss or nialftinction 
of the AC distribution system will have on the 
DC system 
Proposed Question: 
The plant is initially at 100% power, with Charger J 

Level RO SRO 

Tier # 2 2 
Group # I 1 
KIA @ 062.K3.03 
Importance Rating 3.7 3.9 

(3BI'S"CFIGR 1) suppl) ing DC Bus 4.  

MCC 32-2W deenergizcs due to an electrical fault. and all s!.stems respond as dcsignctl 

A .  

B, 

C. 

D. 

Battery 4 ivill begin to discharge, since i ts  charger has been lost. and 13atter!c 4 is i m i '  s~ippl! ins \'IAC 4. S\\:ing 
Charger 8 is available to be placed in  service. 
Battery 4 \\.ill begin to discharge, since i ts charger lias been I O S I .  and  Batter), 4 is i~n\ '  sl ippl!  i::g \'I;\C 4. S\\.ing 
Charger S has lost power, so it  is NOT available to be placed in  service. 
Battery 4 \ \ f i l l  NOT begin to dischargc. since its charger still has p o \ \ ~ .  cllal-gin_r Eilt tCr! 1 and suppl>(ing VlAC 
1. Swing Charger S has lost pon'cr. so it  is NOT a\.nilable to he placed i n  service. 
Battery 4 \vi11 NOT begin to discharge, since VIAC 1 has shifted to the alternate source. and  t!iere are no loads on 
DC Bus 4 other than VIAC 4. Swing Chargei- S is a\.ailable to be placed iii service. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): 32-2W normally supplies VIAC 4 via the rectifier and inverter, and supplic.s the nornial 
charger 4 to DC Bus 4. Swing charger 8 is powered from MCC 32-2U, so it is still available ("B" and "C" wrong). 
When 32-2W is lost, it no longer supplies the inverter, so the inverter supply is now the DC Bus. Battery 4 starts to 
discliarge to supply VIAC 4, since the charger has been lost ("A" correct). "D'. i s  wrong. since b! design, the 
automatic switchover to the alternate AC source only occurs if the output from the inverter is lost. "B" is plausible, 
since it would be true if 32-2U or 32-2W were lost for Bzttery 1 or 7. "C" is plausible, since this ivould be true if 32- 
2W were lost to Battery 4. "D" is plausible, since this Ivould be true if inverter output had been lost. 
Technical Reference(s): EE- 1 BA (Attach if not previousl\~ provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Modified Bank #68029 Parent Question Attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 

10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: Original Bank #GO29 
The plant is at 30% power. Al l  electrical system are in  their normal alignment. 

None 
MC-03325 Given a failure of the 480 VAC distribution system or a portion of the 
system, determine the effects on the system and on interrelated systems.. . 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 I .7 

Bus 32U deenergizes due to a bus differential. 

Which of the following describes the effects on the 125 VDC electrical distribution system? 

A. No effect. The inverter 2 static switch will transfer to the alternate AC supply. 
B. Battery 2 begins to discharge, because it is supplying Bus 2 DC loads and power to Inverter 2. 
C. Battery 2 momentarily begins to discharge, but will stop discharging when Inverter 2 transfers to the alternate 

D. Battery 2 begins to discharge. because it is now supplying power to all DC loads with the exception of Inverter 2, 
which transferred to the alternate supply. 

supply. 

Answer: B 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Ouestion Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 47 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to monitor auto operation of vital AC bus Group # I I 
Amperage K/A # 062.A3.0 1 

Importance Rating 3.0 3.1 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant initially at 20% power, the BOP operator is monitoring 4160 Volt bus amps on Main Board 8, and 
present indications are as  follows: 

34.4 Suppl>. Ctrrrent: 1000 A I T I ~ S  
34A-C Cross Tie Current: 300 A m p s  
34C S u p p l ~ ~  Current: 0 i\mps 

An NSST PlUivlAf<Y TRIP anriunciator comes in on MI3S 
/ 

W h a t  i v j l l  the BOP observe for both 34A-C Cross Tie current and 34C Suppl\ current’? 

3dA-C Cross Tie current 34C Supply current 

A. 300 Amps 0 Amps 

B. 300 Amps 1000 Amps 

C. 700 Amps 0 Amps 

D. 700 Amps I000 Amps 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): Initially, the total current load on 34A and 34C was 1000 Amps. with 300 Amps being 
supplied to 34C, and 700 Amps to 34A. An NSST Primary Lockout trips the NSST to 34A supply breaker, resulting 
in a “Fast-Transfer“. which closes in the RSST to 34C Supply Breaker while the 34A-C cross-tie breaker remains 
closed. This causes the entire 34A + 34C load of 1000 Amps to shift to the RSST (“A“ and “C“ iwong). with 34A 
(700 Amps) being supplied from 34C across the cross-tie breaker (“B’ wrong, “D’ correct). “A“ is plausible since 
this would be the indication ifthe NSST Primary Trip Signal did not impact 34A and 31C. “B” is plausible, since this 
would be the indication if 34A were the smaller load. “C” is plausible, since this would be the indication if the EDG 
picked up the bus instead of the RSST. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3353.MBIA, 2-6 (Attach if not previously provided) 

EE- 1 A 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 

MC-03333 Describe the operation of 4KV Distribution System controls and 
interlocks.. . Fast Transfer.. . MB8 indication and control. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 
5 5.43.5 

Comments: 
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f'S--lO I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

I'>.;riiiination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Qurlstwn # 48 Tier # 2 2 
Kno\vledge of the effect of a loss of malf~inction Group # 1 1 

o J ' I X '  \vi11 have on components IUA X 063 .K3.02 
Importance Rating 3.5 3.7 

Proposed Question: 
LVith the plant initially at 10090 po\\cr. a loss of  DC bus 1 occurs. Currcnl plant conditions are as follo\\is: 

* 
The crew is carrying out actions o f  13-0.  I Rmc.tor 7 i i p  R ~ ~ p 0 1 7 . w  and AOP 3563 Ln.rs o/DCBirs Pone/- 
RCS temperature is 56 I O F .  

,A. .A l l  9 Condenser Steam I.)tiiiips 

B. All -1 Atmospheric Relief Va l \ cs  

D. Al l  Steam Generator Safet!, \ ! n l \~s  

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): 
Condenser Steam Dump Valves are not available since the MSIVs have failed closed ("A" wrong). Two atmospheric 
relief valves have failed closed, but all atmospheric relief bypass valves are available: since they are powered from 
MCC 32-2R and 32-2W (%" wrong, "C" correct). The safety valve setpoints cannot be adjusted in the control room, so 
they cannot be used to lower temperature ("D" wrong). 
Technical Reference(s): AOP 3563, Attachment A. 

Form 33 I GA-006, page 2 of 3. 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #70404 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55  Content: 

None 

MC-03309; Given a failure of the 125 vdc distribution system or a portion of the 
system, determine tlie effects 011 the system and on interrelated sysleins. 

2000 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.5 145.13 

(As available) 

Comments: 
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r:s-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

F\;itniiiation Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question tl 49 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to manually operate and/or monitor Group # 1 I 
lhttery voltage in the control room KIA # 063.A4.02 

Importance Rating 2.8 2.9 

Proposed Question: 

- The plant is at 100% power with all electrical systems aligned normally, when the battery output breaker froni Batter), 
3 inadvertently trips open. 

‘[‘he BOP operator checks Bitr~ery Bus 3 voltase at XlBS 

\\’hat \.oltage \vi11 the BOP operator obser\ie on Battery Bus 3? 

A. 0 volts 

f3. 135 volts 

C. I33 \:olts 

D. 140 volts 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): 
“C” is correct, and “A” is wrong. since the battery charger, which puts out 133 volts, will still keep the DC bus 
energized. “B” is wrong, but plausible, since this is the voltage put out by the battery, which the bus would indicate if 
the charger tripped off line. “D“ is wrong. but plausible, since this is the voltage put out by the rectifier from the 480 
VAC bus to the inverter. This voltage is prevented from flowing back to the battery bus by a reverse biased diode. 
Technical Reference(s): EE Dwg IBA (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: None 

Ixarning 
0b.jective: 

MC-03296 Describe the function and location ofthe following major 120 volt AC 
system components: ... Rectifier, Inverter, Static Switch, Bypass Line Regulator, 
Manual Bypass Switch. 

(As available) 

Question Source: Bank #75644 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 and 41.8 
55.43.5 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 50 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to adjust exciter voltage G ~ O L I ~  # I I 
(using voltage control switch) K:'A # 064. A4.02 

3.4 1 -  Iniportance Rating 3 .3 

Proposed Question: 

The BOP operatol- is performing a Test-Start o f  the "A" EDG per OP 3346A E/17o.,qer7q. Diesd G C V C ~ N I O ~ ,  and is 
ready to parallel the diesel to Bus 34C. 

l-lo\v i s  the BOP operator required to adjust EDG t ~ c i t e r  \oltagc? 

A .  Place thc "SPEED 'LOAD" itch i;i Ihc' '~J?.~\ISII'~ posilioii. 

B. Place the "SPEED!LOAD" S\\,itch i n  the "LO\\'ER" position. 

C. Place the "VOLTAGE REGULATOR CONTROL" Switch in the "RAISE" position. 

D. Place the "VOLTAGE REGULATOR CONTROL-' Switch in the '-LOWER" position. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): "C" is correct, since the operator needs to increase incoming (EDG) voltage to be slightly 
greater than running (Bus) voltage ("D" wrong). "A" and "B" are wrong, since the "SPEED/LOAD" switch ad-justs 
frequency. "A", "B", and "C" are plausible, since both oftliese switclies are operated at this point in  the procedure, 
and the operator \vould go to LOWER if incoming voltage was greater than running voltage. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

OF' 3346A, step 4.6. I .e (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

(As available) MC-04403 Describe the operation of the emergency diesel generator s> stem under 
the following. .. Performance of a Test Start.. . Parallel Operation. 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 I .7 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # S 1 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of physical connections and/or Group # 1 I 
cause/effect between PRM and systems. KIA # 073.Ki.01 

Importance Rating 3.6 3.9 

Proposed Question: 

The Secondary Rounds PEO reports that the TPCCW Sump Pumps are pumping down the TPCCW sump more often 
than expected. 

%’hich r;icii;ition monitor detecting ii high radiation condition could be the cause for ~Iic :tbiiorinal ‘PPCCW Sump Icvc l  
inc i-case? 

A .  3DAS-REjO. Turbine Building 1:Ioor Drain Sump Rad Monitor. 

B. 3CND-RE07, Waste Neutralization Sump Rad Monitor. 

C. 3LWS-RE70, 1,iquid Waste Discharge Rad hlonitor 

D. 3CNA-IIE47. ALIX Condensate Rad Monitor 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A“ is correct, since DAS-RES0 diverts the Turbine Building Sump to the TPCCW s m ~ p  011 

hi radiation conditions. “B”. “C”, and “ D  are wrong since these radiation monitors do not divert water to the 
TPCCW sump. “B”, “C”, and “D” are plausible, since all of these radiation monitors isolate flowpaths on high 
radiation. 
Teclinjcal Reference(s): AOP 3573, Att. A, page 4 of 12 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank#67219 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 

(As available) MC-05467 Describe the operation of the following Radiation Monitoring System 
Radiation Monitors Controls and interlocks.. . DAS-RESO.. . 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.4 and 4 I .7 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

1 ~ w i n i t i ; i t  ion Outline Cross-reference: 
Qucstioii tl 53 

Level RO SRO 
Tier # 2 2 

Knowledge of the effect of a loss or malfunction of Service Group # 1 I 
\Vater will have on Secondary closed cooling water K/A # 

importance Rating T i  2.8 
076.K3.02 

Proposed Question: 

The plant is initially at 100% power, with the “A“ a n d  “R” TPCCW heat exchangers in  s e n  ice. *i\hcn the follo\ving 
sequence of events occIirs: 

Assuming the operators do not trip the plant, what actions, if any, are the operators required 10 rake. and what 
automatic action, if any, \<.ill occur? 

,\. Operators \ \ i l l  isolate the rupture in  [lie Auxiliary Builtling and open tlic‘ “I]” Train !%I.\ icc  it^^ to TPCC\\’ 
Supply Valve 3SWP*MOV7! B to restore cooling. No automatic actions will occur. 

B. Operators will place the “C” TPCCW heat exchanger in service, remove the “A“ 7‘1’CC\V heat eschanger in 
service, and open 3S\VP*MOV71 B to restore cooling. No automatic actions will occur. 

C. Operators will keep Service Water isolated from TPCCW. An automatic turbine runback \ \ i l l  occur due to high 
bus duct cooling temperatures. 

D. Operators will keep Service Water isolated from TPCCW. An automatic turbine runback will occur due to stator 
cooling system high temperature. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): The Service Water piping downstream of MOV 71A and B meet at a common header, so 
operators will not restore SWP cooling to TPCCW (“A” and “ B  wrong). As TPCCW heats up. the most urgent load 
is Stator Liquid Cooling, since there is an automatic runback tied to a high temperature condition (“D” correct and 
“C“ wrong). “A” is plausible, since AOP 3560 will attempt to restore cooling from the opposite train if the leak is 
upstrcani of MOV7 IA. “B” is plausible, since if the leak is in the turbine building in the area of the TPCCW heat 
exchangers, the crew can isolate the leak by swapping heat exchangers. “C” is plausible. since TPCCW provides 
cooling to bus duct cooling, but downpower requirements are manual, not automatic. 
Technical Reference(s): (Attach if not previously provided) AOP 3560, step 2 

OP 3353.MB7C, 1-2 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: None 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
Comments: 

MC-05719 Given a failure, partial of complete, of the Service Water System, 
determine the effects on the system and on interrelated systems. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
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ES--IO 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exaniination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 54 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of IAS design features and/or interlocks Group # 1 1 

Which provide for crossover to other air systems KJA # 078.K4.02 
Importance Rating 3.2 3.5 

Proposed Question: 
The pla~it is at 10006 power wlicn the following sequence of events occur: 

The It0 is monitorin? instrument air pressure for proper indications that the service air  coinpressor is performing its 
eniergenc\. backup f~inction for instrument air. 

If  the added capacit), of the service air coinpressor is capable of compensating for tlic leak. how i\.ill instrument air 
hcadcr  pressui-e resj>ond prior to ail\. local actions by PEO's? 

A. 

B. 

IAS pressure will continue to drop. since local actions by a PEO is required to align 31AS-AOV14 and 3SAS- 
AOV33 to supply instrument air. 
When IAS header pressure lojvers to SO psig, pressure will start to recover since 3IAS-AOVI4 opens. Pressure 
will begin to drop agajn when 1AS header pressure increases to 85 psig, when 3SAS-AOV33 reopens. Pressure 
will then cycle between 80 and 85 psig. 
When IAS header pressure lowers to S5 psig, pressure will start to recover as 31AS-AOV 14 and 3SAS-AOV33 
realign. Pressure will start to drop again when IAS header pressure increases to 103 psig, since the valves will 
realign to their originaI positions. 
Wien IAS header pressure lowers to 85 psig, pressure will start to recover as 3IAS-AOV14 and 3SAS-AOV33 
realign. Pressure will start to drop again when IAS header pressure increases to 110 psig: since the running 
instrument air compressors will unload. 

C. 

D. 

Proposed Answer: 
Explanation (Optional): 
Pressure switch 3lAS-PS14, which senses IAS common header pressure downstream of the IAS receivers, will cause 
AOV14 to open. and simultaneously cause AOV33 to close when pressure lowers to 85 psig ("A" and "B" wrong). 
Additionally, when IAS header pressure increases to 103 psig, PSI4 will automatically realign the AOV's to their 
normal positions. and pressure will again start to decrease since the leak has not been isolated ("C" is correct and "D" 
is wrong). "A" is plausible, since PEOs can locally realign the valves. "B" is plausible, since these actions occur, but 
at different setpoints. " D  is plausible, since this would be the system response if it did not automatically realign on 
increasing pressure. 
Technical Reference(s): LSK-12-1C, 12-2C (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3353.1s 1 - 1  ARP 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #67323 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive I,evel: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Coiniiien ts: 

None 
MC-05323; Describe operation of plant air systems under the following normal, 
abnormal, and emergency operating conditions: Low instrument air pressure.. . 

(As available) 

2000 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.4 I .7 

C 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet F O ~ I I I  ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level I10 SRO 
1 Question # 55 Tier # 2 - 

Knowledge of  physical connections and/or cause-effect Group # I I 
Relationship between Containment and SIS. includin, (7  reset KIA f f  103.K 1 .OS 

Importance Rating -3 ,6 3.8 
Proposed Question: 

Initial Conditions: 

A LOCA occurs, and Cotitainnierit pressure peaks at I 9  psia. 

Assuiiiing no operator action, \\hat is L I K  status of Containincnt Cooliiig S! slciiis’? 

A .  All three CAR Fans are RUNNING. Al l  three CRDM Fans arc RLJYNIKG 

B. All three CAR Fans are RUNNING. All three CRDM Fans are OFF 

C. The “A” and “B” CAR Fans and CRDM Fans are RUNNING. The ”C” CAR Fan and “C” CRDM Fan are OFF. 

D. The “A” and “B” CAR Fans and CRDM Fans are OFF. The ”C” CAR Fan and “C“ CRDM Fan remain 
RUNNING . 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): ”A” is correct, since an SIS signal actitates at 17.7 p i a ,  and the SIS sends an auto-start signal 
to the “A” and “B” CAR fans (“D” wrong) and the “A” and “B” CRDM fans (“B” wrong). Since the “C“ CAR and 
CRDM fans were already running, all of the fans will be running (“C” wrong). A 1-11-3 signal is generated at 
Containment Pressure (2/4)>23 psia which generates a CDA signal. “B” is plausible, since E-0 has the operators 
verify the CAR fans running on an SIS, but not the CRDM cooling fans. Also, the CRUMs will have deenergized on 
the reactor trip. “C” is plausible, since “A” and “B” CAR Fans and CRDM fans are the safety related fans. “D“ is 
plausible, since a CDA signal trips the safety related CAR and CRDM fans, but not the “C” fans, but a CDA does not 
actuate until 23 psia. 
Technical Reference(s): P&ID I S A  (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
~~~~~j~~ MC-04259 Describe the operation of the following Containment Ventilation System 
Objective: controls and interlocks.. . Containment Air Recirculation System Fan controls and 

interlocks.. . Containment Rod Drive Mechanism Cooling System Fan controls and 
interlocks. 

None 
(As available) 

Question Source: Modified Bank #72259 Parent question attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.7 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exain i nat ion Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 56 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of physical connections and/or cause-effect between: Group # 2 2 
CCWS must be cut in before energizing CRDS KIA # 001 .K1.09 

Importance Rating 2.s 3.1 
Proposed Question: 

During a startup. a loss of configuration control results in Reactor Plant Chilled Water (CDS) NOT being supplied to 
tlic C‘RDM coolers. 

What parameters \ \ i l l  the Annunciator Response l’rncedure direct the operators to monitor. and \ish!? 

A. 7 ’ 1 ~  cr-eir. is directed to monitor CRDN Shroud temperature, since CDS cools the air i n  the CRDM Shroud prior 
to its entr?’ into the CRDM coil stacks. The c r e \ ~  is NOT directed to monitor CThlT tcmpei-ature and prcssurc, 
since ihe CAR fails cool CThIT. 

B. ’The crew is directed to monitor CRDM Shroud temperature, since CDS cools the air i n  the CRDM Shroud prior 
to its entry into the CRDM coil stacks. The crew is also directed to monitor CTMT temperature and pressure, 
since. as the air exiting the CRDM shroud heats up. the air exhausting into CTMT will also heat up. 

C. The crew is directed to monitor CTMT temperature and pressure, since CDS cools the air that has flowed through 
the CRDM Shroud prior to its exhausting back into CTMT. The crew is NOT directed to monitor CRDM Shroud 
temperature, since CDS cools the air after it has exited the CRDM coil stacks. 

D. The crew is directed to monitor CTMT temperature and pressure, since CDS COOIS the air that has flowed through 
the CRDM Shroud prior to its exhausting back into CTMT. The crew is also directed to monitor CRDM Shroud 
temperature. since: as the air in CTMT heats up: the air entering the CRDM shroud will also begin to heat up. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): The CRDM cooling fans take a suction on the air exiting the CRDM stacks. providing 
cooling to the CRDMs. CDS removes the heat from the air as it exhausts back into CTMT (“A” and “ B  wrong). “C” 
is wrong, and “D” correct, since CDS is reducing the heat load on CTMT, and CTMT ambient air supplies CRDM 
cooling. “A” and ‘‘B> are plausible, since the system cools the CRDMs. “A” and “C” are plausible since the CAR 
fans also cool CTMT. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3353.VPIA, 3-7, step 4. 

OP 33 I3C, Prerequisite 2.1. I 
P&ID 153A 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objective: 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
Learning MC-0426 1 Describe the major administrative or procedural precautions and limitations (As 

available) placed on the operation of the Containment Ventilation System, and the basis for each. 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.4 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exam inat ion Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 57 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to verify In-Core Temperature Monitoring Group # 2 2 
System alarms are consistent with plant conditions KIA f#  

Importance Rating 3.5 3.6 
01 7.GEN.2.4.46 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant at 100% power \vith rods in  manual, the follo\ving sequence of events occuys: 

I .  
2. 
3.  
4. 
5 .  

A turbine runback occurs, and the reactor does not trip. 
The highest “ln-Scan” Core Exit Thermocouple increases to 650°F. 
The rei~~ainitig CETC Icinperii~iires iritlicate h3X’F. 
CORE ESlT 1’EhtIP HIGH TR..ZIN ,,\ (A~IIl-iC~ I -S:\;) i,: i-w?ive(I. 
‘The RO notes that SATURATION TRO‘I!RLE TRATN ,.I (h(lR4C. ?-lO,A:)  i c  N O T  l i t :  

Should either or both of these ilriii~ii~~iatoi-s be l i t  during this t . \ ~ n t ?  

A. Both annunciators should be lit. since their setpoints are being escccdcd. 

B. The HIGH TEMPERATURE annunciator should be l i t .  but the SATUR.:\7-ION ni i i i t i r ic ixor  should NOT bc lit :  
sincc it is blocked when any CETC temperantres increases above 640°F. 

C. The SATURATION annunciator should be lit, but the HIGH TEMPERATURE annunciator should NOT be lit, 
since both trains of CETCs inmt be above 640°F to arm this annunciator. 

D. Neither annunciator should be lit. since the reactor trip breakers are still closed 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “D” is correct, and “A, “B”, and “C“ wrong. since both annunciators require the reactor trip 
breakers to be open to arm the annunciators. “A” is plausible. since both alarm setpoints are being exceeded during 
this event. “B” and “C” are plausible, since 640°F is the setpoint of the high temperature alarm, and both 
annunciators are interlocked (with the trip breakers). 
Technical Reference(s): OP3353.MB4C, 1-8A (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP3353.MB4C, 2-1 OA 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: at power operations ... 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10CFRPart55Content: 55.41.7and41.10 

None 

hlC-04832 Describe the operation of the ICC system during the follou%ig.. Normal (As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.43.5 
Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level KO SRO 
Question # 58 Tier # 2 2 
Physical connection / cause and effect relationship Group # 2 2 
between the fuel pool and RWST. WA f f  033.K1.05 

Importance Rating 2.7 2.8 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

When establishing this normal makeup lineup, why are the opwitors directed to ver-itj. RWST Recirculation Suction 
Isolation Valves (3QSS*AOV27 and 28) open‘? 

A .  If3QSS*A0\‘27 and 28 \{we closed. no gravit). flo\v to t he  Spent Fuel Pool would OCCIII’, since the normal Spent 
Fuel Pool h4akeup V a h ~  is jiiterlocked \\;it11 these nlves. 

B. If ?QSS*AOV27 and 28 \ \ere closed, no gravity flow to the Fuel Pool \vould occur. since the RWST to Spent 
Fuel Pool gra\:it!- feed path comes off the RWST recirculation pump suction line. 

C. If 3QSS*AOV27 and 28 were closed, no gravity flow to the Spent Fuel Pool would occur, since a vacuum will be 
drawn on the top of the RWST durjng draining. 

D. If 3QSS*AOV27 and 28 were closed, the RWST could not be placed on recirculation, and this is required to 
sample RWST boron concentration, verifying it is greater than SFP boron concentration. 

Proposed Answer: 13 
Explanation (Optional): 
OP 3305 allows the RWST gravity feed method to provide normal makeup to the to Spent Fuel Pool. “B” is correct 
since the gravity feed flowpath branches off the RWST recirculation suction line, downstream of 3QSS*AOV27 and 
28. “A” is wrong, since the gravity feed path flows through a manual valve. “A” is plausible since the normal 
makeup valve to the to Spent Fuel Pool from Primary Grade Water (used if level is low due to evaporation) is an 
interlocked AOV. “C” wrong, since the RWST is not vented through this line, but plausible, since this recirc line 
returns near the top of the RWST, and tanks must be vented (or pressurized) to allow draining. “D” is wrong, since 
RWST is sampled weekly, and no additional sample is required. “D’ is plausible since RWST recirculation must be 
established to sample the RWST, and to Spent Fuel Pool boron concentration is a Tech Spec item. 
Technical Reference(s): P & ID EM-I 1 IA, 1 15A 

OP 3305, Section 4. I3 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Leve I : 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-05640; Given a Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System diagram, describe the system 
flowpath and electrical alignment under the following Normal, Abnormal, and 
Emergency Conditions: Purification of the RWST. 

(As available) 

Memory and knowledge 
55.4 I .2 to 4 1.9 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exarninat ion Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 59 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes in S/G pressure Group # 2 2 
associated with operating S/GS controls KIA # 035.A1.01 

I inportance Rat iiig 3.5 3.S 

Proposed Question: 

Current Conditions: 

The MSlVs are closed. 
A heatup is in progress per OP 3201 P/om Heu1up. 

The operating cre\v is preparing to \\arm 111) the main stenin lines. 
The RCS lieatup has been tenipornrily stopped. 

Which action Ivill cause “A” SG pressure to INCJEASE? 

A .  Increase the Condenser Steam Dump master pressure controller output. 

’3. Increase the Condenser Steam Dump master pressure controller setpoint 

C. Decrease the “A” SG Atmospheric Relief Valve controller output 

D. Decrease the “A“ SG Atmospheric Relief Valve controller setpoint 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct, since decreasing the SG Atmospheric Relief valve controller output will 
throttle the valve in the close direction, resulting in less cold Feedwater, raising SG pressure. “A“ and “B“ are wrong 
since the Condenser Dumps \vi11 not be placed in service until the main steam s!’stern is placed in service. “D“ is 
wrong, since decreasing the setpoint will cause the valve to throttle in the open direction in attempt lo lower SG 
pressure. “A” and “B” are plausible. since Condenser Dumps will be placed in service to conserve water once the 
secondary plant is aligned. ”E)’. is plausible, since this action affects SG parameters. 

Technical Reference( s): Functional Sheet 10 

OP 3201, Step 4.4.5 
(Attach if riot previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: INPO Exam Bank 
Question History: Beaver Valley Unit I 2002 NRC Exam 
Question Cognitive LeveI: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04887 Describe the major parameter changes associated wit11 decreased heat 
removal by the Secondary System. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.4,4 1.5,4 I .7, and 4 1.14 
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~ ~ ~~ 

Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 60 Tier # 2 2 
Main Turbine Generator: Ability to evaluate plant performance Group # 2 2 

characteristics, reactor behavior, and instrument interpretation. lmportance Rating 3.7 4.4 
and make operational judgments based on operating KIA # 045.GEN.2. I .7 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, the following sequence of events occurs: 

1 .  
2. 
3 .  
4. 

A GEN CORE MONITOR LEVEL HI annunciator comes i n  on MB 7. 
lk: dispatched PEO reports back that the local trace h;id dropped fairly rapidly fiom 90°1 to 5%). 
Tht. I.iS (litc‘cts the PEO to depress the “FlLTER” pushbutton and report the rcsults. 
The PEO reports that wi th  the FILTER pushbutton depressed, the trace retrirned I O  90%. 

What action is dit. crei\’ required to take, and why? 

C. Submit a Condition Report, since indication of core monitor filter clogging esists. 

D. Submit a Condition Report, since indication of core monitor instrument degradation exists 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” correct, since Main Generator overheating results in organic inaterial being released into 
the cooling gas stream, which results in a decreasing indication on the core monitor (“B’ wrong). With actual 
particulates in the sample stream. the trace will return to normal when a filter is placed in the sample stream, as the 
particulates are filtered out (“C” wrong). “D” is wrong, since instrument degradation is characterized by a slow 
decline in the instrument trace, and the trace would not recover when the filter is placed in  service. “B’ is plausible, 
since hydrogen purity is also sampled locally, and the generator will be shutdown if purity cannot be maintained. “C” 
and “D” are plausible, since surveillances are performed on the core monitor that involve using a heater to burn a 
small amount of material upstream of the monitor, and the filter is placed in service fo veri@ monitor response. A CR 
is generated if a problem exists with the heater, the filter, or the monitor. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #74360 
Question History: Millstone 3 2000 NRC Exam 
Question Cognitive Level: 
lOCFRPar t55  Content: 55.41.4,41.5,41.7,and41.10 
Comments: 

OP 3353.MB7C 4-5 Gen Core Monitor Level Hi (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-04703 Given a plant condition or equipment malfunction relating to the GMO 
system, determine when the turbine is required to be tripped, or when the generator 
must be shutdown. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exarnination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 61 Tier # 2 2 
Predict impacthitigate effect of a loss of condensate Group # 2 2 
pumps on the Condensate System. K/A # 056.A2.04 

Importance Rating 2.6 2.8 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is initially operating at I OOYO power with the “A” and “B“ Main Condensate Pumps running when the 
follo\ving sequence of events occurs: 

The COND PI’ AUTO TRIP/O\’EIICI!RRENT annunciator comes in on MBGA 
The BOP operator rcports that  I l i t ‘  “.A“ h la in  Condeiisatc P imp has trippccf. 

I-lmi. [vi11 the “C” Condensate P i m p  respond to this event. a i d  nliat actions arc tho operators requirctl to take? 

A. The ‘C“ Main Condensale I ’ t i i i ip  s lm~ld  have automaticall! started. Opern(or.s xc rcqiiired to clicch tlw feed 
s,*stem and if necessar!. take manila1 control of the feed pump inaster speed controller. 

B. The “C” Main Condensate l’iiiiip should have nu to ma tic all!^ startted. Operators ;ire rcqiiired to tlirottlc opcn 
Deniin Bypass Valve 3CNA I-b70\’7S to maintain Condensate Demincralizer IIP less t l ia t i  50 psid. 

C. The “C” Main Condensate Pump ir required to be manually started. Operators are required to check the feed 
system and if necessar) . take manual control of the feed pump inaster speed controller. 

D. The “C” Main Condensate Pump is required to be manually started. Operators are required to throttle open 
Demin Bypass Valve 3CNM-MOV78 to maintain Condensate Demineralizer DI’ less than 50 psid. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): The standby condensate pump will automatically start with either running pimp not running 
with the switch in AUTO-AFTER-START (“C’. and “D” wrong). “C” and “D” are plausible, since operators are 
required to check the standby pump started, and they would start the pump manually if it fails to auto-start. “A” is 
correct since operators are required to check feed system status during this event, since the loss of a condensate pump 
will decrease feed pump suction pressure, causing a decrease in feed flow, and a resulting transient. “B” is wrong, 
since opening the Demin Bypass Valve is required if DP reaches 60 psid, but plausible, since Demin DP will increase 
on loss of a condensate pump as feed pump speed increases in attempt to raise flow. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3353.MB6A, 5-1 (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3353.MB6A, 2-7 
Proposed references tu be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Cornmen ts: 

None 

MC-04235 Given a failure, partial or complete, of the Main Condensate and Makeup 
Control Systems determine the effects on the systems and on interrelated systems. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5and41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet I.orni ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 62 Tier # 2 2 
Knowledge of loss or malfunction of Waste Gas Group # 2 2 
Disposal System on ARM and PRM. KfA # 071 .K3.05 

Importance Rating 3.2 3.2 

Pro posed Question : 

The Plant is at 100% power with the Degassifier operating in the “Letdown Degas” inode 

A tlirougli-wall piping leak develops in  the Process Gas piping at the top o f  the Degassifier. 

Which rad inonitor \vi11 detect this. and \\-hat automatic action \ \ i l l  occiir at tlie I-li Radiation AL;\Rhil setpoitit? 

A .  Gaseous Waste Discharge Radiation h4onitor 3GWS-RE4S; which will direct degassifier effluent to boron 
recover)., and d i iwr  Irtdo\\n to tlie VCT (away from the degassifier). 

13. G;WOLIS \l’aste Discharge Radiation h4onitor 3GWS-RE4S: which will close the Proces? Gas Receiver Pressure 
\ a l \ c  (3G\\’S-P\’-IO) to isolate the discharge to the Millstone stack. 

C. A u s  Building Exhaust Fan Suction Radiation Monitor 3HVR-REI2A; which \vi11 direct depssifier efiluent to 
boron recover!.. and divert letdo\vn to the VCT (away from the degassifier). 

D. Aux Building Exhaust Fan Suction Radiation Monitor 3HVR-RE12A; which will close the Process Gas Receiver 
Pressure valve (3GWS-PV49) to isolate the discharge to the Millstone stack. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct, since Aux Bldg Exhaust Fan 7 takes a suction on the Degassifier cubicle, so 
tlie leak will be detected by jHVR-RE12A, and this radiation monitor automatically directs degassifier effluent to 
boron recovery, and diveits letdown to the VCT (away from the degassifier) (“D” wrong). “A” and “B” are wrong, 
since 3G WS-RE48 monitors degassifier output downstream of the adsorbers, which is outside of the degassifier 
cubicle. “B” and “D” are plausible, since this is the auto-action of GWS-RE48, and “A” and “B” are plausible, since 
GWS-RE48 monitors the degassifier outlet line for radiation. 
Technical Reference(s): P&ID 109 series (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #6447 1 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

AOP 3573 Attachment A, pages 5 and 8 
None 

MC-04733 Given a failure, partial or complete, of the GWS system, determine the 
effects on the system and on interrelated systems. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 I .7 
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ES--Io 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exa tii i riat ion Out 1 ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Qirestion ?/ 63 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to predict and/or monitor changes parameters associated Group # 2 2 
with operating Fire Protection System dampers K/A # 086.A 1.04 

Importance Rating 2.7 3.3 

Proposed Question: 

- With the plant at 100% power, a fire breaks out in the West Switchgear Area. and the following sequence of events 
occurs: 

1 .  
2. 
3 .  

The crew enters EOP 3509 Fire E m c r g ~ ~ ~ q ~ .  
Tht. lire bi-igade i s  dispatchcd. 
As a last resoit, the decision is made to manunll>.  initiate C 0 2  (FPI.) in(o the \ ~ ‘ C S I  S\\.ircli~enr area 

How \vi11 manual and automatic FPL damper o p e ~ ~ t i o n s  affect C 0 2  pressure i n  111s \‘i’~,?;[ Sii,itchgeai. area a f t t i -  Ilic 
discharge commences? 

A .  The COz pressure rise !vi11 be limitcd. since i111 open \ w t  path has been alignd thr-ough open FPL dampers to 
protect the IVest Su’itchgear area from o \ ~ ~ r - ~ ~ r ~ s s i i ~ i ~ a t j o n .  

B. ‘The C 0 2  pressure rise will be limited, since a closed, spring loaded relief damper \ \ . i l l  lift to provide a vent path 
as needed to protect the West Switchgear area from over-pressurization. 

C. The CO, pressure rise will NOT be limited b), a vent path, since the norinall)3 open vent paths have been isolated 
by FPL dampers to prevent the spread of CO: into the Control Room. 

D. The C 0 2  pressure rise will NOT be limited by a vent path, since the normally open vent paths have been isolated 
by FPL dampers to prevent the spread of COz into the Auxjliary Shutdown Panel area. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since the crew will be directed to open the West Switchgear Relief Damper 
3FPL-DMPR5 (‘‘C.’ and “D” wrong), which is jn series with the Pressure Relief Damper 3FPL*DMPR6. The 
Pressure Relief Damper automatically opens when a C 0 2  actuation is sensed by a pressure detector in the C 0 2  supply 
pipe to the West Switchgear Area (‘‘B.. wrong), providing an open vent path for the West Switchgear area. “B” is 
plausible, since the relief dampers for the cable spreading room are normally closed and open on high pressure. “C” 
and ‘.D.’ are plausible, since C 0 2  leakage is a major concern at Millstone 3. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3341 C, step 4.5.3. and Note 2 prior to step 4.33.1 

OP 334 1 C, Attachment 1. 
P&ID 146A 

(Attach if not previously 
provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 

(As available) MC-04580 Given a C02 Fire Protection (FPL) system diagram, describe the system 
operation and flowpaths upon the receipt of a fire alarm requiring the actuation of 
the FPL system. 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 1.4 and 4 I .5 

Coinmcnts: 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question i# 64 Tier # 2 2 
Ability to operate or monitor the SBO Diesel Group # 2 2 

KIA ## 
Importance Ratins NIA NIA 

Site Specific SBO Diesel.A4 

Proposed Question: 

The crew has started the SBO diesel for surveillance; in accordance w i t h  OP3346D Skition Blac.koz,! Diesel, and the 
BOP operator k in communication \v i th  the PEO at the SBO Diesel. 

Thirt). seconds after selecting "SI'.AR~i'". the P E O  reports that t hs  engine tachometer reads -150 RPh4 

Whnt direction dioultf the BOP operator sive to the PEO. and uh> is the SBO diesel runnins  at this speed? 

A .  Continue to itionitor SBO diesel operation: since the SBO Diesel I\ i l l  run tor about 2.5 rninrites i i t  this idle speed 
\vhile it na-nis up. 

B. Adjust SI30 Diesel output wltnge to 4 160 Volts. since 450 rpm is tlw nornial running speed for the SI30 Diesel. 

C. Adjust SRO Diesel go\rrnor speed to increase speed u n t i l  generator frequent). indicates 60 Hz. since the SBO 
Diesel is running too slon. 

D. Perform an emergency shutdown of the SBO diesel, since the SBO Diesel is running too fast; and should have 
tripped on overspeed. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): "A" is correct, since when started, the SBO diesel accelerates to approximately 450 rprn ("C" 
wrong), and idles at this speed for 2.5 minutes, after which the SBO Diesel will accelerate to approximately 900 rpm 
(''B.. and "D" wrong). When at 900 rpm, generator excitation is automatically applied and operators adjust output 
voltage and frequency. "B" and "C" are plausible, since these actions are taken after 900 rpm is reached. "D' is 
plausible. since the SBO diesel does have an overspeed trip, and emergency shutdown pushbuttons. 
Technical Reference(s): (Attach if not previoiisly provided) 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank 869337 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

OP 3346D, Section 4.4.1 1 Note 
None 

MC-05623 Describe the operation of the SBO system under the following normal, 
abnormal, and emergency conditions.. . SBO Diesel Startup. .. 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7,41.8, and 41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Forin ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 65 Tier 8 2 2 
Operational Implications of AMSAC System Group # 2 2 

KIA # Site Specific AMSACKS 
Impoi-tance Rating NA NA 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is stable at 48% power, when the follou ing sequence of events occurs: 

T-0 S X O I I ~ S :  
T-t-7.0 seconds: 
T i - 4 0  seconds: 

Tul-bine inipulse prcssuri. cliiiiiiic‘l 751SS-PTSO5 Cnils lo!$. 
Ihring the resultiiig trnnsient. ; i l l  i l i a i n  t>cd\vater is lost dw 10 lo\\. t’ccd pump quctioii pressui-cs. 
‘l‘he low-loiv SG level reactor t r ip  sc‘tpoint is reached. but  tht3 r?:ic[Lv f i i i ls to [rip. arid current SG 
narrow range levels are as f o l l o ~ ~ s :  

SG “A”: 12% and decreasing. 
SG “€3”: 16% and decreasing. 
SG “C“: 14% and decreasing. 
SG .‘TI.-: 13? b and dscreasing. 

Hoi\, will the AMSAC System respond to this e \ w t ?  

A. AMSAC will trip the reactor with no time dela),, and start the AFW pumps in 60 seconds. 

B. AMSAC will trip the turbine in 30 seconds, and start the AFW pumps in 60 seconds. 

C. AMSAC will not actuate, since it was procedurally in “Bypass” at the start of the event. 

D. AMSAC \vi11 not actuate, since indicated turbine po\ver was below C-20 for the required time before the ATWS 
event occurred. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): “B’ is correct, since AMSAC stays armed for 260 seconds after power drops below 45% 
(“D” wrong), and trips the turbine (“A” wrong) and starts the AFW pumps on SG level (314) <: 22%. It also isolates 
SG blowdown. “C” is wrong, since AMSAC is required to be in service with po1ver >40%. 

Technical Reference(s): OP 3350, Attachment 3 

TRh4 7.2 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 

Question Source: Bank #72277 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04086 Describe operation of AMSAC circuitry including inputs, logic, (As available) 

Objective: outputs. 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.7 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet FOI.ll1 I:S-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Leve I RO S RO 
Question # 66 Tier # 3 3 
Knowledge of conduct of operations requirements Group ## 1 I 

IUA # GEN.Z.1.1 
Importance Rating 3.7 3.8 

Proposed Question: 

The plant has just tripped, and the crew has entered E-0 Rerrctor Trip or S c / f i / ~ .  //7jcc/ion 

In  \ \ l i n t  situation i s  it expected tha t  the Uni t  Supervisor wo~i ld  call i'or a "1-OCIIS  BricI'"? 

B. L'pon transition to :I t i i w  Enlcrgcncj, Opsrating Proccdure. 

C M'lien pertinent information needs to be shared \vith the BOP operator nhout an uimmin~ ImceduI-e step 

D. An!, t i m e  the entire control room operatin: team needs to refocus 

Proposed Answer: C 

Explanation (Optional): "C" is correct, since focus briefs shall be used to share pertinent information, and can occ~ir 
between as few as two persons. "A", "B", and "D" are wrong, but plausible, since these conditions involve 
espectations and standards for transienticrew briefs. 

Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
0 bj ect ive : 
Question Source: Bank if66046 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 5 5  Content: 
Coin in en ts : 

OP-AA-100 Conduct of Operations Att. 2, step 7 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-06923 Describe the important elements of a Transient#'Crew and Focus 
Brief 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 1 . I O  
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CS-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 
~ ~~~ - 

Form ES-40 1-5 

I3ainination Out1 iiie Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 67 Tier Y 3 3 
Ability to determine Mode of Operation Group t/ 1 1 

KIA 2 GEN.2.1.22 
Importance Rating 2.8 3.3 

Proposed Question: 

The crew is performing a reactor shutdown in accordance with OP-3207 Reactor- Shz~~dow7. 

Procedurall!. at \vhat point in  the shutdo\vn will the crew 106 entr! into MODE 3? 

E. When all the control banks are full!. are inserted. arid all shiitdo\vn b;ink rods s t i l l  l i ~ l l ! ~  it~ithclr-awi 

C. After shutdown bank insertion commences, \\it11 all tlie control banks fiilly are inserted. 

D. When all the control banks and all of the shutdo\\n banks are full) inserted 

Proposed Answcr: B 
Esplanation (Optional): "B" is correct, and "A", "C". aiid "D" tvrong. since MODE 3 is procedurally defined as tlie 
point in  a reactor shutdown when all the control banks are fully inserted and shutdon;n rods fully withdrawn. All 
answers are plausible since Millstone 3 procedurally calls Mode 3 based on Control Bank and Shutdown Bank 
position. 

Technical Reference(s): OP 3207, section 2.4.4 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning (As available) 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank # 60704 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

None 

MC-05785 List OPERATIONAL MODES arid conditions that define each MODE. 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.10 
55.43.5 

Comments: 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Esaminatjon Outjjiie Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question f f  68 Tier # 3 3 
Ability to locate and operate components, Group # I 1 

including locai controls K/A # GEN.2.1.30 
Importance Rating 3.9 3.4 

Proposed Question: 
A loss of heat sink event is in progress, the crew Iias entered FR-14. I X c g x m s c ,  / ( I  IL j . \ . y  ( ~ / ' , ~ ' , ~ , ~ j / 7 ~ / ~ / / : ~ .  / / e t / /  cS;/I/i, a i d  
the following sequence of events occurs: 

I .  
2 .  
.>. 

-1. 

A PEO reports that the TDAFW Pump Trip Throttle Valve (?MSSwh/lSV5) is i n  t he  rripped position. 
The I 'S directs the BOP operator to te l l  tlie PEO to reset and open I\lS\,'S 
1'1ic PEO i-cqiicstc guiclanic on lie\\. to reset and open tlic \'al\.e. 
Tlie 1301' operator references 1;R-IH. I .  Atracliment A .  

* .  

A.  Mo\ c the connecting rod to\vard MSVS, rotate tlic hand\vheel on VSV5 Io ilie ('1 .OSI'D position. ensure tlic 
I ach -Up  Le\.er re-iatches \\it11 the Trip I-iook. and then rotate the liand\\~l~ecl mi VfSV5 10 thc OPEV ~vxition 

6. Move the connecting rod toward MSVS, rotate the hand\vheel on MSV5 to tlie OPEN position, and then ensure 
the Latch-Up Lever re-latches with the Trip I-iook. 

C. Move the connecting rod toward the TDAFW Pump, rotate the handwheel 011 M S \ 4  to tlie CLOSED position, 
ensure the Latch-Up Lever re-latches with tlie Trip IHook, and then rotate tlie handu~liccl on MSVS to the OPEN 
position. 

D. Move the connecting rod toward tlie TDAFW Pump, rotate the handwheel on MSVS to the OPEN position. and 
then ensure the Latch-Up Lever re-latches with the Trip Hook. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): "A" is correct since the connecting rod must be moved toward MSV5 to allow the trip tappet 
to drop fully down ("C" and "D" wrong), which is necessary to allow the trip hook to engage the latch up lever. The 
handwheel must be then taken to close to align the latch-up lever with the trip hook ("B" and "D" wrong). 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: Bank #793 13 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

FR-H.1, Attachment A, pages 3 and 4 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-04635 DESCRIBE the operation of the following Auxiliary Feedu.ater System 
component controls & interlocks.. . Turbine Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Puinp 
Steam Isolation Valve (MSVS) ... 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.7,41.8, and 41.10 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 69 Tier # 3 3 
Ability to manipulate controls to operate the facility Group #f 2 2 
between shutdonn and designated power levels KIA # GEN.2.2.2 

Importance Rating 4.0 3.5 

Proposed Question: 

INITIAL CON DIT1 ONS : 

The pressurizer is solid. 
The plant is in  MODE 5 k v i t l i  a cooldown in progress. 

RCS and pi-sssui-izer teniIwaitires are equal.  
The RO lins b w n  directed to 1ori-c.r RCS pressur-l: i n  ;1ccordiincc ivitli OP 320s P / u m  C.’oo/[/mix 

What actjon is the RO required to take? 

A. Place an additional lerdmvn orifice in service 

C. Throttle open RHR to letdo\vn control valve 3CHS*IHCV 12s. 

D. Throttle open letdown pressure corrtrol valve 3CHS*PCVf 3 I 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): 
“D’ is correct per OP 3208. “A”, and “C” are plausible since each of these actions would reduce RCS inventory 
when solid, reducing RCS pressure. “B” is plausible, since spray would be used to reduce pressure if there was a 
bubble in the pressurizer. 
Technical Reference(s): (Attach if not previously provided) OP 3208 steps 4.4.3 and 4.4.15.c. 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objective: normal, abnormal. and emergency operating conditions. available) 

Question Source: Rank #68581 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 
Learning MC-04202 Describe the operation of the Chemical and Volume Control System under (As 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.3,41.5,41.7, and 41.10 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Esamination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 70 Tier # 3 3 
Knowledge of limiting conditions for operations Group # 2 2 
and safety liniits KIA # G EN .2.2.22 

Importance Rating 3.4 4. I 
c 

Proposed Question: 

- With the plant initially at 100% power, a severe transient has occurred, and current conditions are as follows: 

Reactor power is 80%. 
?ressurizer level is 10096 

Tnvc i s  GOO'F. 
Pr-essririzer pressure is 2700 p i a .  

Using Tech Spec Figure 2.1-1 attached to th i s  exam, ir.hich SAFETY I,IMI'I'S, i f  any. are bcing esceeded? 

A Neither the RCS Pressure SAFETY' LIRllT nor the Ruactor Coi-e SAFETY 1,lMJ J are being e\ccedcd 

B. The RCS Pressure SAFETY IJhillT is being exceeded, and the Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT is NOT being 
exceeded. 

C. The RCS Pressure SAFETY LIMIT is NOT being exceeded, and the Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT is being 
exceeded. 

D. Both the RCS Pressure SAFETY LIMIT and the Reactor Core SAFETY LIMIT are being esceeded. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): The RCS Pressure limit of 2750 psia has nor been exceeded ("B" arid "D" wrong), and the 
Reactor Core Safety Limit has NOT been exceeded ("A" correct, "C" and "D" wrong). "B" and "D" are plausible, 
since RCS pressure is elevated. " C  and "D" are plausible, since RCS Tave is elevated. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: been exceeded 
Question Source: Modified Bank #79953 Parent Question Attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

Tech Spec Section 2.1 (Attach if not previously provided) 
Tech Spec Figure 2.1-1 

MC-05782 Given a set of parameters, determine if a reactor core safety limit has (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.2 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Esnniination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 71 Tier +i 3 3 
Knowledge of facility ALARA program. Group # 3 3 

~~ 

K/A ?# GEN.2.3.2 
Importance Rating 2.5 2.9 

Proposed Question: 

What ALARA precaution exists specificall), for entering CTh,lT with the reactor at  power that does NOT apply with 
the reactor shutdown? 

A. Be m x e  that entry into the loop areas Ivithin the crane \\.all can sulject an ind i \  idual to high t-xposure rates. 

B . N o  en t r)’ i ii to Contain m e n  t is permitted \\.hen Con t a i 11 in en t pressu rc is txlo\\f at mos plicr ic pi‘essu re, 

C. HP Technicians should be a\varc of radiation streaming paths from piping penetrations 

D. Exit Containment inimediatel! if unanticipated radiological conditions are mcountcred 

A -- Proposed Answer: 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct: since N- I6 gamma radiation, \vhich is pon’er dependent, is a large contribiitor 
to dose rates within the crane \vall. “B“: “C”? and “D“ but plausible: since these relate to actual cautions or steps in 
RPM 2.5.1 Initial Entry to Unit 3 Containment, but are wrong. since they also apply \vith the reactor shutdown. 
Technical RPM 2.8.1: section 3: {Attach if not previously provided) 

Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objective: containment while the reactor is at power.. . available) 

Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

RPM 2.8.1, ALARA caution prior to stem 4.23: and step 4.3.7 

None 

Learning MC-05 I52 Discuss the concerns associated with entering inside the crane wall of (As 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 1 .  I2 
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Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 72 Tier # 3 3 
Ability to control radiation releases. Group # 3 3 

KIA # GEN.2.3.1 1 
Importance Rating 2.7 3.2 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power and a SLCRS Fan running. the “SLCRS Filter Fan Discliary to Millstone Stack” 
radiation monitor (3HVR*REI9B) goes into alarm. 

A.  Check the Condenser Air Ejector Discliarge Tiattiation h4onitor 3ARC-RE2 1 trcnd. and chcck !lie CTMT Purge 
Eshaust Fans running. 

B. Check the RPCCW Radiation Monitor 3CCP-RE3 I trend, and check the CTMT Purge Exhaust Fans running 

C. Check the Condenser Air Ejector Discharge Radiation Monitor 3ARC-RE2 1 (rend. and i-liccl, tlic CTMT 
Vacuuni Pumps running. 

D. Check the RPCCW Radiation Monitor 3CCP-RE3 I trend, and check the CTMT Vacuuiii Pumps running. 

Proposed Answer: C 

Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct since both the Condenser Air Ejectors and the CThlT Vacuum Pumps 
discharge to Gaseous Waste, which goes to the Mjllstoiie Stack. “A” and “B” are wrong. since the Containment Purge 
System exhausts to the Turbine Bldg stack, but plausible since it draws on CTMT, as does the CTMT vacuum pumps. 
“B” and “D” are wrong, since RPCCW is monitored by CCP-RE3 1, which is not alarming. “B” and “D’ are 
plausible, since W C C W  overflows to the Aux Bldg, which is drawn on by SLCRS. 

Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank # 78805 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

AOP 3.573: Attachment A, Page 10 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-04763 Describe the operation of the HVC/HVK systems under the 
following ... High radiation detected by HVC*RE16A or B.. . 

(As available) 

2004 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.41.8,41.10,41 . I  I ,  and 41,12 
55.43.4 

Comments: 
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ES-40 I Written Esaniination Question Worksheet For111 ES-40 1-5 

Esamination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question At 73 Tier if 3 3 
Knowledge of the basis for prioritizing ernergency Grotip F 4 4 
procedure i nip lementat i on during emergency operations IUA d GEN.2.4.23 

Iniportance Rating 2.8 3.S 

Proposed Question: 

The reactor has tripped, Safety Injection has actuated. and the ci-ew is checking status trees prior to transitioning out 
01. 1:-0 ,'?'~</c~~o~. Tt.//j 01' .5'~// i ! /~'  , ' ~ J / < J C , / ~ / > / I .  

( 2 .  'f'lic'! arc' prioritized to allo\\. diagnosis based oil the intlicatioils 1iios1 rcpreseiitalive ol'thc accitleiit in progress 

C. The!. arc prioritized based on [ l ie  probability o f  the welit occui-riiig 

D. The! are prioritized based on protectins the CTMT Bai-riel-. \\hen the lil~c'lihootl for saving the other barriers has 
been lost. 

I' i-o posed A n s\r.er: B 
Esplanation (Optional): "B" is correct. and "A", "C", and "D" \wong. since FR-S. C. 14, and P protecting the clad. H 
and P protecting the RCS, and Z protecting containment. FR-I is a yello\~i-patli-only subset of FR-C. "A" is plausible 
since this is the basis for prioritizing the E l ,  E-2, and E-? Emergency Response Guidelines. "C" is plausible. since 
this is the basis for \vhich Optimal Recovery Guidelines were developed ( IO- '  events per reactor-year). "D" is 
plausible, since this is the philosophy behind the transition to SAMGs (Clad temperature above 1 200°F, and actions 
of FR-C. 1 have been ineffective). 
Technical WOG ERG Executive Volume, Description of ERG 
Reference(s): Development Program, page 15,20,2 1, and Figure 3. 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: prioritization. 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 

MC-04927 List the 6 CSFS in  order of priority, &r explain the basis for this (As available) 

Memor>p or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.4 I .  I O  
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 74 l i e r  # 3 3 
Knowledge of fire protection procedures Group # 4 4 

KIA ## GEN.2.4.25 
Importance Rating 2.9 3.4 

Proposed Question: 
With the plant at 100% poner: the following sequence of e\,ents occurs: 

I .  
2. 
3 .  

An Incipient Fire Detection (IFD) Cable Spreading Area Priorit>- I “Fire” alarni is recei\-ed in the Control Room 
A PEO is dispatched to investigate the alarm. 
Tlic PFO tours the Cable Spreading ;iten. ml rqmrs that tlicl-e are no visual indicaiiotis 01. lit-e or smoke; and no 
tiisceriiable fire-related smells i n  the a r m  

What action is the crew required to take with this tire alarm? 

B. Lockout CO: to the Cahle Spreading Area b!. pl;tcing one of the Cable Slmxiing Arcs .:-l~osifioii Ke! lock 
Switches in  ”Abort”, and closing the Cable Spreading Area CO? Ball Valve. 

C. Request the Fire Brigade Dut), Captain to investigate the cause of the alarm, sincc the IFD sJ’stem niay be 
providing a valid alarm even n-ith no other discernable effects present. 

D. Request IBrC to reset the faulted zone module; and after the alarm is reset, restore the affected portion of the Fire 
Protection System to service. 

Proposed Answer: c 
Explanation (Optional): “C” is correct. and “ D “  wrong. since the IFD system is highly sensitive, and may be providing 
an valid alarm, even with no other discernable indication of a fire “A” is wrong, since EOP 3509 transitions back to 
normal plant evolutions if confirmation if a fire is not received. “B” is wrong since the Cable Spieading automatic 
COz actuation feature is normally locked out. “A“ is plausible, since a fire alarm has been received. “B” is plausible 
since this is the method to lockout C02, and “D“ is plausible, since a fire alarm has been received with no local 
indication of a fire. 
Technical Reference(s): OP 334 ID, step 4.4.1 

EOP 3509, step 2 
(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #69484 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10CFRPart55 Content: 55.41.8and41.10 
Comments: 

None 
MC-04599 Describe the major administrative or procedural precaution and limitations (As 

available) placed on the operation of the fire protection detection and control system. 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

I lxa  til i nat ion Out 1 ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 75 Tier # 3 3 
Ability to diagnose and recognize trends using Group # 4 4 

KIA # GEN.2.4.47 re fe rc nce materia I 
Importance Rating 3.4 3.7 

Proposed Question: 

__ Initial Plant Conditions: 

The plant is at 100% power at EOL. 
i\FD i s  at the Target Flus Difference 

..\I1 co~iti~c~llers art: i n  autoniatic. 
I lJ l lk  r>  r(0dS are at 225 steps. 

/\ transient occ11rs. and nunierom annunciators are received. includins 

l ~ i \ \ i l ~  -1-REF DEVIATION 

-1liu I t 0  rzports W D  is now “-7.00 

IJsing the AFD b‘s. Thermal Power (RE-G-01) curve attached to this exam, what event has occurred? 

A.  The controlling turbine first stage pressure transmitter has failed high. 

B. An NIS polver range upper detector has failed low. 

C. A Makeup System pot setting error has resulted in a boration. 

D. A control rod has partially dropped into the core. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “A” and “C” are wrong, since AFD has moved negative, since its initial target value was - 
3.06. “D” is correct, and “B’ wrong, since Tave/Tref error indicates reactivity has also been added to the core. “A“ 
is plausible since first stage pressure failure affects Tref, and also inputs to rod control, but failing high will cause a 
“Rods out’‘ signal, and rods won’t move in AUTO above the C-11 setpoint of 223 steps. “B” is plausible since NIS 
upper failure would cause a change in AFD. ”C” is plausible, since a boration would change Tave. 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: Power Distribution Anomalies. 
Question Source: Modified Bank #73084 Parent Question Attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 

10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

FSAR Section 15.4.3. I (Attach if not previously provided) 

AFD Vs. Power curve RE-G-01 

MC-04899 Describe the major parameter changes associated with Reactivity & (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.41.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level 110 SRO 
Question # 76 Tier # I 
Ability to determine or interpret consequences Group fi' 1 
Of managing a LOCA with a loss of CCW K/A # EPE.0 I I .EA2.03 

Importance Rating 4.2 

Proposed Question: 

- An earthquake occurs, resulting in a loss of all RPCCW pumps and a LOCA. Current conditions are as follows: 

No RCPs arc' running. 

The CI'W has ,just entered ES- I .2 Posr LOCA Cooklo~r~ri Irrrcl ~ ~ / ? ~ ~ ~ . ~ . S Z ( I . ~ ~ U / ~ O I ~ .  

ICCS IXKSS[IK is 650 psia a i d  stable. 
Contninnic'nt pressure is 17 p i a  ; ind lo\\:cring. 

No  RPCC\\' pumps are running. 
Technical Support is investigating options for local RPCC\'r' pump breaker operat ion 

Assuming an  RPCCW pump CANNOT be started, uhich potc'iitial future action \~.ould the c i -e \ \  still he able 10 
perform? 

A. 

B. 

C. 

D. 

Startup Spent Fuel Pool Cooling per ES-1.2, step 3 "Check Electrical Alignment". uTing GA-5 "Spent Fuel Pool 
Cooling System Startup". 

Start the "B" RCP per ES-I .2: step 12 "Check If RCP(s) Should Be Started". using GA-6 "Starting Reactor 
Coolant Pump" 

Place a Residual Heat Removal pump in service per ES-I .2. step 29 "Check if RHR System Can Be Placed In 
Service". 

Transfer to Cold Leg Recirculation per ES-I .3, step 3 "Align RHR and Recirc Spray Systems For Cold Leg 
Recirculation". 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): "D" is correct, since cooling for cold leg recirculation is provided by service water, and no 
operations are performed on the RPCCW system during the swap over to cold leg recirculation. "A" is wrong, since 
RF'CCW provides cooling to the spent fuel pool cooling heat exchangers. "B" is wrong, since GA-6 requires RPCCW 
in order to start an RCP. "C" is wrong, since ES-1.2 step 29 places RHR in service in the cooldoivn mode, which uses 
RPCCW for cooling. 
Technical Reference(s): ES-I .3 step 3. 

ES-1.2, steps 3.f. RNO, 12.d, and 29. 
GA-5, step 3 and 4. 

GA-6, step 1. 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Bank#78842 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 

MC-04 155 Given the following failures, partial or complete, determine the effects on 
the Reactor Plant Component Cooling System and on interrelated systems.. . 

(As available) 

2004 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 

Cominents: 
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ES-40 1 
~~ ~ 

Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Out line Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 77 Tier # 1 
Loss of Component Cooling Water: Knowledge of Group # 1 
limiting conditions for operation and safety limits. KIA ## APE.026.GEN.2.2.22 
Proposed Question: Importance Rating 4.1 
With the plant initially at 100% power. the following sequence of events occurs: 

1 .  

2. 
3.. 

1. 
5,  

A PEO reports finding a manual valve on the “A“ Train RPCCW System CLOSED, that he thinks should be 
OPEN. 
The SM cletermines that the valve is in  the \vrong position, and that the valve supplies safety -related equipment. 
T i l e  S7’,2 looks at the surveillance histor). of the RPCCW System, and disco\ws that thc Ixjt scheduled inonthl>~ 
survcillance on the IIPCC\\’ SJ.steiii: scheduled for 6 days ago, was inndvertentl~~ n i i w d .  
The S’I‘A reports that the surveillance was last performed 36 days ago. 
7 - h ~  crew has not repositioned the valve to the required position. 

Using LCO/Sur\.eillance Requirenlent 3/1.7.3 (RPCCW), attached to the back of this e u m ,  how is the ere\\. 

r q i i i  ed to implement the RPCCW S>,stem LCO prior to repositioning the val\*e? 

!\ The crwv can delay logging into the ACTION for 1.CO 3.7.3 (RPCCW) for up  10 21 hours while repositioning 
the \,:!lve and coinpleting the surveillance. 

B. The crcw must immediately open the valve, and then the), can delay logging into the ACTION for LCO 3.7.3 
(RPCC\V) as long as they coinplete the surveillance within the nest 2.75 da1.s. 

C. The crew must log into the ACTION for LCO 3.7.3 (RPCCW), and restore “A?‘ Train RPCCW to OPERABLE 
within 72 hours or be in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 30 hours. 

D. The crew must initiate action within 1 hour to place the unit in HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours, and 
HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours. and COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): “A” and “B” are wrong, since SurveilIance Requirement 4.0. I states failure to meet a 
Surveillance, whether such failure is experienced during the performance of the Surveillance or between performances 
of the Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. “A” and “B‘ are plausible, since 4.0.2 allows a 25% time 
extension of the specified time interval to complete a surveillance (38.75 days for a monthly surveillance), and 4.0.3 
allo\vs 24 hours, or up to the limit of the specified surveillance interval, whichever is greater, to complete the 
survejllance if missed. “C” is correct, since this is the ACTION required per LCO 3.7.3, and this is surveiled per 
4.7.3 by verifying each valve servicing safety related equipment that is not locked, sealed, or otherwise secured in 
position is in its correct position. “D” is wrong, since the valve affects the “A” Train only, so the LCO can be “met” 
via reliance on the ACTION STATEMENT. “ D  is plausible, since this is the ACTION required if the LCO cannot 
be met by reliance on the ACTION STATEMENT, and both a valve out of position and an inadvertently missed 
surveillance condition exists. 
Technical Reference(s): Tech Spec 3/4.7.3 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Tech Specs 3.0.3,4.0.1,4.0.2 and 4.0.3 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Cornments: 

Tech Spec 314.73 
MC-04 156 Given a plant condition or equipment malfunction, use provide reference mat- 
erial to.. . Evaluate Technical Specification applicability and determine required actions. 

(As 
available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 

55.43.2 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Exaiiiination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question #! 79 Tiel- # I 
I<nowledge of bases in technical specifications for Group # 1 
limiting conditions for operations and safet), liinits. EPE.05 5 .G EN .2.2 2 5  

Proposed Question: 
7 ‘ 1 ~  crcw is preparing to i~emove the ”B“ Enic.rgcnc> Diesel Generator fi-om service. and plans 011 csiending the 
allowed outage time (AOT) from 72 hours to 14 da\fs to allow adequate time to complete the scheduled maintenance. 

I<,’A # 
Importance Rating 3.7 

According to the Bascs section of Technical Specifications, whicli of the below conditions would be acceptable \\.hen 
rcl!~ing 011 this c\;rcndecl AOT? 

D. Elective niaintenance that could challenge offsite po\ver availabilily has been scheclulctl f o r  the s\\.itchyard in 3 
days. The maintenance will be closely monitored and controlled. 

Proposed Ans\ver-: B 
Esplanatioi~ (Optional): “B” is correct, since the SBO diesel must be verified available by test perforinatice within 30 
days prior 10 allo\ving the EDG to be INOP for greater than 72 hours. “A” is \vrong since estended EDG outage shall 
not be scheduled \vith inclement weather is predicted. “A” is plausible since tlie predicted \veatlier is not severe, and 
i s  not actually present. “C” is wroiig, since the swing charging pump must be available. ”C“ is plausible, since the 
charging pump aligned to the operable EDG is available. “D” is iyrong, sincc elective niaintenance is not allowed in  
the switchyard. “D” is plausible since tlie proposed maintenance will be closely monitored and controlled. This is a 
requirement for any activity in the switchyard during an extended EDG outage. 
Technical Reference(s): Tech Spec Bases. page B 314 S- 1 b 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning MC-0440 I Describe the major administrative or procedural precautions and 
Objective: limitations placed on the operation of the Emergency Diesel Generator System 

(including Support Systems), and the basis for each. 
Questim Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 

10 CFR Pal t 55 Content: 
Comments: 

(Attach if not previoiisly provided) 
None 

(As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.2 
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Form ES-401-5 ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level 
Question i# 80 Tier # 

Knowledge of Loss of Instrunient Air Abnormal 
Operating Procedures KiA 8 

Group # 

RO SRO 

APE.065.GEN.2.4.11 
Proposed Question: Importance Rating 3.6 
With the plant initially at 100% power, instrument air pressure starts rapidly decreasing: and the following sequence 
of events occurs: 

I .  
2. 

4. 
5. 

3 .  

The crew enters AOP 3562 Loss ~flnsrr2r/7ie~71 .-I ir-. 
The crew trips the reactor. 
Instrument air pressure rex!ies m o  psig. 
The cren’ enters ES-0. 1 Rcmctor TI.@ R c s p n ~ m .  
The US i s  directing actions per ES-0. I .  \vliile the extra SIX0 is looking ahead to detei.ininc which AOI’ 3562 steps 
are needed to help mitigate the loss of air. 

The US is coinmencing ES-0. I ,  step 4: “Check PZR L.e\.el Control”, and the extra SRO recorninends performing all 
alignments per AOP 3562, step 4. “Verify Letdo\rn I n  Service” anti 5. “hlonitor \;CT I,e\.el -- NORMAL” to assist in 
mitigating the effects of the loss of air. 

How will the crew align charging and letdowi per AOP 3562 in this post trip condition? 

Letdown Charcinz Pumr, Suction Charging Header Path 
Via 3CHS*klVS 105 and S 106 

A. Head Vent Letdown to PRT Aligned to the VCT I n  Ser\-ice 

B. Head Vent Letdown to PRT Aligned to the RWST Isolated 

C. Head Vent Letdown to VCT Aligned to the VCT Isolated 

D. Head Vent Letdown to VCT Aligned to the RWST In Service 

Explanation (Optional): On a loss of air, Letdown isolates, Charging Header Flow Control Valve 3CHS*FCV 12 I fails 
open, and makeup capabilities to the VCT are lost. As a result, AOP 3562 aligns head vent letdown, which is directed 
to the PRT (“C” and “D’ wrong) since the charging header is isolated (“A” and “D” wrong) due to the failing open of 
FCV 12 1, which, coupled with the loss of letdown, would quickly create an excessive RCS inventory concern. Also: 
since the VCT makeup valves have failed closed, the crew will align charging pump suction to the RWST (“B” 
correct, “A” and “C” wrong). The other answers are plausible, since the normal post-trip per ES-0.1 lineup is suction 
from the VCT, and Charging path aligned. Head vent letdown to the VCT is plausible since this path is aligned per 
ES-0.1 if letdown can not be placed in service (without a loss of air in progress). 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

Proposed Answer: B 

AOP 3562, steps 4 and 5.  

ES-0.1, step 4. 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-07008 The crew will demonstrate the ability to safely operate the plant during a 
loss of instrument air and use AOP 3562 in parallel with other procedures to 
successfully stabilize plant parameters. 

(As availabie) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO S RO 
Question # 8 I Tier # 1 
Adherence to appropriate procedures and operations within Group # 1 

limitations during a loss of Emergency Coolant Recirculation K/A # EPE.W/EI 1 .EA22 
importance Rating 4.2 

Proposed Question: 

- A LOCA outside Containment is in progress. and the follo\ving sequence of eltents has occurred, 

I lo\\. \vi11 h i s  niininiuni ECCS flo\v ratc be cstablislictl? 

A. Keep one charging punili running, and operate charging and/or SI pumps as Iieceswi.\ 

13. Operate the SI and/or RHR piinips as necescar!' 

C. Maintain the single train of ECCS running, and depressurize the RCS to decrease subcoolins 

D. Establish normal charging and operate any of the ECCS punips to maintain tlie required f l m v  

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): Step 22 of ECA- 1.1 had the operators manually stop ECCS punips to establish a niasimum of 
one CHS, one SI, and one RHR pump running. Step 25 of ECA-I , I  has the operators evaluate if SI can be 
terminated. Since inadequate subcooling exists, 25.b RNO has the operators determine the minimum ECCS flow 
required using Att. "A" of tlie procedure. Once tlie minimum flow is determined step 2 j .b  RNO has tlie operators 
"Start or stop CHS and/or SI pumps as necessary to establisli flow ..." Per tlie note prior to step 25, one charging pump 
is kept running to maintain seal injection ("A" correct and "B" wrong). "C" is ~ o n g .  but plausible since this action is 
taken i n  step 3 1 only if adequate subcooling exists. I'D" is wrong, but plausible since normal charging is established if 
conditions to terminate SI are met. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #7 I075 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

ECA-1.1, steps 22 to 3 1 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-0387 1 describe the ina,jor action categories within EOP 35 ECA- I .  I .  (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1 -5 

Esa in inat ion Out1 ine Cross-reference: Level RO S RO 
Question # 82 Tier # I 
Ability to determine and interpret an uncontrolled rod Group # 

Importance Rating 4.6 

2 
withdrawal: from available indications KIA # APE.OO1 .AA2.05 

Proposed Question: 

- Initial Conditions: 

Reactor Power: 95% 
‘lime in  corc life: EOL 
‘rave: 58 j°F  

plant transient occurs and the RO reports the follo\ving trends: 

Reactor Power: 
Tave: 585°F and increasing. 
MWe: Increasing 

Increased to 98% power a n d  now almost stable at 98%. 

What event is in progress? 

A .  An uncontrolled rod withdrawal is occurring. 

B. Extraction Steam has isolated to the first point Feedwater heaters. 

C. The low pressure Feed Heater string bypass valve has failed open. 

D. A steam line break is in progress. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A“ is correct, since MWe are changing in the sanie direction as Tave. This is indicative of a 
primary-plant-induced reactivity addition event. Depending on the rate of reactivitj* addition, MTC will terminate the 
power rise, and at this power level, rods are near the top with a low DRW, and at EOL, MTC is a large value. “B” 
and “C” are wrong, since on an efficiency loss, Tave will be fairly constant. “D” is wrong, since with a steam break. 
Tave would be decreasing. “B” and “C” are plausible, since reactor power \vi11 increase on a loss of efficiency. 
is plausible, since reactor power will increase on a steam leak. 
Technical Reference(s): FSAR Section 15.4.2 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

(As 
Objective: available) 

“D” 

None 

Learning MC-03349 For given plant conditions, qualitatively state the effect of any RCS, 
secondary plant or reactivity induced transient in any number of the 4 plant loops on the 
following parameters (RCP trip, turbine trip, dropped rod, etc.): reactor power, rod 
position, RCS loop average temperatures (affected and non-affected loops), RCS loop 
delta-t (affected and non-affected loops), steam pressure (affected and non-affected 
loops), Pressurizer pressure, and Pressurizer level. 

Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55  Content: 
Comments: 

Comprehension or Analysis 

55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 83 Tier # I 
I<iio\vledge of High RCS Activity AOP Group # 2 

IUA # APE.076.GEN.2.4.1 I 
Iinportance Rating 3.6 

Proposed Question: 
hi t i1  the plant at 100% power, the lollowing sequciicc ofcvciits occurs: 

Cui-ren t cond i I io115 arc as follo\\~s: 

Purification Demineralizer Decontainination Factor: 30. 
Letdof\.ll Flol\.: 90 gplll. 
Letdown Filter Differential Pressure: I S psid. 
I<eactor Coolant Filter Diffkrenlial Pressure: I5 psid. 

A. Shift the in-service Mixed Bed Purification Demineralizer. 

B. Consult with a Reactor Engineer on the advisability of increasing letdo\\w flow. 

C. Remove from service, replace, and place the Letdown Filter back in service. 

D. Remove from service, replace, and place the Reactor Coolant Filter back in service 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): "B" is correct, since increasing letdo\vn flow will increase floii through the demins and 
filters, increasing the removal of RCS activity sources. "A" is wrong, since purification Demin DI-' is required to be 
greater than 25, and it is. "C" is wrong, since Letdown Filter DP is required to be less than 30 psid, and i t  is. "D" is 
wrong, since Reactor Coolant Filter DP is required to be less than 20 psid. and it is. "A". "C". and "D" are plausible. 
since each of these actions may be required in AOP 3553, depending on plant conditions. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 

Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

AOP 3553, steps 5, I;, and 7. (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-05893 Describe the basis of ma.jor procedure steps and/or 
sequence of steps in AOP 3553. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Esamination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: I,evel RO SRO 

Question # 84 Tier # 1 
Ability to determine/interpret adherence to Group # 2 
appropriate procedures as it applies to AOP 3555, K/A # 
Reactor Coolant Leak. Importance Rating N /A 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditioiis: 

Site Specific RCS Leak.A2 

The follo\\.iny sequence of events OCCIII'S: 

What action is the crew required to take? 

A. Keep normal Charging and Letdown isolated, and establish Head Vent Letdown to tlie VCT using GA-14. 
B. Keep normal Charging and Letdo\\.n isolated, and verif)! the RPCCW System is intact by verifying RPCCW 

Surge Tank level is stable. 
C. Establish norinal charging and letdown by throttling 3CHS*FCV 12 1 in MANUAL, and simultaneously 

OPENING Charging Isolation Valve 3CHS*MVXI 06 and Letdown Orifice Isolation Valve 3CHS*AV8149B. 
D. CLOSE Charging Loop Isolation Valves 3CHS*AVS I46 and 5147, Letdo\vn I-leader Inner CTMT Isolation 

Valve 3CHS*CVS160, and Letdo\vn Isolation Valve 3 RCS*LCV460, to attempt to isolate the leak. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): "D" is correct, since the leak is still active, as evidenced by  pressurizer level decreasing at a 
slow rate. If the leak were isolated, PZR level would be increasing, since seal iii-jectioii is still being supplied: and 
AOP 3555 directs expanding the isolation boundalp of Charging and Letdown to continue attempts to isolate tlie leak. 
"A" and "B" are wrong, since Charging and Letdown would not be kept isolated unless the leak was isolated. "A" is 
plausible since these actions are specified in AOP 3555 if the leak was isolated. "B'' is plausible, since RPCCW is the 
next leak isolation step in AOP 3555. "C" is wrong, but plausible, since charging and letdown would only be restored 
if the leak still exists after isolation steps specified i n  "D' were unsuccessful. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

AOP 3555 steps 1 , 9  and 10 (Attach if not previously provided) 

(As 
ava i lable) 

None 
Learning MC-06404 During all operations the US will evaluate plant performance and make oper- 

ational judgments to ensure that the plant operates within the Technical Specifications 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet For111 ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 85 Tier # 1 

Ability to determine I interpret Instrument Failure Group # - 2 
AOP procedure adherence. KIA 8 Site Specific Instr~inient Failiire.Al, 

Importance Rating NIA 

Proposed Question: 
\Vith the plant at I OOYO power. the following sequence of events occurs: 

,+I. The US is required to iniplenient AFD nionitoring sincc the AFD h4onitor Alarm is considcrcd IYOPERAn1,E 
The US is also required to iniplenient QPTR sur\.eiIlances since the QPTR hdonitor Alarm is con~idercd 
IYOPERABLE. 

B. The US is required to implement AFD monitoring since the AFD Monitor Alarm is considered INOPERABLE. 
The US is NOT required LO impleinent QPTR surveillances since the QPTR Monitor Alarm is considered 
OPERABLE. 

C. The US is NOT required to impleinent AFD inonitoring since tlie AFD Monitor Alai-ni i s  considered 
OPERABLE. The US is required to implement QPTR surveillances since the QPTR h4onitor Alarm is 
considered INOPERABLE. 

D. The US is NOT required to iniplenient AFD monitoring since the AFD Monitor Alarm is considered 
OPERABLE. The US is NOT required to implement QPTR surveillances since tlie QPTR Monitor Alar-in is 
considered OPERABLE. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): The AOP actions have removed the affected input fi-om the AFD program, which restores the 
AFD Monitor Alarm to OPERABLE, so AFD monitoring is not required (“A” and “B” \vrong). The AOP actions 
have also removed the affected input from the QPTR program, but this does not restore OPERABILITY to tlie QPTR 
Monitor Alarm (“C” correct and “D” \wong). “A” and “B” are plausible, since the AFD a h - m  would be considered 
INOPERABLE if the RO had taken longer than one hour to complete the AOP 3571 step. “B” and “D” are plaiisible. 
since the RO has taken action to remove the failed channel from the QPTR alarm program. 
Technical Referencets): A O P  357 I ,  Attachment D, steps 6 and 7 

Surveillances 4.2.1 . I  .1  .b and 4.2.4.1 .b 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

(Attach if not previousl) provided) 

None 

MC-03976 Describe the major action categories contained within AOP3571 (As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.2 and 43.55 
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Form ES-40 1-5 ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO s RO 
Question # 86 Tier # 2 
Reactor Coolant Pump: Ability to perform specific system and Group t f  1 

003.GEN.2.1.23 integrated plant procedures during all modes of plant operation K/A # 

linportance Rating 4.0 

Proposed Question. 

PLANT CONDITIONS : 

t\ plant heatup is in progress after a refueling outage per OP 320 1 Pln/ir Neci/i/p. 
13o:Ii t i 1  ili p i m p s  are aligned to the snftt), ii:.icction mode. 
RCS teiiipcrnturt is curl-entl! 73F'F 

The crc\( desires to heatup at 1lie aclrninistrativc' lieatup rate l imit .  
COPPS is not armed. 

Assumjng each r-unning RCP will heat up the KCS at 1 S'F per hour, how many RCPs will the crew have running? 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): The "B" RCP was started when RCS temperature was below 160'F per step 4.2.8 and 4.2.9. 
The crew is at step 4.4.3 of OP 3201, since temperature is >230"F and COPPS has been blocked. Additional RCPs 
are started per step 4.4.4 not to exceed the administrative limit of 75"F/hr. Four RCPs will heat up the RCS at 72"F, 
which is below the admin limit of 75"Fhr ("D" correct, "A", "B" and "C" wrong). "A" is plausible, since if 
temperature was beloir. 230"F, a maximum of one running RCP would be allowed. "B" is plausible since heatup rate 
is limited to 40"F'hr n ith temperature with RCS temperature <160"F. "C" is plausible, since RCS heatup/cooldown 
limits differ based on RCS temperature. 

Technical Reference(s): OP 3201, steps 4.2.8, 4.2.9, 4.4.3, and 4.4.4. (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed re 

Learning 
Obiective: 

fererices to be provided to applicants during examination: None 
MC-06404 During all operations the US will evaluate plant performance and make oper- 
ationai judgments to ensure that the plant operates within the Technical Specifications 

( A ~  
available) 

Question Source: Bank #7S761 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 87 Tier # 2 
Predict impact and use procedures to mitigate consequences of Group # I 
failure modes for pressure, flow, motor amps, motor temperature, 
and tank level jnstrumentatjon. Importance Rating 2.9 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

KIA ## 005 .A2.0 1 

0 

The RCS is at 1 S0"F. 360 psia. 
There is a bubble in the Pressurizer. 
The "B" RCP is i t i  ser\-icc. 
The " A "  R I I R  p i m p  is in  senice. 
The "B" RHR pump is tngcd  out for breaker repairs 
All  S!Gs are at 4504 YR le\,el 
All other plant equipment is available. 

Thc followins sequence of events occurs: 

I .  
2. 

The RIHR PUMP A \107'OR 1 E M P  I J I  aiiiiiinciator comes in  on PlD3C. 
The RO reports that the afarin is confirmed by bot11 RTDs (computer points) indicating above the slam sctpoint 
of 120°C. 

What action is the crew required to take? 

A. Leave the "A" RHR Pump running to provide decay heat removal. Open both PORVs . 

B. Trip the "A" RHR Pump, enter EOP 3505 Loss of Shirtdown Cooling a i d o r  RCS I~venfoiy: open both PORVs 
and feed the RCS using one charging pump from the RWST. 

C. Trip the "A" RHR Pump, enter EOP 3505 Loss ofSl7zrrdoiv17 Cooling andor RCS Inventory, stop the "B" RCP 
and establish Natural Circulation cooling. 

D. Trip the "A" RHR Pump, enter EOP 3505 Loss ofSlnrtdoiiw Cooling and/or RCS Inventoiy, and establish forced 
circulation cooling using the "B" RCP. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): "A" is wrong, since the ARP directs the crew to trip the running RHR pump and enter EOP 
3505. "A" is plausible, since Mode 5, non RIO conditions dictates use of Att "B" of 3505. "D" is correct since steps 
9 and 10 use the running RCP for cooling, and go to step 16 to attempt to restore RHR cooling. "B" is wrong, but 
plausible since Feed & Bleed using CHS pump is attempted after Forced circ (steps 9 & 10) and Natural circ (steps 1 1 
& 12) attempts are unsuccessful. "C" is wrong, but plausible since step 9 will stop RCPs in excess of one, but will 
leave one running as long as RCP seal conditions are satisfactory. 
Technical Reference(s): 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: Cooling and/or RCS Inventory 
Question Source: Modified Bank #78 102 Parent Question Attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 

EOP 3505, Att. "B", steps 9-12 (Attach if not previously provided) 

OP 3353.MB2C, 2-7A 
None 

MC-0435 ]Describe major action categories within EOP 3505, Loss of Shutdown (As available) 

Comprehensjon or Analysis 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 55.43.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Out1 ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question ## SS Tier t 2 
Ability to predict impactimitigate faulty bistable Group % 1 

operation on RPS K ' A  f 0 12.A3.0 1 

I in po rtanctt Rating 3.6 

Proposed Question: 

- With the plant at 100% power, the follo\ving sequence of events occurs: 

I. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
3 .  

6.  
7 .  

The CONTAINMENT PRESSURE 1-11-1 Annunciator conic's in  on MB2. 
-Ilic I10 i - q i o i - t ~  all CTMT pressure iiistrtiiiimt> iiiJic:itc no:.innl. 
Tlw RO i q x ) r t ~  tliat o i i l ) .  one CTMT PRESS 1 1 1 - 1  R i b l n b l -  is lit on 31E32. 
T h e  cre\rr enter's AOP 357 1 / / 7 . ~ / 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 ( ~ /  I;iri/we R ~ ~ Y ~ O I I W .  
T'he US is at ;\()I' 357 I. Attachment R,  step I .d. \vliich has the operators attempt l o  distinguish \\liether the 
thilure is \ \ , i [h i i i  SSPS or at the protection cllanncl. 
The extra operator reports that the red GENERAL M.'ARSIYG lamp on ~RPS*RI \ I~LOGB is li t .  
Thc csti'a oIiera1or also reports that the Train I3 SSPS "l~lultiplese~. Test'' sr\.itcli ic i n  NORh,l,I\I. at 

- .  

3 R PS * R /\ I< LOG B . 

Is the US required to direct an operator to place the Train A SSPS "Multiplexer 1-est" E\\ itch in  "A-U"? Why or \~I iy  
not? 

A. Yes,  since if this causes the affected bistable light to start flashing, l&C \ \ , i l l  need to troubleshoot SSPS prior to 
tripping the RPS Bistable. 

B. Yes, since if this causes the affected bistable light to start flashing. I&C \ + t i l l  NOT need to troubleshoot SSPS 
prior to tripping the RPS Bistable. 

C. No, since this step is only required if an associated instrument has also failed 

D. No, since this step will result in a reactor trip with the plant in this configtiration. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): This question tests a recent change to AOP 3571. "D" is correct, since with a GENERAL 
WARNING on train B, taking this switch to "A J B" \vi11 mean both trains of SSPS are not i n  a normal lineup, and a 
reactor trip will occur. "A" is \vrong, but plausible. since this would be the correct answer if the opposite train 
GENERAL WARNING light was not illuminated. "B" is u'rong, but plausible, since this would be the correct answer 
if the opposite train GENERAL WARNING light was not illuminated and the bistable light did not start flashing. "C" 
is wrong, but plausible, since this is a misapplication of step I .d, which only requires the step to be performed if the 
bistable is tripped and the cannel indications are normal. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

AOP 3571, Attachment R. (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-03976 Describe the major action categories contained within AOP 357 I (As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Otrtline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 89 Tier ## - 7 

Evaluate AC Electrical Distribution System performance Group # I 
and make operational judgments KIA i: 062.GEN.2. I .7 

Importance Rating 1.4 
Proposed Question: 

- With the plant at 80% power, the following annunciators are received on M R S :  

BUS 34C UNDERVOLTAGE 
BUS 34D UNDERVOLTAGE 
A I < \ /  BUS LOSS OF RESER\’I: PO\\;TR 

The BOP operator repoits BLIS 31C and 34D bus voltages are stable at 3700 L olts. 

Assuming voltage conditions do not change, \\.hat \\.ill  be the status of busses 2 C  ui id .:-ID one niiniite nlier the. bus 
undervoltage annunciators c a m  in. and \\,hat procctluialI~ tlircctetl actioii i l ia!  I lc . lp  ~1;tig:itc thc ewnt? 

A. 34C and 34D are still enersized from the NSST. and the US is reqiiii.c.d 10 iiotit! C O S \ i E X  and rcqucst tl int  rhc.! 
attempt to raise system voltage. 

B. 34C and 34D are still energized from the NSST. and the US will direct the BOP opcrator to swap redundant 
equipment between 34C and 34D. 

C. 34C and 34D are energized from tlie RSST, and the US is required to enter E-0 R L ~ u ~ , f o r  Tri/i or S t r f c ; / ~ .  f ~ 7 ; c , c ~ ~ i 0 / 7  

D. 34C and 34D are energized from the EDGs, and the US is required to enter E-0 Rctrclor Plj7 or Sqfelj. //!;eCli0/7. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): If this condition exists for less than 4.5 minutes without a SIS or CDA  ires sent, the cren. is 
directed to take one or more ofthe following actions: Raise main generator output \$oltage or reactive load, reduce 
34C(D) loads by starting redundant equipment on the opposite train bus (“B” is plausible), and/or request CONVEX 
to raise system voltage (“A” is correct). “8” is wrong, since the cause of the low voltage on 34C and D is low supply 
voltage froin offsite power, making the swapping of loads ineffective. “C“ and “D” are \vrong, but plausible since 
with an SIS or CDA signal present, the transfer to the RSST or EDG occurs without the 4.5-minute time delay, but 
with no SIS or CDA signal present, the undervoltage condition must exist for 4.5 minutes before the Tie Breaker 
trips, the EDG starts and either the RSST closes in (i‘c” plausible), or tlie EDG closes in  if the RSST is locked out 
(“D” plausible). 
Teclinical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: Alarm Response. 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

OP 3353.MB8C, 3-2 and 4-3 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-03337 Describe the 4kV distribution system under ... LOP Sequence ... MB8 (As available) 

comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 90 Tier # 2 
Knowledge of which events related to Emergency Diesel Group # 

Importance Rating 3 .G 

I 
operationslstatus should be reported to outside agencies. KIA ## 064.GEN.2.4.30 

Proposed Question: 
The plant is being slititdown for a refiieliiig outage, and over the course ofthe week, the Ihllo\\.ing events arc entered 
into the SM log: 

I . 

2 .  MODE 5 is rcaclicL 
3 .  

4. 
5. 
6 .  

During the shutdown, a fairly large crud burst occurs. and tlie crew enters AOP 3553 !-/i;;/? / i c ~ ~ . f o r  C'ooltriit 
.cj :s/em ,;lc/;l~;/.l.. 

A loss ol'..B" I I X  starring prcssurc restilts in a n  iiiiplatiiiecl "Oraiigc" Sliiildo\\.ii I<isl; coiidition. A i r  p r c s s ~ i i ~  is 
restored after I5 miniites. 
Three Mechanics \\.orking on a \,alve i n  Containinen[ arc contaminatcil. 
An "A" Train electrical outage is coniniei~ced as pait  of tlie pre-plaiined schedule. 
During the "A" Train outage. a peer-checker prevents a Iiuinan perfoimancc error \\liicli. if not pre\ieiited. \\fould 
have caused tlic "73" EDG 10 lxcome INOPERABLE. 

I n  accordance with Master Manual 14. the SM should have notified the NRC Resident of\vliicli of'tliese events? 

B. The unplanned "Orange" Shutdo\\:n Risk condition. 

C. The contamination of the three mechanics i n  Containment. 

D. The near-miss human perforinance event with the "B" EDG. 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): "B" is correct, and "A", "C", and "D" \vrong. since an unplanned entr)' into a SDR Orange 
condition is to be reported to the NRC resident, and the other events are not. "A", "C", arid "D" are plausible, since 
AOP entry, contamination of 3 people due to a single event. and near miss human pet-formance event all require 
notification of Millstone management. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

MP- I4-OPS-GDL 100 step 2 .32  Table (Attach if not previously provided) 
N on e 

MC-05572 Outline the responsibilities of the Shift Manager. (As available) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 

55.43.5 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 91 Tier t? 2 
Ability to evaluate plant performance and make operational 

operating characteristics and instrument interpretation Importance Rating 4.4 

Group t j  

KJA # 

2 
judgments based on Pressurizer Level Control System 0 I I .GEN.2.1.7 

Proposed Question: 
Initial Conditions: 

A plant cooldown is in progress in accordancc. \sit11 OP 320s / ' / ~ m /  (:'oo/c/oiiv. 
Both trains of RHR are in service in the cooldo\\m mode. 
Pressurizer level is stable at 55%, being inaintnincd b!. 3RCS-l.l<JiC) i n  : \ \ 'TO 
liCS cold leg temperatures are 25O'F and decrcnsing. 
RCS pressure is 350 psia and stable. 
PZR temperature and surge line tempcmture nr-e both stable at  430°F. 
All Pressurizer heaters are energized. 

e 

The RO reports that pressurizer surge line teimperaturc has started decreasing. indicnt i n y  -!:!I I- 

What adverse plant condition exists, and \\hat action \\ i l l  the US direct'? 

A. Spray flow has initiated with excess AT across the Pressurizer spray nozzle. The U S  \\ ill direct the extra senior 
licensed operator to notif_\, Engjneering and initiate a CR. 

B. Spray flow has initiated with excess AT across the Pressurizer spray nozzle. The US will direct the RO to 
deenergize pressurizer heaters to restore AT to within limits \vithin 30 minutes. 

C. A pressurizer insurge is in progress. The US will direct the RO to adjust 3RCS-LK459 "PZR LVL" to decrease 
charging flow. 

D. A pressurizer insurge is in progress. The US will direct the RO to adjust 3RCS-PI< I3 1 "L'D PRES CNTL" to 
decrease letdown flow. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): In this situation, the pressurizer level control system is being used to maintain PZR level 
constant with spray flow adding water to the PZR at a rate greater than the net chargins rate to the RCS as the RCS 
contracts during the cooldown. This establishes a continuous PZR outsurge, preventing a PZR insurge and the 
associated thermal transient. If net charging flow increases above the 35 gpin spray flow: an insurge occurs, as 
evidenced by the surge line temperature drop. The US must either increase letdown flow (--D' wrong, but plausible) 
or decrease charging flow ("C" correct). There is a 182OF temperature difference between the RCS and rhe PZR, 
which is within the 200°F spray nozzle administrative limit. "A" lists actions required if the 200°F limit is exceeded, 
and " B  lists the actions related to the TRM 320°F limit. ("A" and " B  wrong, but plausible). 
Technical Reference(s): OP 3208, steps 4.3.30 and 4.3.31 

OP 3208 basis document, steps 4.3.30 and 4.3.3 1 

TRM 3.4.9.2.C 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #78785 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments. 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

None 
MC-03444 Describe the major action categories contained within OP 3208 ... (As available) 

2004 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43 5 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 92 Tier # 2 
Knowledge of Abnormal Condition Procedures related to Group # 2 
Condenser Air Removal. KIA # 055.GEN.2.4. I I 

I niportance Rat in2 3.6 

Proposed Question: 
Initial sequence ofevenls: 

Condenser I3ackpi~cssul-e is srnble at 7.0 inches I-lg Absolute and stable. 
T ld~in i .  load is 500 X4M.i. and tlccl-casing. 
7‘11~. cxira SRO Iins ,jiis~ \ c‘i.ilied propel- Circulating Wntcl- Sj,stem operation 

Wliicli AOP-directed action \\ill the creu. take at this point i n  time? 

A.  Check Condenser Air Removal System alignment. 

C. Trip the Turbine and enter AOP 3550 TwDim Trip 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “B’‘ is wrong, since Condenser pressure is still above 5 inches Hg, but plausible, since 
pressure is stable, and this would be correct if backpressure was restored to 5 inches Hg. “C” and “D” are wrong, 
since tripping the reactor not required unt i l  Condenser backpressure reaches 7.5 inches Hg, or greater than 5 inches 
Hg with turbine load 5 360 MWe. “C” and “D‘  are plausible, since backpressure is elevated, and turbine load is low. 
AOP 3550 is also plausible, since turbine load is less than the P-9 setpoint, allowing a turbine trip without a reactor 
trip. “A” is correct, since the extra SRO is performing actions of AOP 3559, and no higher priority exists at the 
current moment in time. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

AOP 3559, steps 1-3 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-03924 Discuss conditions which require use of or transition to other procedures 
when performing actions of AOP 3559. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-401-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: 
Question 93 
Knowledge of Circulating Water annunciators, 
indications, and use of response instructions. 

Level RO SRO 
Tier ## 2 
Group ## 2 
KIA # 075.GEN.2.4.3 1 
Importance Rating 3.4 

Proposed Question: 

A “nor’easter’‘ is challenging plant operations, and initial conditions are as follow~s: 

The crew is performing actions per OP 32 I5 Respome to lntuke S O T C ~ U W  Degriided C‘o17cl‘iii017s 

A cio\\.npo\wr to 5096 liiis been conducted. 
,411 h1iiiri Cii-culating \Vatu I’umps are runnin:. 
Screens are running in “FAST 2‘’ speed. 
The T R A V E I .  SCRN DlFF IXVEI., 141 annunciator is l i t  on MB6 

!I large mat of debris has just been driven into the intake bays, and the follo\ving seqwnce of  weiits occurs: 

I . Screen DPs spike tip and peak at the follo\ving \,aIucs: 
“A“ and “B.‘ bays: 40 inches 
“C“ and “D” bays: 34 inches 
“E”? and “F“ bays: 30 inches 

The BOP operator reports that screen DPs are starting to trend back down. 
The CIRC WTR PP AUTO TRIP / OVERCURRENT annunciator is received on MB6. 
The “E” and “F” Main Circulating Water Pumps show slight oscillation of amps and increasing discharge 
pressure. 
The BOP operator reports AT increasing across the “E” and “F“ waterboxes. 

2.  
3 .  
4. 

5 .  

What action is the US required to direct the crew to take? 

A .  After conditions stabilize, perform backwashes of the ‘,E“ and “F” water boxes, due to indications of fouling. 

B. Open the “A” Condenser Inlet Waterbox Cross-Connect Valve, due to the automatic trip of the ‘73’’ Main 
Circulating Water Pump. 

C. Trip the reactor and enter E-0 Reacror Trip or Sufity Injection, due to the automatic trip of the “A” and “B’ Main 
Circulating Water Pumps. 

D. Trip the reactor and enter E-0 Reactor Trip or Sufep Injecfion, due to the automatic trip of the “C” and “D” Main 
Circulating Water Pumps. 

Proposed Answer: A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since with the screens running in FAST-2, debris may carryover and start 
fouling the condenser waterboxes, as indicated by increasing discharge pressure, oscillating amps, and increasing AT. 
“B” is wrong, since operators are not to open the Condenser Inlet Waterbox Cross-Connect Valve if the cause of a 
pump trip is high screen DP. “ B  is plausible, since the “B” Circ pump is the cause of the CIRC PUMP TRIP 
annunciator, and the normal action for a tripped circ pump is to open the Condenser Inlet Waterbox Cross-Connect 
Valve. “C” is wrong, since the “A” Circ Pump trip setpoint is 42 inches DP after I O  seconds, but plausible, since the 
“B” Circ Pump trip setpoint is 36 inches, and the required action if two circ pumps trip in the same bay is to trip the 
reactor. ‘ID” is wrong, since the auto-trip setpoint for the “C” and “D” circ pumps is 36 inches, but plausible, since 
the setpoint for these two pumps is less than the “A” and “F“ pumps, and the required action if t\vo circ pumps trip in 
the san i~ ‘  ba?, is to trip the reactor. 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Technical Reference(s): OP 3353,MB6B, 5-4 and 5-6 
OP 3215, Precaution 3.3 and step 4.8 

(Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: New 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 5 5  Content: 

None 

MC-04284 Given a failure; partial or complete, of the main circulatioii \vatt'r'. _ _  
systems, determine the effects on the system and on interrelated s!stems. 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.4 1.4 and 4 1.5 
55.43.5 

Comments: 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO S RO 
Question ## 94 Tier # 3 

Ability to locate and use procedures and directives Group # 

Importance Rating 3.4 

I 

related to shift staffing and activities 

Proposed Question: 
I n it ia I Co nd it  ions : 

I< ’A # CEW.?. 1.5 

The off-zoing PEO’s work histor) is as t‘ollows: 

Morida\.: 0700- I500 
1-ussda),: 0600- I SO0 
M.eclnesda> : Off 

Friday: 0600-1 800 
Saturday: 0600- IS00 
Sunday: 0600- 1800 

T h t ~ r ~ d ~ > . :  0600-1 800 

Why isn’t the PEO eligible to work the 4 hours of overtime \vithout additional authorization? 

A. The PEO would violate the inaxiinuin consecutive hours worked requirement. 

B. The PEO \i.ould violate the maximum hours worked in a 34-Iiour period requirement. 

C. The PEO would violate the masiinuin hours worked i n  a 4S-hour period requireinent 

D. The PEO would violate the maximum hours worked in  a 7-day period requirement 

Explanation (Optional “A” is wrong, since the PEO has not exceeded the maximum consecutive hours l imi t  of I6 
hours. “B” is wrong, since the PEO has not exceeded the maximum of 16 hours in a 24-hour period. “C” is correct. 
since the PEO would exceed the maximum of 24 hours in  any 4S-hour period, since for the period fiom Saturday at 
0600 until Monday at 0600; the PEO has already worked 24 hours. “D” is wrong, since the PEO has worked 68 hours 
in  the past 7 days, which is less than the maximuin-allowed 72 hours in a 7-day period. “A”. “B“. and “ D “  are 
plausible, since the PEO has been working a large number of hours, and there are limits for each of these cases. 
Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning Objective: 
Question Source: New 

Question Cognitive Level: 
I O  CFR Part 55 Content: 

Proposed Answer: C 

OA 18, Section I .  1 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-06803 State the overtime limits for Millstone personnel. (As available) 

Coniprehension or Analysis 
55.41.10 
55.43.5 

Co inin en t s : 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 95 Tier # 3 

Knowledge of less than one hour Tech Spec Group # 

Importance Rating 3.8 

1 
Action Statements for a system KIA # GEN.2.1.I 1 

Proposed Question: 

The plant is at 3% power with a plant startup in progress per OP 3203 Plot71 S/articp 

A steam dump rnahnction causes Ta\,e to decrease to 550°F 

A.  Restore Ta\,e to wi th in  its l imi t  within 15 minutes or be in HOT STANDBY \vithin the next 15 minutes. 

B. Restore T a w  to \\ . i thii i  its limit within 15 minutes or be in IHOT STAKDBY i t h i n  the nest hour 

C. Restoi-c. Ta\i. to \ v i t h i n  its liinit \ \ r i t h i n  30 minutes o r  b e  in  HOT ST..\NDBY within the ncst I5 minutes. 

9. Restore J’a\fe to \vi thin its limit within 30 minutes or be in HOT STANDBY within the next hour. 

Proposed Answer. A 
Explanation (Optional): “A” is correct, since the ACTION required is to restore Tavg to within its limit within 15 
minutes ( ‘ C ’  and “D’  wrong) or be i n  HOT STANDBY within the next 15 minutes (“B” and “D’ wrong). “C” and 
“D” are plausible. since 30 minutes is the time requirement for perfonning surveillance 4.1 .1 .4 with Tavg - Tref 
Deviation Alarm not reset. “B” and “D’ are plausible since 1 hour to HOT STANDBY is the Tech Spec ACTION 
required if the Reactor Core Safety Limit LCO 2.1. I is exceeded, and this also involves RCS Temperature. 
Technical Reference(s): Tech Spec LCO 3.1.1.4 (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: Technical Specification action requirements. 
Question Source: Bank #72390 

Question Cognjtive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55  Content: 

None 
MC-03390 Given a plant condition requiring the use of OP 3203, identify applicable (As tvailable) 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.2 

Comments: 
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ES-401 Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question ## 96 Tier # 3 
Knowledge of pre- and post-maintenance operability Group # 2 
requirements KIA # GEN.2.2.21 

Importance Rating 3.5 

Proposed Question: 

Which ONE of the following "FIN Team" maintenance activities requires Post Maintenance Testing to meet 
OPERABILI'I 'I' requirements for a Containment Imlation Vnlve? 

A.  Removiig the insulation from  fie \XI!  L'. 

B. .4d.justing the packing on the valve 

C. Tightening the air-line connection to the \.alvi. operator. 

D. Replacing the OPE&-Indication light socket nil hlB I 

Proposed AnsLver: B 
Explanation (Optional):, An  OPERABILITY surveillance is required for Intrusive Maintenance ("A". "C", and "D" 
wrong) [e. g. overhault packing adjustment ("R" is correct). l i m i t  s\vitch adjustment, etc.] on Safet!. Related 
equipment. 
Technical Reference(s): MP-20-W-GDL40, section I S . 5  (Attach if not previously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning 
Objective: Operability Determination 
Question Source: INPO Exam Bank 

Question Histoy: 
Question Cognitive Level: 

10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-07203 Given procedure RP 5 ,  support documents, and references, perform an (As available) 

2001 Byron Unit 1 NRC Exam 

Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.2 
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ES-40 1 Written Esainination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO S RO 
Question # 97 Tier # 3 
Knowledge of the effects of core alterations on Group # 

Importance Rating 3.3 

2 
core configuration KIA i# G EN .2.2.3 2 

Proposed Question: 

A significant administrative error occurs durinz fuel loading. resulting in several new fuel assemblies bein? placed 
more to\r:ard the center of the core ar id  more “t\\.ice-burned” assemblies inore to\iaid (lie periplierj.. 

A .  When 100% p v e r  is first rcaclied after the i.efiieliii_r outage, RCS loop A T  values \ \ i l l  be discovered to read 
significantl>, higher t h a n  cspcct td  for this liizl q-clc‘. 

B. When I O O ? 4  po\ver is first imclied after tlie refueling outage, RCS loop AT \‘allies \ \ , i l l  be disco\.ered to read 
signilicantl!, lo\\’er lliaii c s p t ‘ c ~ d  for this fiic.1 c).cle. 

C. When tlie first calorimetric is perforined after the refueling outage, tlie PRNls will be discovered to read 
significantl). higher than actual po\ver. 

D. When the first calorimetric is performed after the refueling outage, the PRNls will be discovered to read 
significantly lower than actual power. 

Proposed Answer: D 
Explanation (Optional): “A” and “B“ are wroi?g. since Loop AT will not be affected by this change, since the same 
therinal po\ver is being extracted fiom the core as a whole. “C” is wrong, and “D” correct, since the radial flus 
pattern should shift with the peak toward the center and less flux at the core periphery. therefore tlie Nls would sense 
less flus than before and read lower. ”A” and “B” are plausible, since core configuration has been altered, and 100% 
loop AT values are cycle-dependent. “C” is plausible, since PRNIs are affected by the alteration in  core 
configuration 

Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: INPO Exam Bank 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55  Content: 
Comments: 

SOER 90-3, Shearon Harris Event (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-06286 Describe how familiarity with and use of operational experience can 
mitigate or preclude an event. 

(As available) 

2003 Prairie Island Unit 1 NRC Exam 
Comprehension or Analysis 
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ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet Form ES-40 1-5 

IJxam inat ion Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 98 Tier # 3 
Ability to perform procedures to reduce excessive levels Group # 

Importance Rating 3.3 

3 
of radiation and guard against personnel exposure K/A 8 GEN.2.3.10 

Proposed Question: 

Current plant conditions: 

Fuel damage has occurred. 
A small break LOCA has occurred 2 hours ago 

Radiation levels in Contninrnent are high. 

\Vhicli eqiiipment does EOP 35 E- 1 Losr oflieric~or oi’ .Sccni:c?rrrj. C‘oolrmf I i n w  the ,IDTI; consider running 
interinittentl>t in order to lower radiation levels in  CTAI’I‘, I-educing offsite release rates? 

A. CTMT Air Filtration Fans 

B. CTMT Spray Pumps 

C. Hydrogen Recombiners 

D. CTMT Purge Fans 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
“B” is correct, and “B”, “C”, and “D?  wrong, since GA-8 and E-] direct the crew to consult with the ADTS to 
determine if CTMT spray pumps are to be run to reduce CTMT radiation levels and reduce offsite release rates. 
running a CTMT spray pump, which will spray down CTMT: absorbing radioactive Iodine from the CTMT 
atmosphere. “A” is plausible, since CAF fans will be run to reduce activity levels in CTMT in non-accident 
conditions. “C” is plausible since previously, the ADTS \vas directed to consider use of the Hydrogen Recombiners 
during accidents with potential fuel damage, but a change in DBA assumptions has relegated the Recombiners to 
SAMG space. “D“ is plausible, since purging CTMT will remove radioactive air from CTMT, and E-1 has the ADTS 
consider use of the Purge System if Hydrogen levels are excessive. 

Teclinical Reference(s): E-I, steps 7.c. and 22 
GA-8, step 2 RNO 

(Attach if not pre\lously provided) 

Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 

Learning Objective: 
Question Source: Bank #756 13 
Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

None 

MC-04361 Describe the major action categories within EOP 35 E-I. (As available) 

2001 Millstone 3 NRC Exam 
Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.4 
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Form ES-40 I -5 ES-40 I Written Examination Question Worksheet 

Exam inat ion Out I ine Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 
Question # 99 Tier # 3 
Knowledge of annunciator response procedures Group ## 4 

K/A # GEN.2.4.10 
Importance Rating 3.1 

Proposed Question: 

With the plant at 100% power, a RCP Hl RANGE LKG FLOW HI annunciator is received on MB3, and the RO 
reports ;lie following indications exist foi- the "A"  RCP: 

Over the past 3 minutes. " A "  ItCJ) :;I seal leahoff'flo\\. has increased from 2 gpni to 6.5 gpni and is now stable. 
"A" RCP Seal Water inlet rciiiperatiii-c intlica(ors arc rending 90°F. and stcndy. 

What action is the crew required to take? 

A. Trip the reactor, stop the "A" KCP. and close its 2 I Seal Leakoff Valve after the pump has been stopped for 3 
ni i n u  tes. 

C Coninience an orderly plant shutdonn and remo\e the "A" RCP froin service \\ithin S hours 

D. Notify the Duty Officer and request Engineering to evaluate the "A" Reactor Coolant Pump for continued 
operation. 

Proposed Answer: C 
Explanation (Optional): "C" is correct and "A" and "B" are wrong since # I  seal leakoff flow is less than 8 gpm, #2 
seal leakoff hi annunciator is not lit, and # 1 seal inlet temperatures are normal. "D" is wrong since #1 seal leakoff is 
greater than 6 gpm. Step 7 is used, requiring the RCP to be removed from service within 8 hours. "A", "By, and "D' 
are plausible, since each of these actions could be correct under different severities of the number 1 seal failure. 
Technical Referencets): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during examination: 
Learning 
Objective: 
Question Source: Modified Bank #74889 Parent Question Attached 

Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 

OP 3353.MB3B 2-10, steps 4 and 7 (Attach if not previously provided) 
None 

MC-05434 Explain the effects of, and describe the required actions for the 
following RCP seal failures: # I  Seal Failure ... 

(As available) 

Comprehension or Analysis 
55.43.5 
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ES-40 1 Written Examination Question Worksheet For111 ES-40 1-5 

Examination Outline Cross-reference: Level RO SRO 

Question # 100 Tier ti 3 
Knowledge of Chemistry / Health Physics tasks Group # 4 
during emergencies. KIA # GEN.2.4.36 

Importance Ral ing 2.s 

Proposed Question: 

- A large break LOCA occurs. resulting in the loss of all 3 fission product harriers. and the folio\\ in? sequence of 
events occurs: 

1 .  
2. SERO is activated. 

The CRDSEO dcclarts a GEN17R:\12 E A I E R G E Y O ‘ .  ; \ I ~ P l  I!\ 

\&‘hat action is specificall!. assigned as the responsibilitj. of‘tlic on-du1?. I Icaltl) I’ll! sics ~ l ~ ~ c l i ~ i i c i ~ ~ ~ i ’ . ’  

A. Revie\\ and  appro\^ all exposures in excess of IOCI-R20 liiiiils 

C. Approve offsite dose-related protective action recoiiiiiiendatiotis. 

D. Perform the initial dose assessment using ”IDA” 

Proposed Answer: B 
Explanation (Optional): 
“B” is correct since this is the responsibility of the NP Technician, wlio becomes ”RMT I ” .  “A“ is \\rang. since for 
ALERT or higher classifications, EPA-400 criteria is applied for dose limits “C” i5 \vrong since this is initially a 
CRDSEO responsibility. “D” is wrong, since this is the responsibility of the Cliemistr! Technician. “A”. “C”, and “D“ 
ai-e plausible since each of these are dose-related E-Plan responsibilities or activities 

Technical Reference(s): 
Proposed references to be provided to applicants during esamination: 

Learning 
Objective: 

Question Source: INPO Bank 

Question History: 
Question Cognitive Level: 
10 CFR Part 55 Content: 
Comments: 

MP-26-EPI-FAPOI, section I .4.5 and Att. 2 (Attach if not lire\ iousl? provided) 
None 

MC-02534 The Shift Manager and Unit  Supervisor will perform all administrative 
actions necessary to protect the public in accordance with emergeiic). plan 
procedures. 

(As available) 

2002 Kewaunee Unit INRC Exam 
Memory or Fundamental Knowledge 
55.43.5 
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